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Abstract

The object of this thesis is to investigate the linguistic phenomena of gapping and VP ellipsis.
These phenomena have been approached from a variety of perspectives in the literature: syn¬

tactic, semantic, pragmatic and computational. The aim of this thesis is to examine gapping
and VP ellipsis from all these perspectives, and to attempt to develop an analysis which inte¬

grates syntactic, semantic and pragmatic information in a framework that is at least in principle

computationally tractable.

At the syntactic level, a usual assumption about elliptical constructs is that they Eire charac¬
terised by an incomplete syntax. This raises a first question: how is this incomplete syntax li¬
censed by the grammar? Another fact to be accounted for is that VP ellipsis, and more markedly
gapping, Eire subject to strong syntsw:tic constraints. This in turn raises a second question: how
is the elliptical clause licensed? I show how the unification-based categorial framework provided

by Unification Categoried Grammar (ucg) can be extended to answer these two questions.

At the semantic level, the following questions arise. First, how is the missing semantics of the

ellipsis to be licensed? — this is the resolution problem. Second, how is the interpretation
of the ellipsis to be determined ? — this is the interpretation problem. Third, are there any

semantic constrEiints on the distribution of VP and verbal ellipsis, and if so, how can they be
accounted for? Here, the answers I provide are set within the framework of Dynamic Intensional

Logic (dil). First, I give a detailed answer to the resolution and to the interpretation problem.
Second, I compare dil with Discourse Representation Theory (drt) and show that drt is better
equipped to account for Sag's alphabetic variance constraint on VP ellipsis. I then show how
dil can be extended to mimic drt with respect to this particular problem.

At the discourse level, I argue that VP ellipsis resolution is sensitive to discourse structure and

give a tentative explanation of why this is so (the tentative character of the explanation is due to
the fact that it is based on the notion of discourse relation, for which no good theory is presently

available).

At the computational level, I show how the various insights developed in this thesis can be

implemented in PROLOG, thus integrating them into a computational system. The resulting •

framework is then compared with existing Eilgorithms for ellipsis resolution.
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Finally, I discuss the relationship of VP and verbal ellipsis to other types of anaphora such
as Null Complement Anaphora, it-anaphora and sluicing. Because of the multi-perspectival

approach taken to the complex problem of VP and verbal ellipsis, it is hoped that some of the

insights developed in this thesis can be used to deal with these related phenomena.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Anaphora is a linguistic process by which a semantically under-specified item, the anaphor, re¬

lates to some other item, the antecedent, which provides the basis for its semantic interpretation.
Pronouns are paradigmatic examples of anaphora. Consider the following example.

(1.1) Jon walks. He whistles.

Here the pronoun he is an anaphor whose antecedent is the NP Jon. The denotation of this
antecedent (an individual named Jon who walks) is also that of the pronoun so that the discourse
in (1.1) means that there is an individual named Jon who walks and whistles.

Ellipsis can be thought of as a special sort of anaphoric process where the anaphor is syntactically

'incomplete' in some sense. Thus consider the differences between the sentences in (1.2) and the
constructions in (1.3) below:

(1.2) a. Jon likes movies and Bill likes concerts.

b. Jon gave chocolate to Jeff and Peter gave three roses to Mary.

(1.3) a. Jon likes movies and Bill concerts. (Gapping)

b. Jon gave something to Jeff but not to Bill. (Stripping)

1
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c. Jon likes movies and Bill does too. (VP Ellipsis)

d. Jon gave something to Jeff but I don't know what. (Sluicing)

The constructions in (1.2) are complete in the sense that their function-argument requirements
are satisfied. Thus, the verb likes requires two arguments, and these are provided by the NPs
Jon and movies in the first clause, and Bill and concerts in the second clause. Similarly, gave

requires three arguments and these are also provided. In contrast, the sentences in (1.3) cannot
be said to be complete in this sense — they are syntactically incomplete, or 'under-specified',
and are referred to in the literature as ellipsis. In each case, elements axe missing which are felt
to be required for the sentence to be complete. In the gapping example (1.3a), the verb (likes)
is missing from the second conjunct. In the stripping construction, the verb (gave) is missing
together with most of the arguments (Jon, something). In the case of VP ellipsis, a VP (likes

movies) is missing from the second clause whereas in the sluicing construction, a whole sentence

(Jon gave to Jeff) is lacking.

The study of ellipsis then involves several sub-tasks. Firstly, some account must be provided of
how the 'incomplete' syntax of elliptical constructs is licensed. Secondly, the conditions under

which a given ellipsis may be linked (or anaphorically related) to a potential antecedent must be
determined. Thirdly, the exact process by which the interpretation of the ellipsis obtains must

be made precise.

In this thesis, I concentrate on two cases of ellipsis: VP ellipsis (or VPE) and gapping (also
called, verbal ellipsis). I develop an analysis for these two phenomena which is cast within an

extension of Unification Categorial Grammar (ucg), called ucg(2). As the name indicates, this
particular framework is characterised by two main facts: it is categorial and it is unification-
based. As a categorial theory of language, it supports the view that constituents are either

functors or arguments which combine together under application of a limited set of rules such
as backward and forward functional application. For instance, the rule of forward functional

application can be represented as follows:

X/Y Y =>X

where X and Y are variables ranging over categories and X/Y is a functor category which takes
an argument of category Y to yield a constituent of category X.

As a unification-based theory of grammar, UCg(2) models constituents with partially-specified
feature structures containing information from different linguistic levels such as phonology, syn-
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tax and semantics. Unification is then used to combine feature structures into more fully specified

objects and to form relationships between the various information levels of distinct constituents.
There are two main motivations for adopting a unification-based approach to grammar. First, it
allows for a declarative grammar and second, it provides a simple model of how different types of

linguistic information interact. With a declarative grammar, linguistic phenomena can be exam¬

ined and described independently of any procedural consideration — that is, the long-standing

separation introduced by Chomsky between competence and performance can be preserved.
With a good model of how different levels of information interact, a more complete account of

linguistic phenomena can be provided. As we shall see, this is particularly relevant when dealing
with ellipsis where not only syntax, but also semantics and even pragmatics intervene in deter¬

mining the acceptability and the interpretation of the elliptical construct. Finally note that a
monosiraial approach (that is one in which the different types of linguistic information operate

in parallel) is more in line with the psychological reality of human sentence processing because
it allows for on line interactions between say syntax and semantics. This has been shown (cf.

[Swinney 1979; Tyler/Marslen-Wilson 1977 and Altmann 1986]) to be a more appropriate model
of human sentence processing than an autonomous system in which all syntactic analysis would
have to be done before semantics analysis can be attempted.

A third characteristics of the linguistic framework used in this thesis is that the semantics is a

dynamic one, that is one that takes the meaning of a natural language expression to be defined

by its information state update potential rather than by its truth-conditions. In the particular
semantics used (i.e., Dynamic Intensional Logic or dil), an information state contains infor¬
mation about potential antecedents for pronouns, very much like in Discourse Representation

Theory (cf. [Kamp 1981]). As we shall see later, this has to be taken into account when defining
the interpretation of elliptical constructs.

Consider then, from this perspective, the problems raised by ellipsis. The first sub-task to

be dealt with concerns the syntactic licensing of elliptical constructs. Now, recall that in a

categorial grammar constituents are either functors or arguments and that they combine under
some simple rule schema to form higher level constituents. In ucg(2), the only binary rule
used is that of functional application. This raises a problem for gapping and VPE because the

chain of functor/arguments needed to derive a normal sentence is 'broken' by the absence of the
main functor (i.e., the verb) in the case of gapping, and by the absence of the argument of the

auxiliary (i.e., a VP) in the case of VP ellipsis.
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Interestingly, this structural difference between VPE and gapping is accompanied by distribu¬
tional and interpretive differences between the two types of ellipsis. For instance, a gapped
clause must be root, whereas this is not true of VPE. Furthermore, the antecedent of a VP

ellipsis may either precede or contain the ellipsis, whereas in the case of gapping, the antecedent
must always precede the elliptical construct (at least in English).

Following [Chao 1987], I will take this set of structural, distributional and interpretive differences
between VPE and gapping to be sufficient motivation for thinking of the two types of ellipsis as

belonging to two distinct classes and consequently, motivate the fact that the two phenomena
are treated differently in the grammar.

Consider gapping first. As already mentioned, gapping is characterised by the absence of the

principal verbal functor. This raises the problem first of how the overt constituents appearing
in the elliptical construct are to be licensed (constituents are usually licensed by their relation
to some functor) and second of how the elliptical construct itself is to be licensed (higher-level,
phrasal constituents are usually the 'projection' of some functor in that they result from this
functor combining with one or more argument(s)). The account of gapping proposed here has
two components: (i) the introduction of the product operation into the set of combinatory rules
which allows for the generation of gapping structures and (ii) a reconstruction process for the
derivation tree of gapped clauses which constrains the output of the product operation and

provides the semantic interpretation of the elliptical clause. This provide for the licensing of

gapped clauses, and for their interpretation. Constraints on the relation between ellipsis and
the antecedent simply fall out of the category for coordination: a gapped clause is only licensed
when coordinated with a fully-fledged sentence. The first conjunct is the antecedent clause (or
a-clause).

VP ellipsis is treated very differently. First, recall that VPE is characterised in the syntax by
the absence of an argument for the VPE auxiliary. This is so because typically, a categorial

syntax will assign to auxiliaries the category VP/VP (i.e., a functor which takes a VP as

argument and yields another VP as result category). However, in this thesis, I argue that
this needs not be the case and that there are in fact two categories for auxiliaries: VP/VP
and VP. That is, some auxiliaries are VP in their own right. As a result, no particular step

needs to be taken to ensure the licensing of VPE clauses. To account for the interpretive and
distributional properties of VP ellipsis, I develop an account which amounts to treating VPE
much like ordinary pronouns in that their interpretation is provided by some entity available
from the current context. Moreover, I argue that the antecedent of the VPE must be provided by
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a clause in the discourse which is related by some discourse relation to the VPE-clause. Finally,

following [Sag 1980], I contend that the relation between VPE and its antecedent is strongly
constrained by a semantic constraint, called the alphabetic variance constraint and show how
this constraint simply falls out of a dynamic semantics.

More generally, I argue (i) that VPE and gapping are very different types of ellipsis and (ii) that
in both cases the relation between ellipsis and antecedent is constrained not only by syntax, but
also by semantics and even pragmatics. The importance of each of this grammar component

varies with the type of the ellipsis. Typically, the role of syntax is prominent in the case of

gapping, whereas VPE is shown to be constrained mainly by semantics and discourse structure.
If one thinks of gapping as a verbal equivalent to reflexive pronouns and of VP ellipsis as more

like ordinary pronouns, these differences between the two types of ellipsis becomes understand¬
able: like reflexives, gapping is strongly constrained by syntax, whereas like ordinary discourse

pronouns, VP ellipsis is restricted mainly by discourse structure (and by semantics). To give
this claim a more general support, an overall classification of how the linguistic properties of

anaphors relate to a particular anaphoric class is given in the final chapter thus bringing together

ellipses and anaphors. A typology is proposed which explains the differences and resemblances
between gapping and VPE on the one hand and ellipses and anaphors on the other.

The chapter-by-chapter plan of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the general framework within which my analysis of gapping and VP ellipsis
is couched. It falls into two main parts: the first part describes the merits of unification-based

grammar formalisms in general, and of UCg(2), in particular, and the second part introduces
the dynamic semantics used i.e., DIL.

Chapter 3 discusses the syntax of VPE and gapping. For each type of ellipsis, the discussion
falls into three distinct parts. Firstly, the cluster of properties which characterises the ellipsis
is discussed. Secondly, an analysis is developed which strives to account (i) for the 'incomplete'
syntax of the elliptical clause and (ii) for the syntactic constraints which may hold between ellip¬
sis and antecedent. Thirdly, the proposed approach is compared with other existing approaches,
and remaining problems and shortcomings are pointed out.

Chapter 4 concentrates on the semantics of ellipses. This time, VPE and gapping are treated
on a par. First, a general proposal is put forward which indicates how elliptical constructs are

to be assigned an interpretation within the framework proposed. Here, two main points are
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drawn to attention. The first concerns the modelling of discourse information: if, as is the case,

the semantics used is a dynamic one which encodes information about potential antecedents
for pronouns, then special care must be taken when computing the interpretation of the ellipsis
to preserve this information. The solution proposed is to create an alphabetic variant of the
antecedent in order to interpret the ellipsis. A second point of concern when dealing with
the semantics of ellipsis stems from the phenomenon of sloppy/strict ambiguity. This is best
illustrated by an example. Consider the following sentence:

(1.4) Jon! washes hisx car and Peter does too.

where the intended reading for the first conjunct is such that Jon washes his own car. The

sloppy/strict ambiguity lies in that (1.4) has two possible readings: either Jon washes Jon's
car and Peter washes Jon's car or Jon washes Jon's car and Peter washes Peter's

car. The first reading is called strict, whereas the second is called sloppy. In order to give a

correct account of the semantics of VPE and gapping, the strict/sloppy ambiguity of pronouns
must be dealt with. This is the subject of the second part of the chapter where I argue that

sloppy pronouns are subject to strong parallelism constraints, and develop a theory of parallelism
which combined with the theory of semantic interpretation proposed in the first section, yields
the correct results.

Chapter 5 discusses Sag's alphabetic variance constraint on VPE and shows how this constraint

simply falls out of DIL dynamic semantics.

In chapter 6,1 argue that ellipsis, and more particularly VP ellipsis, is subject to strong discourse
constraints. The core of the argument is that the antecedent of a VPE must occur in a clause
which is related by some discourse relation to the clause containing the ellipsis.

Chapter 7 shows how the syntactic and semantic analysis developed in this thesis can be inte¬

grated in a computational framework. I start by presenting the basic algorithm for resolution,
and run through a simple example to illustrate how the different levels of linguistic information
interact in determining the acceptability and the interpretation of VPE and gapping. I then

compare this system with existing resolution algorithms for ellipsis, and show that the present

algorithm yields a more thorough account of the linguistic properties characteristic of VP and
verbal ellipsis. I conclude by pointing out some shortcomings in the present implementation,
and suggest some directions for future research.
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Finally, chapter 8 concludes the thesis by (i) taking stock of what has been achieved, (ii) giving
a more general perspective of how gapping and VPE differ from each other, and from other

anaphors and (iii) considering what remains to be done. A classification of ellipses and anaphors
is proposed which combines ideas from [Sag/Hankamer 1984] on the one hand and [Chao 1987]
on the other. This yields some more support for the claim that VPE and gapping are to be
treated differently within the grammar, and provides a more general explanation of why and

how, VPE and gapping differ from other types of ellipses.



Chapter 2

Linguistic Framework

Theorizing about a particular object involves constructing a formal model which reflects the in¬

teresting properties of the object under study. If it fails to yield sufficiently accurate predictions,
the model is inadequate and must be revised. With respect to language, a linguistic theory is
to strive for an adequate model of linguistic information. A first step towards developing such
a theory involves choosing a particular framework (called grammar formalism) within which
to work. One grammar formalism that has become increasingly popular among computational
and theoretical linguists is the unification-based grammar formalism. In such a formalism, the
basic theoretical objects are feature structures, and the basic combining operation is unification.
Not only is this formalism theoretically sound in that it yields a precise descriptive tool for

language analysis (each object and operatic® is mathematically well-defined and as such has an

unambiguous meaning) but it is also linguistically and computationally attractive. The assets

of unification-based grammar formalisms can be summarised as follows.

First, the use of feature structures as basic linguistic objects allows for all levels of linguistic
information (phonologic, morphosyntactic, syntactic, semantic etc.) to be represented within a

single linguistic unit. That is, the notion of category traditional from generative grammar can be
broadened to include not only morphosyntactic and syntactic information but also information
about e.g, phonology and semantics. Such an approach provides for an integrated model of

grammar in line with such psychological investigations as [Swinney 1979; Marslen-Wilson/Tyler
1980 and Altmann 1986] where natural language processing is shown to be a multi-dimensional
incremental process of information building. Grammatical theories (such as Head-driven Phrase

8
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Structure Grammar (hpsg), Unification Categorial Grammar (ucg) and Categorial Unification
Grammar (cug)) which take advantage of this possibility and posit linguistic objects to extend
over several 'dimensions' are said to be monostratal

Second, the choice of unification as a merging operation provides a simple account of how

linguistic information combines. Moreover, it means that this combination process is declarative
and monotonic. It is monotonic in that information can be neither lost nor overwritten. It

is declarative in that unification is order-independent: the grammar formalism can thus be
used to state the linguistic knowledge embodied in the grammar, but not how it is to be used.

Concretely, this means that a unification-based grammar may be used both for parsing and for

generation.

Third, the adoption of a unification-based grammar formalism as a metalanguage within which
to couch a particular linguistic theory means that this theory provides a computer-interpretable
characterisation of natural language. Computationally, feature-structures are easy to model

(e.g., as record structures in Pascal or as terms in Prolog) and unification is a natural operation:
it has an underpinning in graph-theory and is for example, the fundamental operation of the

Prolog interpreter.

ucg partakes of the general trend to use unification-based grammar formalisms and thus in¬
herits of the properties just described. However as the name suggests, it also takes inspiration
from categorial grammar. As such it exhibits two additional characteristics. A first charac¬
teristic is that linguistic expressions are taken to behave as functors and arguments whereby
combination may only occur between a functor and some appropriate argument. This has two
main advantages. First, this yields a simple account of compoeitionality where the properties

of a phrasal sign are a function of the properties of its subconstituents. Second, when enriched
with unification, it offers an elegant treatment of the merging and propagation of information
within the derivation tree. For instance as we shall see, ucg allows for a direct encoding of the
head feature principle familiar from gpsg, whereby the head features of the head daughter sue
shared by the mother node. A second characteristics of categorial grammars resides in the tight

integration of syntax with semantics. This is of course fully compatible with the monostratal

approach permitted by unification-based grammar formalisms.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the framework within which the analysis
of verbal and VP ellipsis proposed in this thesis is couched. It is structured as follows. First

(section 2.1), I describe in some detail the various components of a unification-based grammar
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formalism. The aim here is first, to indicate what the expressive power of such a formalism is

and second, to give some more motivations for its adoption as a genera] grammar framework.
In section 2.2, I describe UCG and give some examples of sentence derivations. Finally, section
2.3 presents the semantic representation language used in this thesis i.e., Dynamic Intensional

Logic (or dil). The syntax and semantics of DIL are investigated, and a sample derivation is
given which illustrates the workings of DIL.

2.1 Unification-based grammar formalisms

As discussed above, there are several motivations for adopting a unification-based formalism as

a basic grammar framework within which to develop a theory of language. First, it provides
a precise descriptive tool for linguistic analysis. Second, it yields em appropriate language
within which to describe natural language expressions as bearers of multi-dimensional partial

information. Third, it is amenable to computation. In this section, I concentrate on showing
how unification-based formalisms allow for a precise definition of the objects and operations

used in the grammar. That is, I demonstrate that these formalisms do in fact provide a precise

descriptive tool for linguistic analysis. This contrasts with a lot of work in traditional linguistics
where because no precise meta-language is given, objects and operations often turns out to be
ill-defined and misunderstood. The problem with this can be illustrated by a short anecdote
borrowed from [Feynman 1987]: Richard Feynman, the famous physicist, sits in a philosophy
class where the lecturer has been talking about the notion of crucial object for the last two
hours. Suddenly, Feynman asks: Is a brick a crucial object? He received a different answer from
almost every student in the assembly. The point is that the concept was so ill-defined that it
was in fact, undefined. Now the situation in linguistics is perhaps not as bad, but examples of
ill-defined terms and operations are not hard to find. From a theoretical point of view, this is

very problematic because it means that the theory is not a theory because it is too vague to be
verifiable (or falsifiable). On this particular point, unification-based grammar formalisms are

better equipped than most traditional linguistic frameworks because they come with a sound
mathematical foundation.

There is another theoretical advantage in resorting to unification-based formalisms to do linguis¬
tics: they are amenable to computation on the one hand, and to the theoretical investigation
of their computational properties on the other. One might ask: what has computation to do
with linguistics? There are two answers to this question. First, there is a theoretical point.
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If the theory can be tested on a computer, then it means that all the terms used have to be
defined in a once-and-for-all fashion simply because this is the way a computer functions: it
relies on some delta (e.g., an implementation of the grammar) to produce more data (e.g., an

analysis of a string). The point is, the grammar a computer uses does not change depending
on the user. So the problem of having ill-defined terms disappear, or at least is considerably
eilleviated. Note also that generally speaking, a computer provides a better way of testing a

theory that any group of human beings ever will simply because it can test a lot of data very

fast (providing the program embodying the theory is efficient). A second answer to the ques¬

tion of the relation between linguistic and computation has to do with language processing.

Traditionally, a large part of theoretical linguistics is devoted to the study and modelling of

linguistic knowledge. Language however is a process: we understand utterances and we produce
utterances. Therefore modelling language naturally implies producing some model for language

processing. It does not matter if the model has nothing to do with reality — what matters is
that a model be produced which makes the right predictions about the way in which we produce
and understand utterances. Clearly, computers and computer program provide as good a poten¬

tial for developing such a model as any other tool. Furthermore, note that here again the fact
the unification-based formalisms have a mathematical foundation comes useful. Consider for

instance Johnson's work on the logic of feature structures (cf. [Johnson 1988]). The basic idea
there is that feature structures are formulae of first-order logic, and therefore that parsing is just
a theorem proving process. Just another model of language understanding. But because of this
mathematical foundation, it becomes possible to estimate parameters such as the complexity of

parsing.

Clearly, work on the semantics of unification-based formalisms and on their meta-theoretical

properties is only beginning, and to date, the bulk of our knowledge about language still comes
from traditional linguistics. Nevertheless, I hope to have given some motivation of why using
a computer interpretable framework is important. In what follows, I describe in more detail

the basic components of a unification-based formalisms and show how they are equipped with
a precise mathematical foundation.

2.1.1 Feature structures

Unification-based formalisms use feature structures as basic objects. The idea behind this is that

a linguistic expression conveys some partial information and that feature structures adequately
model this information. So what are feature structures? They are sets of attribute-value pairs
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where attributes and values form a finite set of predefined terms1. From a more linguistic

perspective, feature structures are used to describe or represent the information associated with

grammar objects. For instance, in a monostratal grammar we can think of constituents as sets
of attribute-value pairs specifying a value for each of say, three attributes e.g, pho, synt and
sem.

There are basically two ways to represent feature-structures: as Attribute-Value Matrices (AVM
for short) or as graphs. By way of example, suppose that the proper noun Sarah is assigned
a feature structure with values for the three attributes just mentioned, Sarah, np and sarah

respectively. The corresponding AVM will be:

(2.1)

pho : Sarah

synt : np

sem : sarah

Alternatively, this information can be represented in a graph as in (2.2) where attributes label
the arcs of the graph and values, the nodes. In this thesis, only the AVM notation will be used.

In modelling linguistic information, three main properties make feature structures particularly
attractive.

First, values need not be atomic — they can also be complex. A complex value is itself a feature
structure. That is, feature structures are recursive structures (a feature structure may contain
another feature structure). As an example, consider the feature structure in (2.3).
'For a discussion of the mathematical properties of feature structures, see [Rounds/Kasper 1986;

Kasper/Rounds 1986; Moshier/Rounds 1987 and Ait-Kad 1984].
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pho : Sarah

(2.3) synt :
cat: up

agr: 3sg

tern : sarah

In this feature structure the value of the synt attribute is itself a feature structure with at¬

tributes cat and agr whose values are up and 3sg respectively. Given this potential for recursive

embedding of feature structures within feature structures, it is convenient to have a way to refer
to a particular subpart of a feature structure. This is what path attributes (or paths for short)
are for. A path is just a finite sequence of attributes (notated e.g, synt:agr). For example, in

(2.3) the value of the path synt:agr is the atomic value 3sg.

Another interesting property of feature structures is their potential for structure sharing: two

(or more) distinct attributes (or paths) may share the same value. Here it is important to
understand that "same" is to be taken as denoting token rather than type identity. This is best
illustrated by an example. Consider the following structures:

(2.4)
gender: iem

number: sg
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(2.5)

tubj: agr :
gender: fem

number: sg

vp: agr:
gender: tern

number: sg

In (2.5), the two attributes subj.agr and vp:agr have two distinct values of the same type whereas
in (2.4), they share a single value. The difference comes into play when some additional infor¬
mation further specifies the content of these feature structures. When adding information to

the subj.agr attribute of (2.5), the value of vp:agr remains unchanged. By contrast, adding
information to the subj.agr attribute of (2.4) means that the same information is added to the
value of the subj:agr value (because there is in fact one single value shared by two attributes).
A feature structure in which two attributes share the same value is said to be reentrant. As

illustrated in (2.4), reentrancy is notated by using tags on values. The single value is written
once and preceded by a tag. Attributes that share this value are then assigned this tag as value.

A third fundamental fact about feature structures is their varying degree of informativeness.

Linguistically, a feature structure conveys information about some linguistic object. This infor¬
mation is often partial By way of example, consider the following feature structures.

(2.6)

synt: np

sem : sarah

(2.7) is more informative than (2.6) because it contains all the information contained in (2.6)
plus some more information. More generally, one can define an ordering relation on feature

aem : sarah

(2.7)
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structures according to their degree of informaliveness. We say that a feature structure A
subsumes a feature structure B (written A C B) if B is at least as informative as A; conversely,
B is said to extend A.

Not all feature structures can be ordered according to their degree of informativeness. There are

basically two cases where two feature structures cannot be so ordered. The first occurs when
the two feature structures contain incompatible information (i.e., contradictory information),
the second when they contain no common information. The first case is illustrated in (2.8) and
the second in (2.9).

(2.8) sern : saxah sern : jere*y

(2.9)
synt : up

$em : sarah

pho : Sarah

order: post

This means that subsumption is a partial (rather than a total) ordering on feature structures.
More precisely, subsumption is in fact a reflexive partial ordering on feature structures which

provides the feature structure domain with a natural lattice structure (we shall see when dis¬
cussing unification that this is important). It is defined as follows. Let Vx (a) be the value of
the attribute a in the feature structure X for any attribute a and feature structure X. Then we

have that,

1. A variable subsumes any feature structure (because it contains no information at all).

2. A constant subsumes and is only subsumed by itself.

3. A feature structure A subsumes a feature structure B if for any attribute a in A, V^(a) C
Vg(a) and VA{p) C Vs(q) for all paths p and q such that p — q in A where = indicates
token identity i.e., reentrancy.
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2.1.2 Unification

A central issue in modelling natural language processing is to determine how the linguistic
information carried by the different subparts of an utterance is assembled into a structured

representation as a result of parsing an utterance. Within a unification-based framework, this
process is characterised via unification. Unification is a combining operation on feature struc¬
tures which is based on the notion of subsumption described above. Intuitively, it is very much
like set union in that unifying two feature structures requires taking the set union of the at¬
tributes contained in the two structures and combining (i.e., unifying) their values recursively.
For instance, the unification of the two feature structures in (2.9) is as given in (2.10).

(2.10)
synt: np

sem : sarah

pho : Sarah

order: post

pho : Sarah

order: post

synt : up

sem : sarah

More generally, the unification of two feature structures A and B yields a new structure A A

B which contains all the information contained in both A and B providing this information is
consistent. Mathematically, A A B is the greatest lower bound of A and B in the lattice defined

by the subsumption relation on the feature structure domain such that the top element (T)

corresponds to null information and the bottom element (J.) to contradictory information.

Alternatively, one can think of unification in terms of substitution operations. A substitution
is a function assigning terms to variables, that is, a function of the form <r : VAR —+ TERM
where <7 is the name of the substitution, VAR is a set of variables and TERM a set of terms. The

application of a substitution a to a feature structure A, written [A]<r is the result of uniformly

replacing all occurrences of v, by cr(t>{), where v,- is any variable occurring within the domain of
cr. To unify two feature structures A and B, we must find the most general substitution a such
that [A]<7 = [B]<7. <7 is called a unifier and A and B are said to unify.

Note that the unification of two feature structures A and B does not always exists. More

specifically, if A and B contain inconsistent information, then A A B does not exist. Intuitively,
this is because we do not want two information units which contain incompatible information
to merge. Mathematically, this comes out of the fact that subsumption is a partial rather than
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a total ordering and that on the resulting lattice structure, A and B may not have any greatest
lower bound (or rather, they have a greatest lower bound but it is the 'bottom' of the lattice that
is, the object in the lattice which represents inconsistent information). In terms of substitution,
this follows from the fact that if two feature structures 'disagree' on the value of any given
attribute then trivially, no substitution can be found which makes A and B equal. An example
of feature structures which cannot unify is given in (2.11).

(2.11)
synt: up

sem : saxah

synt: pp

sent : sarah

To summarise, feature structures can be ordered according to a subsumption relation C such
that A C B if B is at least as informative as A. The unification A A B of two feature structures

A and B is then the least informative feature structure which is subsumed both by A and B.

Mathematically, the subsumption relation on the feature structure domain forms a meet semi-
lattice with top (T) indicating contradictory information and bottom (X), null information.
Unification corresponds to the meet operation of this lattice.

2.1.3 Possible extensions

So far, we have only considered feature structures whose values are either atoms or feature

structures. However, linguists typically resort to information which may be either negative

(e.g, barlevel ^ 2), disjunctive (e.g, case = (nom V acc)) or conditional (e.g, clitic(X) —► pre¬

cedes^,verb)). This suggests that the basic unification framework presented above is lacking
both expressive power and linguistic felicity. Following [Pollard/Sag 1987], I now discuss how
this basic framework can be extended to include negative, disjunctive and conditional informa¬
tion. To start with, we extend the set of feature structures to include disjunctive information.
Let us call this new domain of feature structures FSj. A disjunctive feature value is notated

A{ V... V An where A,-,..., An are basic feature structures i.e., feature structures exempt of dis¬

junctive values. Subsumption is then generalised to apply to FS2 feature structures as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Subsumption2)
Lei A and B be feature structures suck as A = A\ V ... V An and B = B\ V ... V Bm,
then A subsumes2 B iff for all Ai in A, there exists Bj in B such that A, C Bj.
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We call this new version of subsumption subsumej or Qj (as opposed to C which is the sub-

sumption relation on basic feature structures). Equipped with this new subsumption relation,
we can now define unification on feature structures containing disjunctive specifications of val¬
ues. Let us call this new version of unification Aj. Intuitively, A Aj B will simply be the least
informative feature structure such that both A and B subsumej A Aj B. Formally, A A2 B is

the meet operation of the new lattice L2 formed by C2 on the extended set of feature structures

FS3. Conversely, the disjunction A V B of two feature structures will be the most informative
feature structure which subsumes both A and B. That is, A V B is the join operation of L2.

As it turns out, L2 ig a special kind of distributive lattice called Heyting algebra. On such a

lattice, the relative pseudo-complement operation is well-defined. This can be used to model
conditional feature structures: the feature structure A —► B is the relative pseudo-complement
of A and B. More intuitively, the content of a conditional feature structure can be explained
as follows. Suppose we have the conditional feature structure A —► B. What we want is that
if some feature structure X unifies with A —► B, the result is a new feature structure B' such
that B' contains (i) all the information contained in B (because it is implied by A) plus (ii) any

additional information contained in X (because it unifies with A). In other words, we want A
—* B to be such that the unification of A —» B with some other feature structure X is subsumed

by B.

Finally negation can be defined in terms of implication: the negation -> A of a feature structure
A is encoded as A —+ X.

Another possible direction in which unification-based formalisms can be extended concerns the

nature of the basic values. So far, values were either atoms, feature structures or logical combi¬
nations thereof. However, one could think of some linguistic applications where values may best
be set values, list values or even functionally (or relationally) dependent values. In what follows,
I briefly describe how such objects might be introduced in a unification-based framework.

A list value, written (A,-... An), is simply a list of values (whose type as atoms, feature structures
etc. I leave here open). Subsumption and unification for list values are defined pointwise as

follows:

(A,... An) E (Bi... Bn) iff A, C Bi with i = 1, ... ,n

(A,-... An) A (Bf... Bn) — (Ai ABj,An A Bn)
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Note that only lists of equal length may unify.

A set value, written {A,-...A„}, consists of a set of values. Unification of sets is notoriously

complex, the problem being that there is no way to guess which object in the first set corresponds
to which object in the second, so that all possible ways erf matching them up must be considered.

Finally, functionally dependent values are values which functionally depends on other values in
the same feature structure. As an example, consider the semantics of a pronoun within a dynamic

type approach to natural language semantics. It could be assigned the value MEMBEr(dmlist)
where dmlist is the list of accessible discourse markers (see e.g, [Kamp 1981]). That is, it could
be assigned a functional value which depend on the function MEMBER and on the value dmlist.

This concludes the description of the formal apparatus available within a unification-based
formalism. The next section presents the linguistic framework used thoughout this thesis i.e.,
ucg.

2.2 A unification approach to categorial grammar

Categorial grammar (cg) began with Adjukiewicz in 1935, and was later revived by Bar-Hillel
in 1953. The basic intuition behind categorial grammar is (i) that linguistic constituents behave
as functors and arguments and (ii) that they can be combined using a restricted set of rules
which includes functional application. Typically, a functor category will be erf the form X/Y
where X and Y are variables ranging over categories. Functional application then ensures that
functors combine with arguments of the appropriate category to yield a new category, the result

category. More precisely, functional application can be represented as follows:

X/Y, Y =► X

This is the forward version of functional application i.e., the version in which the functor (X/Y)
precedes the argument (Y). There is also a backward version for when the functor follows the

argument. This backward version is:

Y, X\Y => X
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The meaning of the notation used to represent functor categories should now become clear:
a functor category of the form X/Y is a category which can combine by forward application
with a constituent of category Y immediately following it to yield a constituent of category X.

Similarly, a functor with category X\Y can combine by backward application with a constituent
of category Y which immediately precedes it, to yield a new constituent of category X.

During the last decade, this basic version of CG has been extended in two distinct but compatible
directions. On the one hand, there has been proposals to extend the set of combinatory rules to
be used (see for instance [Steedman 1986; Moortgaat 1988 and Morrill 1989]) and on the other
hand, there has been some interest in developing versions of CG in which the basic building
block of the grammar are feature structures rather than monadic categories (see [Pollard, 1985;
Karttunen 1986 and Uszkoreit 1986]). UCG falls within the second paradigm.

2.2.1 The sign

Following [Pollard/Sag 1987], each lexical item in UCG is assigned a sign as category. A sign is
a feature structure containing phonological, semantic, syntactic and ordering information as a

conjunction of attribute-value pairs. The structure of a sign and its attributes is specified by

means of type declarations. That is, UCG is a typed system. This notion of typing is akin to the
notion of typing used in sorted logic and data typing of programming languages: every object
is typed and the set of types form a closed system2. Intuitively, type specifications indicate

restrictions on the values of attributes; they express generalizations over the structure of the

grammar objects manipulated by the theory. Independent of this theoretical point, there are

also some practical advantages in having a linguistic system whose objects are typed. One

advantage is that it permits a consistency check on the grammar: data typing usually comes

with a type-checking algorithm. This algorithm can be used to verify that the grammar written

by a particular linguist is consistent with the generalizations over the structure of linguistic

objects stated in their typing. Another practical advantage is that it forces one to be explicit
about the structure of the object used in the theory. This might help in spotting inefficiencies
or inadequacies in the overall design of the grammar.

Types are specified by type declarations. Following [Smolka 1988], I represent type declarations
JThis means that any attribute that is not explicitly defined in a particular type declaration is held to be

undefined for that type. In effect, this means that type declaration express universal generalizations about the

structure of the grammar objects used in OOQ.
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using a matrix notation where type symbols appear in bold face and attribute names in italics.
In specifying type assignment, I will resort to the two types nil and basic where nil denotes a

type which is only compatible with itself and basic indicates an atomic type. I will also use _L

to represent null information (for instance, if the value of the case attribute of some sign X is
unknown or unspecified, this will be specified as case: J.).

A sign in UCG is assigned the following type:

pho : basic V phonseq

synt: basiccat V complexcat

sent : dilformula

order: basic

That is, an object of type sign is a feature structure with four attributes: pho, synt, sem and

order. Each of this attribute is constrained by its own type declaration. Note that because
the type system is closed any object of type sign which does not consist of exactly these four
features is ill formed.

I now turn to the type specification of the four attributes of a sign: pho, syni, sem and order.

Phonology. Here I will take the phonological information contained in a UCG sign to be simply
the orthographic realization of a word or sequence of words. A word will have type basic and

thus conform to the first disjunct of the type specification for pho. By contrast, a sequence of
words is of type phonseq with type specification:

(2.12) sign:

head: basic

rest: + phonseq

where + denotes string concatenation (see [Hopcroft/Ullman 1979]). This means that the value
of a phonology attribute is a sequence of one or more words. Of course, it would be desirable
to have a type for phonological values which allows for richer information about phonological
structure to be encoded within the sign. Recent work ([Bird 1990; Scobbie 1990]) within the
field of attribute-value phonology suggests that this is possible. However, since phonology is not

(2.13) phonseq: nil V
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the primary focus of this thesis, I will continue to conflate here phonology with orthography.

Syntax. As we have seen, a characteristic property of categorial grammar is that constituents
are viewed as functors and arguments whereby the behavioral potential of each constituent is
encoded in its category: a category of the form X/Y or X\Y denotes a potential functor,
whereas a basic category indicates an argument. A similar insight is embodied in UCG by the

type specification of the synt attribute which is:

syni: basiccat V complexcat

This specification states that the syni attribute of a ucg sign is of type either basiccat or

complexcat. The idea is that signs with complexcat type syntactic values are potential

functors, whereas signs with basiccat type are not. The two types basiccat and complexcat
are specified as follows:

(2.14) basiccat:
cat: basic

feats: featlist
complexcat:

res : basiccat V complexcat

active : sign

That is, basic categories consist of an atomic category (i.e., np, noun or s) and a list of features
which encode morphosyntactic information (e.g, agreement, case, verb features) where the type

specification for featlist is simply:

(2.15) featlist: nil V
first: featvalue

rest : featlist

and the type featvalue is defined as :

(2.16) featvalue : attrname : basic

where atirname is part of a finite set of predefined terms. For example, the synt attribute of the
UCG sign associated with the noun cat is:
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(2.17)

cat: noun

feats :

first: gender: _L

rest:

first: number: sg

rest:

first:

rest:

pert : 3

first: case : _L

rest: nil

By contrast, if the syni value of a sign is of type complexcat, then it can be thought of as

having a syntactic attribute of the form Synt/Sign where sign is a ucg sign and Synt is
either a basic or a complex category. For example, the syni value of a transitive verb will be

(omitting morphosyntactic features for simplicity): s/NP where NP abbreviates a sign with
basic category np. In what follows, I will use the slash notation to abbreviate the AVM one.

That is the AVM in (2.18) will be abbreviated to Synt/Sign if the order value of Sign is pre,
and to Synt\Sign if it is post. Sign is called the active part of the functor.

res : Synt

active : Sign

Another abbreviation used throughout this thesis concerns the representation of basic categories.
To enhance readability, I will not represent the internal structure of the feature list which is the

value of the feats attribute. For instance, (2.17) will be abbreviated either to:

(2.18)
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(2.19)

cat: noun

feats :

gender: _L

number: sg

per*: 3

case : _L

or to:

(2.20) synt: noun [X, sg, 3, _L]

More generally, given a UCG sign 5 whose value for the synt attribute is:

(2.21)
cat: CAT

feats: FEATS

and such that the value of the attributes listed in FEATS is FEATVALUES, the abbreviated
form of the syntactic specification for S will be:

(2.22) synt: CAT[FEATVALOES]

Given these notational conventions, we can now abbreviate the sign in (2.23) to (2.24).
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(2.23)

pho : Pho

synt:

cat: s

featt:

active :

sem : Sea

order: Order

gender: i.

number: IB

pert: PERS

cate: i.

pho : PhoA

synt:

cat: np

featt:

sem : Seal

order: Order!

gender : _L

number: IB

pert: PERS

case : dob

(2.24)

pho : Pho

synt : s[_L,lfB,PERS,_L]/

pho : PhoA

synt : np[_L,IB,PERS,no*]

sem : SemA

order : Order!

tern : Sea

order: Order
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Finally, I will also refer to constituents whose sign has syni value cat as constituents of category
CAT. For instance, rather than saying that the category of man is a sign of the form given
in (2.19), I will simply say that man is a constituent of category NOUN or N. Similarly, the
category of an intransitive verb given in (2.24) will be referred to in its abbreviated form, as

S/NP sign. Given these abbrevations, the following notational conventions will be used for verbs
and verb phrases:

IV abbreviates a sign with syni value i*
TV abbreviates a sign with syni value tv
DV abbreviates a sign with syni value dv

VP abbreviates a sign of the form S\NP
TVP abbreviates a sign of the form S\NP/NP
DVP abbreviates a sign of the form S\NP/NP/NP

Order. In most versions of categorial grammars, functors are directional in that their category
indicates where the required argument is to be found. Thus a functor of the form X/Y requires
its argument (Y) to immediately follow it, whereas a functor of the form X\Y requires its
argument to immediately precede it. The order attribute of UCG reflects this dichotomy as

follows. As indicated in (2.12), the order attribute is of type basic; its possible values are

either pre or post. Intuitively, a sign whose order attribute has value pre is an argument which
must be preceded by its functor whereas a sign whose order attribute has value post requires
its functor to follow it (the details of how such a semantics for the order attribute obtains are

discussed in section 2.2.2). I will illustrate the import of the order attribute by an example.
Consider the UCG sign associated with a transitive verb. In categorial terms, a transitive verb
is a functor which takes two arguments (a subject NP and an object NP) to yield a sentence.
Moreover whereas the subject NP must precede the verb, the object NP must follow it. This is
encoded in UCG by assigning the syni attribute of a transitive verb a value of the form:

(2.25) synt: s/HP[noB,poBt]/HP[acc,pre]

where NP[Case,Order] abbreviates a syntactic attribute of the form:
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pho : X

cat : np

gender : X

(2.26)
spit: number : X

feats :

pers : X

case : Case

sea : X

order : Ol der

Semantics. As indicated in (2.12), the semantic attribute of a UCG sign must be of type
dilformula. In fact, the type restrictions on the value of the semantic attribute of a UCG sign
are those imposed by the syntax of DIL. As these are discussed in detail in section 2.3, they will
not be listed here.

2.2.2 The grammar rules

To combine sequences of constituents into higher level constituents, traditional categorial gram¬
mar uses the rule of functional application (FA). The question therefore arises of what the
equivalent UCG rule looks like. Although the basic idea is the same, some important differences
result from the fact that in UCG, grammar objects are taken to convey partial, rather than totcil,
information (as opposed to the fully specified monadic categories used in traditional CG) and
that consequently unification, rather than identity, is taken to be the basic comparison operation
between categories. More concretely, suppose that we have a functor sign Signl together with
some adjacent sign Sign2 where Signl is of the form3:

'Following the PROLOG tradition, values starting with an upper case denote variables whereas lower-case
letters indicate constants.
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pho : Pho

synt : Synt/Sign
sem : Sea

order: Order

or equivalently, Pho:(Synt/Sign):Sem:Order. A unification-based equivalent of functional appli¬
cation must answer two questions. First, is Sign2 an appropriate argument for the functor sign

Signl? Second, what is the result of forward applying Signl to Sign2?

Consider the first question first. In traditional CG, an argument is erf" the appropriate category if
its category is identical with the active part of the functor under consideration. This is enforced

by the rule of functioned application which states that a functor X/Y (where X and Y range

over categories) may combine with an argument only if it is of category Y. But in UCG, the
information contained in a sign is partial (not all attributes need have a defined value) and we

have seen in section 2.1 that a natural way of combining two partial signs consists in unifying
them. So rather than requiring that the active sign (Sign) of Signl equates with Sign2, we

require that these two signs unify. In terms of substitution, this means that we must find the
most general unifier a such that = [Sign2]„. If such substitution cannot be found,
functioned application fails. Now, an important fact about the UCG rule of FA is that the
substitution a applies not only to Sign and Sign2 but in fact to the whole of the functor sign

Signl. Following [Klein 1988], I will refer to this particular aspect of UCG version of functional
application as the instantiation of the functor. Functor instantiation is defined as follows.

(2.27)

Definition 2.2 Functor instantiation

Given a functor sign Signl with active sign Sign, the instantiation ofSignl with respect to some

other sign Sign2 is [Siynl]„ where a is such that [Sign]a = [Sign2]„.

Let us now come back to the second question: What is the result of forward applying Signl
to Sign27 Again we take inspiration from traditional CG. There, the result is stated in the
functor category: a functor category of the form X/Y combines with a Y to yield an X. The
UCG definition of the result category is similar but reflects the fact that unification, rather than

equality, is used to check the appropriateness of SignZ as an argument. The definition of the
result category is given by the following definition for functional application:
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Definition 2.3 Functional Application
Given a functor sign Signl of the form Pho:(Synt/Sign):Sem:Order and some adjacent sign

Sign2, the result of combining Signl with Sign2 by functional application is [Pho' : Synt : Sem :

Order]„ where [Sijnl]<r is the instantiation of Signl with respect to Sign2.

Note that in this definition, the result category contains a phonology Pho' which is left undefined.
I now give a more intuitive presentation of the UCG rule of functional application which remedy
this imprecision. There are in fact two UCG rules of functional application: a forward one and a

backward one. The forward rule of functional application can be represented as in (2.28) where
PhoA is the value of the phonology attribute of the argument sign, SignA and the order attribute
of SignA is pre. The backward version is similar except that the argument (i.e., SignA) must
precede (rather than follow) the functor and its order value must be post rather than pre.

(2.28)

pho : PhoF

synt : SyntF/SignA
sem : SemF

order: QrderF

, SignA

pho : PhoF + PhoA

synt:SyntF

sem : SeuF

order : QrderF

To illustrate the functioning of this rule, I will now run through a simple example. Consider
the VP likes Jon with signs for likes and Jon (recall that NP abbreviates a sign with syntactic

category np):

pho : likes

synt: s/BP/

pho: PhoA

synt: np

sem : SeaA

order: pre

sem : like (I, SeaA)

order: QrderF

pho : jon

synt : np

sem : jon

order: OrderA
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Unifying the active sign of the sign for Hkcs with the sign for Jon yields the following substitution
of terms for variables:

a = {(PhoA, Jon), (SemA, jon), (OrderA,pre)}

By Definition 2.3, the result category is thus:

(2.30)

pho : likes + jon

synt: s/MP

tern : like (X, jon)

order: QrderF

where Sem has been instantiated to jon and the phonology is Jon+walks i.e., Jon walks.

It has long been observed ([Ades/Steedman 1982 and Moortgat 1988]) that functional application
alone does not permit an extensive coverage of natural language. In particular, it fails to account

for unbounded dependencies. As my purpose here is to give the reader a flavour of ucg rather
than a full account of it, I will not go into the details of how the basic version of ucg presented
so far can be extended to deal with unbounded dependencies4. The basic idea is inspired from
Gazdar's slash category: it consists in augmenting the value of the synt attribute with a new

attribute called slash in which information about extracted constituent is stored. A unary rule
is then introduced which maps 'standard' constituents into constituents whose active sign has
been transferred from the synt attribute to their slash attribute (for instance, the rule can apply
to a transitive verb to yield an intransitive verb with a slash attribute whose value contains

the information initially stored in the active sign — i.e., the object NP — of the transitive
verb to which the rule has applied). This caters for what [Gazdar et al 1985] refers to as

slash binding i.e., for the licensing of unsaturated constituents (i.e., constituents missing some

argument). Slash termination (i.e., the process of licensing a sequence consisting of an extracted
constituent followed by an unsaturated sentence ) is then enforced either at the lexical level (i.e.,
in the categories of wh-words) or by a binary rule which states that a constituent followed by a

sentence whose slash value unifies with this constituent yields a sentence.

Notational conventions: throughout the thesis, I will use the notations indicated in (2.31) to
denote ucg binary and unary rules.

4See [Zeevat et al 1987] for a comprehensive overview of the uog framework.
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(2.31) a. X, Y => Z (Binary rule)

b. X => Z (Unary rule)

2.2.3 The lexicon

Like many modern linguistic frameworks (e.g, GPSG, HPSG, CUG), UCG is a lexically oriented

theory of language in that it uses very few combinatory rules operating on fairly complex infor¬
mation structures. It is therefore important that the lexicon be organised in such a way that
redundancies can be avoided and generalizations captured. To this effect, two devices are used:

templates and lexical rules. This follows the general practice adopted in the development of
unification-based grammar frameworks, a practice which can be traced back to the creation of
the PATR-formalism (see [Shieber 1986]).

A template serves to describe the structural properties shared by several lexical items; it provides
a means for capturing linguistic generalizations holding over classes of words. For instance, a

template @transitive5 might be used to represent the general properties shared by all transitive
verbs which is that they all subcategorise for two NPs, one of which is in the nominative case and

must precede the verb and the other is in the accusative and must follow the verb. Intuitively,
a template name abbreviates a feature structure indicating certain properties. In the case of
@transitive for instance, the template name abbreviates a feature structure of the form:

pho : PhoF

synt : s/

pho : PhoAl

synt : np[no«]

sem : SeaAl

order: post

sem : arglist: [SeieAl, SemA2]

order: QrderF

pho : PhoA2

synt : npfacc]

sem : SeaA2

order : pare

Formally, templates are defined by means of path equations. For instance, the definition for
5 following [Karttunen 1986], I will use the symbol ® to designate templates. Thus a template name will be

of the form Otemplatcname.
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Qiransilive is:

(2.33) ®transitive:

synt.~res:cat = s,

synt:active:res:synt:cat = np,

synt:active:res:synt:feats:case = [nom],

synt.active.res .order = post,

synt:active:res:sem = X,

synt:active:active:synt:cat = np,

synt:active:active:synt .feats .case = [*«].

synt:active:octive:order = pre,

synt:active:active:sem = Y,

synt:sem:argiist = [X,Y],

But templates cam also be defined in terms of other templates. For instance, suppose that we

have a first template @verb whose definition is simply:

(2.34) @verb:

synt:res:cat = 8,

synt:active:res:synt:cat — np,

synt:active:res:synt:feats:case = [nom],

synt.active.res :order = post.

Then we can modify the definition of ©transitive as:

(2.35) Stransitive:

Sverb,

synt:active:active:synt:cat — np,

synt:active:active:synt:feats:case = [acc],

synt:active:active:order = pre,

synt:active:active:sem = Y,

synt:active:res:sem = X,

synt:sem:arg/ist — [X,Y].

That is, templates form a hierarchy. This leads to an inheritance-based organisation of the
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lexicon where a lexical entry or template will inherit the information contained in the templates
that are superordinate to it. Thus, suppose that likes is defined in terms of the transitive

template &transitive which itself is defined in terms of Qverb, then the feature structure for
likes will inherit the information associated with both Qverb and @transitive.

Lexical rules provide another way of structuring the lexicon. A lexical rules has the following
format:

(2.36) RuleName: FS1 =► FS2

where FS1 and FS2 are variables ranging over feature structures. In what follows, I will refer to
the feature structure occurring before the arrow as the input category and to the one occurring

after, as the output category.

Lexical rules play a role similar to transformational rules in transformational grammar, lexical

redundancy rules in LFG and meta-rules in GPSG: they are used to capture relationships between

linguistic expressions. A typical example is that of the relationship between passive and active.
The various types of rule differ as to what objects they apply to: transformational rules apply
to structural descriptions of clauses, GPSG metarules apply to rules and LFG lexical redundancy
rules apply to lexical items. As the name suggests, UCG lexical rules also apply to lexical items.
For example, the rule which transform an active verb into a passive one is stated as shown
below.

(2.37) Active-to-Passive:

pho : PhoF

synt : s/

pho : PhoAl

synt: np [no»]

sem :SemAl

order: post

sem : like (SemAl ,SemA2)

order: QrderF

pho : PhoA2

synt: np[acc]

sem : SemA2

order: pre
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pho : PhoF

synt: ■/

pho : PhoAl

synt : np[no«]

sera : Seall

order: post

sera : like(Se»A2,Se.«Al)

order: OrderF

pho : Phol2

tynt: ppfby]

tem : SeaA2

order: pre

2.3 The semantic representation language

Traditionally formal semantics has focused on determining the meaning of isolated sentences

rather than of discourse. However as we shall see, both gapping and VP ellipsis may involve the
semantics of several sentences. Furthermore, we shall also see that the interaction of VP ellipsis

with pronominalisation requires a treatment of intersentential pronominal anaphors as these
influence the permissibility of VP ellipsis. Thus to provide an adequate semantics for verbal
and VP ellipsis, it is best to adopt a framework which can account for intersentential anaphors.
A first attempt to combine model theoretic semantics with discourse theory is developed in

[Kamp 1981] where a treatment of intersentential anaphora (and donkey sentences) is proposed.
However this approach provides a semantics for complete sentences as opposed to the more

traditional rule-by-rule semantics usual from Montague's PTQ (cf. [Montague 19??]) and his
followers. With regard to computation, this is problematic because it does not fit well with the

compositionality principle implicitly embodied in unification- and in particular in sign-based

grammars. Under this type of approach, the semantics of a sentence stems from the semantics
of the lexical items of which the sentence consists: each items is associated in the lexicon with

a sign containing some semantic information and as parsing proceeds, the grammar determines
how the semantics contained in the sign of each constituent combine to yield the semantics of
the resulting sentence. But in a system where a semantic representation can only be attached
to sentences, such an incremental scheme is clearly inadequate.

Several proposals have been put forward to provide a rule-by-rule version of Discourse Represen¬

tation Theory (drt). One of them is the semantic representation language used in ucg i.e., InL
which provides a rule-by-rule version of DRT enriched with sorted variables and a Davidsonian
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treatment of tense. Another rule-by-rule semantics integrating the insights of drt is Dynamic

Montague Grammar (dmg) as developed in [Groenendijk/Stokhof 1990]) and whose semantic

representation language is Dynamic Intensional Logic (dil). In this thesis, I chose to use a dmg

like approach and to adopt dil to encode the meaning of each constituent6 . The main reason

for this is that some work had already been done on VP ellipsis within the drt framework (see

[Klein 1987]) and that it seems worthwhile to compare drt to dil with respect to a specific
problem. As it turns out the comparison reveals some interesting differences which though they
could be spotted independent of any application had not been made clear in the existing litera¬
ture at the time (cf. chapter 5 of this thesis and [Gardent 1990]). Thus the version of ucg used
in this thesis has a semantics based on dil rather than InL. This new version of ucg, I refer to

as ucg(2).

The aim of this section is to introduce the semantic representation language of the grammar

i.e., dil. In section 2.3.1, I discuss the use of unification versus predication as a way of building

up the semantics of a constituent in a compositional fashion and opt for predication. Section
2.3.2 starts by giving an informal explanation of the ideas underlying dil. This is followed by a

formal definition of the syntax and the semantics ofdil. In section 2.3.3,1 discuss the dil notion
of meaning and show how it reflects the idea that meaning is a dynamic notion. Section 2.3.4
lists some notations! conventions used to assign natural language expressions, a dil translation
that is easy to read. Finally in section 2.3.5, an example derivation is given which illustrates
the workings of dil.

2.3.1 Predication versus Unification

In a rule-by-rule semantics, the sub-constituents of any given constituent may be thought of as

providing some partial information about the semantics of the constituent as a whole. Within a

unification-based grammar, there are two distinct ways of representing this partial information.
A first possibility is to follow Montague and have objects in the semantic domain which are prop¬

erties or relations. Such entities are partial in the sense that they require some argument(s) to
yield some more fully specified semantic object (e.g, a proposition). For example, the semantics
of runs can be taken to be a property, notated Ai.run(i), which requires one argument to yield a

fully specified proposition. Another handle on partial information is given by feature structures

themselves: any missing information may be signalled by some uninstantiated variable. Under
®This is not quite accurate. In fact, as we shall see in chapter 4, the semantic representation language used

here is a modified version of DIL, called DIL?. The differences between DIL and DIL2 are discussed in chapter 4.
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this approach, the semantics of run is simply rtin(X) where X is some uninstantiated variable.

These two ways of representing partial information couple with two distinct ways of combining
partial information: predication and unification. Unification is as described in the preceding
section; Typically, when unification is used, the semantics of a given constituent is used as a frame
which will be further specified by the semantics of the other constituents. In UCG, the constituent
which provides this frame is called the semantic functor and the other constituents are called
semantic arguments. By contrast, predication is a structure building operation which puts

together a relation with its argument(s) to build a more fully specified entity e.g, a proposition.
Functional application is just a special case of predication.

To illustrate the difference between the two options, let us consider how the semantics of the
sentence Jon runs is built. When predication is used (and assuming that NPs are treated as gen¬

eralised quantifiers), the semantics of the subject NP may simply be applied to the semantics of
the verb. In this case, the semantics for Jon runs will be the proposition XP.P(jon')(Xx.run'(xj)
which, by the definition of /^-reduction familiar from the lambda-calculus is equivalent to

run'(jcm'). Alternatively, if unification is used, the verb will provide the frame for the se¬

mantics (i.e., it will be the semantic functor) and the semantics of Jon might just be jon. The
grammar then somehow ensures that the uninstantiated variable X in rtin(X) gets instantiated
to jon so that the resulting semantics is run(jon).

On the basis of such simple examples, it may seem that the differences between predication
and unification are rather thin. However when considering larger grammar fragments, problems
arise with unification which are not present in predication type approaches. In particular, it is
difficult to come up with an elegant account of coordination (see [Pereira/Shieber 1987] for a

detailed account of the problems encountered). Nevertheless, it might be argued that within a

unification-based framework, unification is a more 'natural' operation than predication. But if
functional dependencies are allowed, then predication also is a 'natural' operation. All in all,
it is difficult to argue for or against the use of unification as a structure building operation for

constructing the semantics compositionally. In what follows, I simply integrate DIL into UCG and
use predication as a combining operation. This means that the semantic attribute of semantic
functors will have a functionally dependent value: the semantics of a functor sign will be a

function of the semantics of its argument signs (for instance, the semantics of Jon runs will be
apply( XP.P(jon'), Xx.run'(x)) where apply is a function which given two arguments k and
B returns the functional application of 1 to B). Note though that it would not be difficult to
provide a unification-based version of DIL. In fact, the definition of such a language could very
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closely parallel the definition of the original semantic language of UCG i.e., InL.

Notational convention: throughout the thesis, the functionally dependent value apply(X,Y) will
be abbreviated to X(Y).

2.3.2 Dynamic Intentional Logic

DRT as described in [Kamp 1981], does not provide a rule-by-rule semantics as required by
the incremental character of ucg: typically, the discourse representation for a whole sentence

must be built before interpretation may begin7. In contrast, Dynamic Montague grammar (cf.
[Groenendijk/Stokhof 1990]) does. dmg can be thought of as a cross between mg and drt. From
mg, it retains the strict version of compositionality induced by a rule-by-rule semantics. From

drt, it maintains Kamp's insights regarding donkey sentences. The semantic representation

language of dmg, Dynamic Intensional Logic (dil), can be thought of as standing between
Dynamic Logic (dl) as used in computer science and Montague's Intensional Logic (il). Like
il, dil is a many-sorted higher-order type-theoretic language. The syntax is defined as usual on
the basis of the propositional connectives, lambda abstraction, application and quantification.
The type theory is as in il: basic types includes e,s and <; complex types are of the form a —* b
or 8 —► 6 where a, b are any types. With each basic type r a non-empty domain DT is associated.
To each complex type a —► b the domain £)a_j is assigned consisting of all functions from Da
to Di. The main differences between dil and il follows from the introduction into the language
of discourse markers8.

A Discourse Marker (DM) is an expression of type e and its meaning is an object in D,_e i.e.,
a function from states to individuals. The denotation of a discourse marker is as follows:

[d] = F(d)(s) for every discourse marker d

But what are states? Intuitively, states contains information about the bindings occurring
between discourse markers and individuals. More abstractly, States in dil correspond to possible
worlds in il: they allow for the construction of intensional objects. Note however that contrary
to MG where intensions are functions ranging over world x time indices, in dmg intensions are

functions over states. Note also that in dmg, with the exception of DMs, all basic expressions are

7For a more technical discussion of the non-compositional aspects of DRT the reader is referred to [Zeevat
1990].

sFor a more detailed presentation of DMQ and DIL, see [Groenendijk/Stokhof 1990].
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assigned extensional interpretations. That is, dil is only intensional with respect to discourse
markers. This is in contrast with Montague Grammar in which all expressions denote intensional
objects. Formally, states are non-structured entities which are part of the model.

A model for dil is a triple (D,S,F) where D is a non-empty set of individuals, S is a set of states
and F is the interpretation function. Although states are construed as primitives, the following
postulates means that in effect they function as assignments of values to discourse markers.

Postulate 1 (Distinctness): for all d € DM : F(d)(s) = F(d)(s/), then s =

Postulate 2 (Update): For all s € S, d G DM,d € D, there exists an «' £ 5 such that

F(d)(s') = d and for all d' € DM if <t ± d then F(d')(s) = F(d,)(s').

That is, for any state s there exists another (unique) state notated s[d\s' such that s7 is
just like 8 except for the value that it assigns to d. This means that states functions just like

assignments of values to variables except that they provide values for discourse markers rather
than for variables.

States are updated by siaie-swUchers of the form {o/</}, where a is an expression of type e

and d is a discourse marker. As their name indicate, state-switchers create a new state with

respect to which the current expression will be evaluated. Their interpretation is given as follows:

[{<a/d

where (d <— [a]M''>')s indicates a state tf just like s except that it assigns to d, the value [a]Af,,,#.

Given these preliminaries, we can now define dil. The definition includes first the definition of

types, then that of the syntax and finally the semantics.

Definition 1 (Types)
T is the set of types, e 6 T. t 6 T. If a, 6 6 T, then a —► 6 € T". If a € T, then s -* a € T.

Definition 2 (Syntax)
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1. If a € CONa U VARa, then a £ MEa

2. If a € DM, then a £ MEe

3. If a 6 MEa-,t and /? £ MEa, then a(^) € ME),

4. If <f>, ip £ MEt, then -«f>, [<j> A V]> [4>v ^]. [4> -1* V*] G MEt

5. If 4> £ MEt and v £ VARa, then £ MEt

6. If a € MEa,v £ VARt then Xva £ ME%-,a

7. If d£DM,a £ MEt,0 £ MEa, then {a/d}0 £ MEa

8. If a £ MEa, then "a £ ME,—a

9. If a £ ME,-,a, then "a £ MEa

10. Nothing else is in MEa for any type a £T

Semantics

A model for DIL is a 3-tuple (D,S,F) where D is a non-empty set of individuals, S is a set of
states and F is the interpretation function. Postulates 1 and 2 constrain the behaviour of states
as indicated above. The set of possible denotations of type a is defined as follows.

Definition 3 (Domains of interpretation)
Dt = D, Da^h = Z)f*, D,^h = Df and Dt = {0,1}.

Note that the interpretation function F does not always assign to expressions of MEa a deno¬
tation in Da- Exceptions to the rule are DMs. If a £ DM then F(a) £ Ds. For all other
expressions, if a £ MEa then F(a) £ Da- The semantics of DIL recursively defines for any

expression a of DIL the interpretation of a denoted [a]' (M and g are ignored for simplicity) as

follows.

Definition 4 (Semantics)

1. [cj* = F(c), for every constant c.

2. [<f]* = F(d)(s), for every discourse marker d.

3. H/?)]' = [ay ([/?]')
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4. [-^]* = 1 iff [4>Y = 0
= 0 otherwise

5. y> a xpy = i iff [4>y = [rpy = i
— 0 otherwise

6. [<^ V V"]* = 1 iff [0]* = 1 or [V>]' = 1
= 0 otherwise

7. [4> — V]' = 0 iff [<t>Y = 1 and [V-]' = 0
= 1 otherwise

8. [3t><f>Y'' = 1 iff there is a d € D„ such that =ij where a is the type of v.

9. [Vv<£]',y = 1 iff for all d G Da it holds that [^]'''tu/^l = 1, where a is the type of v.

10. [Ana]' = that function h G D®* such that h(d) = for all d G Dj where a is the
type of a, and 6 the type of v.

11. [{a/d}0Y — [/?]*' where s' = (d *— [a]')«

12. [*a]' = that function h G such that h(s') = [a]*' for all s' G S

13. ["a]' = M*(s)

2.3.3 Dynamic meaning

Before going on to provide a dil semantics for natural language expressions, I want to briefly
consider the dmg notion of meaning. Like DRT, dmg is a dynamic theory of meaning, that is,
one in which the meaning of a sentence is seen to reside in its information change potential
rather than in its truth conditions. The general idea here is that language is used to convey

information and that as discourse proceeds, the information states of discourse participants

change according to the content of the utterances produced.

This very vague description of the concept of information update finds several instantiations in
the work of semanticists. Here the definition of information state is a crucial one. For example,
in a possible world semantics, one can think of an information state as a set of worlds: the

proposition expressed by a sentence is then the set of all worlds with respect to which this
sentence is true. Furthermore, each utterance restricts this set. For example, suppose that we
start with an information state containing two worlds: one in which it is true that Jon drinks
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and one in which it is false. Suppose further that someone utters the sentence Jon drinks then,
I can eliminate from my information state, the world in which Jon drinks is false.

In DMG, the notion of information state (and information update) is exclusively concerned with
the notion of anaphoric potential. Information states contain information about the possible
referents of pronouns. This information is modelled by introducing into the model a set of
discourse markers and a set of states which functions as mapping from discourse markers into
individuals. An information state then can be seen as a set of states. For example, suppose we

have the following model:

F(man) = {x} D={x,y}
F(walk) ={x,y} DM = {dx}

S - {Sj,,S*}
Sx : d\ —► x

Sy : di —>- y

where D is the set of individuals, DM is the set of discourse markers and S, the set of states.
Then the proposition expressed by the sentence Hei walks is the set of states {Sr,.Sy} with
respect to which Hex walks is true. In contrast, the proposition expressed by A man walks is
the singleton set {•?*}. So in general, we can think of the proposition expressed by a sentence as

the set of states with respect to which this sentence is true. In effect, this set of states reflects
the anaphoric potential of the sentence: it contains all the bindings (between discourse markers
and individuals) which make this sentence true.

To encode the information change potential of a sentence, the extension of sentences is defined
in terms of valid continuations. Thus a sentence with truth-condition <f> is in fact assigned the
DIL translation:

\p.[<j>A~p]

where p is a variable of type s —► t ranging over propositions. The idea here is that the translation
of a sentence abstracts over the translation of the next sentence, and that sentence sequencing
is modelled by functional application of the translation of the first sentence to the translation of
the second sentence. So in DMG, the extension of a sentence is of type (s —* t) —► t. That is, it is
a set of set of states or put another way, a generalised quantifier over states. Here a comparison
with the semantics of generalised quantifiers over individuals will help. Consider the quantifier
a man and its predicate logic translation (ignoring intensionality for simplicity):

\P3x[man(x) A P(:r)]
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Intuitively, the extension of this quantifier is the set of all properties P of type e-»i such that
P is true of the individual denoted by x and man(x) is also true. Applying a similar reasoning
to the DMG translation

of sentences, we have then that the extension of a sentence is the set of all propositions p of type
s —+ t such that p is true with respect to a given state s and <j> is also true in s. In essence this
means that a sentence extension consists of the set of set of states which other propositions may

denote and which are consistent with the anaphoric information contained in <j>. For example,
consider the following model:

The following sentences express the propositions indicated to their right:

A marix walks {Mx}
Hei talks {Af*}
Hei whistles {W»}
Hei is a man {Mx,Wy}

Suppose the discourse starts with A manj walks. A valid continuation must preserve the

anaphoric information contained in this first sentence i.e., it must keep track of the fact the
the discourse marker di is bound to the individual denoted by x. Thus, Hei talks is a valid
continuation but He\ whistles is not (because Wy is not consistent with Mx). More generally,
any valid continuation of A many walks must have as information state a set of states which
contains Mx. So the extension of A mani walks will be the set {{MX},{MX, Wy}}.

Ap[<j> A >]

D = {z,y}
DM = {rfi}
5= {Mx,Wy}
F(whistle) = {y}
F(walk) = F(man) = F(talks) = {a;}
Mx : di —* xMx :

di — y

The meaning of a sentence is simply obtained by abstracting over the current state. So if the
extension of a sentence is Ap.[<f> A ~p], its meaning is "(Ap.[<j> A *pj) with type s —+ ((« —►<)—► t).
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2.3.4 Abbreviations

This section summarises the set of abbreviations introduced by Groenendijk and Stokhof to
facilitate the representation of the translations assigned in DMG to natural language expressions

(For a more detailed discussions of these abbreviations, see [Groenendijk/Stokhof 1990:16]).

Al | <p = Xp[<p A ~p]
A2 J. <f> — <p(~trve)
A3 ~ <p =| -> | <p

A4 <p;rp = Apfa(~(V>(p)))]
A5 £d<p = Xp3x{x/d}(<p(p))
A6 <{> =$■ rp =~ [<f>; ~ ip]
Al <p or ip [~ ip]
A8 Ad<p £d ~ <p

The following equivalences are also useful:

El IU = <P

E2 £d<P\iP = €d[b1>]
E3 £d<p => ip — Ad[<p => ip]
E4 <p =| -i<f>

Eh [T <f>; T V>] =T [<P a rp]
J56 [t <p =>t i>] =T [4> -* 1>\
El [\<Por T V] =T VV]

2.3.5 Example derivation

To illustrate the workings of the semantic component, I now run through the semantic derivation
of the discourse A\ man walks. Hei talks. First, I list the translations associated in the lexicon
with the most basic words of English using the abbreviations defined in the preceding section.

1. man i—► Xx. | man(r)

2. walk Xx. | walk(x)
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3. love XPXx.["P('Xy | love(y)(x))]

4. a< * XPXQedi[-p{di)rQ(di)]

5. every,- XPXQAdi['P(di) => *<2(<4)]

6. no, h-> AJ°A<2.4cii[".P(d,-) =^~ "^(<4)]

7. he,- ~ AQ[-Q(<4)]

8. Jon,- (-► A/5.{j/d,}P("<4)

Given these definitions, the semantic derivation for Ai man walks. Hei talks can be summarised
as follows:

1. a, XPXQSdil'PidiYcQid,)] Basic expression
2. man (-► Ax. | man(x) Basic expression

3. a< man i—► XPXQ£di["P(d,-); "(2(d,)]("Ax. f man(x)) FA

4. a,- man i—► XQ£di[] man(di)]~Q(di)] A-conversion, "" cancellation
5. walks H-+ Ax. | walk(x) Basic expression
6. a,- man walks £d,-[| man(dj); | u>a/i(d,-)] FA, A-conversion, " cancellation

7. He, - AQ[-Q(d,)j Basic expression
8. talks i-> Ax. | talk(x) Basic expression
9. He,- talks i->| talk(di) FA, A-conversion, " cancellation

10. A,- man walks. Hei talks >—* £di[] man(d,-); | walk(di)]-, f talk(di) Sentence sequencing
11. £di[t man(<i,-);T walk(di)] | <a/F(d,-)] E2

To obtain the semantics of A\ man walks. Hti talks, we then translate man(d,);|

walk(di)-,1 talk(di)] back into its non-abbreviated form using the equivalences defined above.

Sdi[| man(d,-);| walk(di); | talk(di)] =
Sdi | [mar»((4) A walk(di) A talk(di)] (By E5)
Ap3{x/d,}(f [man(d,-) A walk(di) A fahfc(d,)](p)) (By A5)
Ap3{x/t4}(Ag[man(<4) A walk(di) A talk(di) A "g](p)) (By AI)

Xp3{x/di)[man{di) A walk(di) A talk(di) A "p] (By A-conversion)
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This concludes the presentation of DIL. In chapter 4 and 5, it is shown how DIL can be extended
to deal with VP and verbal ellipsis.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, I have introduced the general framework within which the analysis of VP and
verbal ellipsis proposed in this thesis is to be developed. This framework, called ucg(2), falls
within the more general paradigm of unification-based grammar formalisms on the one hand and

categorial grammars on the other. First, I gave some motivations for using a unification-based

grammar formalism. These can be summarised as follows. First, it allows for a monostratal

approach, that is one in which several dimensions of linguistic information may be used in

parallel. Second, it yields a declarative, monotonic characterisation of linguistic knowledge —

this means that the same grammar can be used both for parsing and for generation. Third, it

provides a precise, computer-interpretable characterisation of natural language. I then go one

to show in more detail what the expressive power of unification-based grammar formalisms is
and discuss some more recent extensions that have been proposed in the literature (cf. section
2.1). The next step in the chapter consists in giving a precise description of ucg(2). This is
carried out in section 2.2 where the lexicon and the grammar rules are discussed and an example
derivation is given which illustrates the workings of ucg(2). Finally, section 2.3 presents the
semantic representation language used (i.e., DIL). Here the particulars of a dynamic semantics
are discussed, the precise syntax and semantics of DIL is presented and again, an example
derivation is given which illustrates how the semantics of natural language expressions combine
to yield a compound semantics reflecting the meaning of the compound expression.

This sets up the frame for the next chapters of this thesis. In the next chapter (chapter 3),
the syntax of ellipsis is discussed and a UCg(2) analysis is proposed which concentrates on the

syntactic aspects. The next two chapters (chapter 4 and 5) then go on to discuss the semantics
of ellipsis and proposes a DIL-based analysis for it. Although these two aspects of ellipsis (syntax
and semantics) are treated separately, it is to be understood that in effect they operate in tandem
within the ucg(2) framework just described. In chapter 6, I show that discourse structure plays
an important role in constraining VPE resolution and give a sketch of how discourse theory
could be made to account for these constraints. Chapter 7 discusses the implementation and
runs through an example meant to illustrate how the different sources of linguistic knowledge
interact in determining the acceptability and the interpretation of gapping and VP ellipsis.
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chapter8 concludes the thesis by discussing various shortcomings of the proposed analysis and

pointing to directions for further research.



Chapter 3

Syntax

In describing a language, a grammar usually makes some assumptions about the phrasal struc¬
ture of the constituents of this language. One common assumption is that a sentence results
from recursively combining the categories associated with the constituting words of this sentence

into a more complex constituent with category s. In a categorial grammar such as UCg(2), these
two assumptions are made precise first, by positing that constituents are either functors or ar¬

guments and that they combine by functional application and second, by taking the finite verb
to be the principal functor of the clause. This means that a string forms a grammatical sentence
iff it contains a finite verb and the functor/argument requirements of this verb are satisfied by
the constituents associated with the rest of the string.

From this perspective then, ellipsis is syntactically problematic in that it is characterised by
an incomplete syntax or to put it in categorial terms: the chain of functors and arguments

which normally constitutes a sentence is 'broken' by the absence of a functor (the verb) in the
case of gapping and of an argument (the VP) in the case of VP ellipsis1. As noted in chapter

1, this raises two problems. First, the overt constituents contained in the e-clause must be

licensed. In categorial grammar, constituents are usually licensed by their relation to some

other constituent(s). For instance, a verb is licensed iff its subcategorisation requirements are

fulfilled and vice-versa, an NP is licensed iff it satisfies the subcategorisation requirements of
some functor. But as we have seen, ellipsis is characterised by the lack of either a functor or an

argument. Thus some device other than the rule of functional application must ensure that the

1Here I rely on the generally accepted assumption that auxiliaries are functors of the category VP/VP.

47
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overt constituents in the e-clause are syntactically licensed. Second, the elliptical construct itself
must be licensed: if the functor/argument chain which leads to the construction of a sentence

category is broken, how then is the e-clause to be assigned a category? And further, how is this

category to be licensed? The object of this chapter is to answer these two questions. The outline
is as follows. Gapping is discussed first, then VPE. For both phenomena, the syntactic properties
of the elliptical clause aire presented first. An analysis is then developed within UCG(2) which is
tested against the data. Finally, the proposed analysis is compared with existing approaches.

First, I introduce some terminology. Consider the example in (3.1).

(3.1) Jeremy fed a crocodile and Sarah a monkey.

Following [Chao 1987], I use the term a-clause to denote the antecedent clause (here Jeremy fed
a crocodile) and e-clause to refer to the elliptical clause (Sarah did too). The term e-constiluenls
will designate the main overt constituents in the e-clause and a-correspondenls the constituents
in the a-clause which are parallel to the e-constituents. Finally, the term a-verb will be used to

refer to the root verb in the a^clause. Thus in the gapped clause above, Sarah and a monkey
are the e-constituents, Jeremy and a crocodile are the ^correspondents rind fed is the adverb.

3.1 Gapping

3.1.1 Syntactic properties of Gapping.

Gapping has been extensively studied in the linguistic literature2. This section summarizes the
set of constraints which have been observed to operate on the syntax of gapped clauses.

The missing head restriction

A primary characteristic of gapped clauses is that the verbal head3 is missing. Moreover when¬
ever gapping affects a verbal or a sentential argument, any verbal element higher in the clause

2See, for example, [Ross 1970; Koeter 1978; Kuno 1976; H&nkamer 1973; Sag 1980; Neijt 1980; Chao 1987;
Russell 1987 and Steedman 1988).

31 take the verbal head to be the root verb.
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must also be missing (see [Fiengo 1974 and van Riemsdijk 1978]). Hence a gapped clause always
lacks a root verb and possibly more. Tbis is illustrated by the following examples.

(3.2) a. Jon will look at Mary and Bill kiss her.

b. *Jon will look at Mary and Bill won't at her.

c. Jon knows how to eat spaghetti and Peter macaroni

d. Jon knows how to eat spaghetti and Peter how to cook macaroni

e. *Jon knows how to eat spaghetti and Peter wonders macaroni

f. This doctor said that I should eat salmon and that doctor tuna.

g. *This doctor said that I should eat salmon and that doctor said tuna.

In (3.2a) the e-clause is missing a verbal head and is thus a well-formed gapped clause. By
contrast, (3.2b) is ungrammatical because the e-clause does contain a verbal head i.e., won't.
Example (3.2c) shows a case in which both the lower and the higher VP are lacking. Example

(3.2d) shows that only the higher verb may be gapped whereas (3.2e) illustrates that if only the
lower verb is gapped then the resulting sentence is ungrammatical. More generally gapping may

affect My number of auxiliaries and complement verbs beginning with the tensed element and

going rightward. So for instance, the examples in (3.3) are all grammatical cases of gapping but
the ones in (3.4) are not.

(3.3) a. I want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary to try to begin to write a play.

b. I want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary to begin to write a play.

c. I want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary to write a play.

d. I want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary a play.

(3.4) a. *1 want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary wants a play,

b. *1 want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary wants to write.

Note that complement adjectives may also be gapped as illustrated in (3.5).

(3.5) a. Jon is proud of his car and Bill of this house.
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b. Jon is easy to please and Bill to annoy.

The major constituent restriction

As noted in [Hankamer 1973], the remnants of the gapped clause must be major constituents.
Roughly4, major constituents are constituents which could function as arguments or adjuncts
of the adverb. Consider the following sentences:

(3.6) a. *This bar has sold much wine to boring customers and that will real ale to eager.

b. This bar has sold much wine to boring customers and that restaurant much ale to

eager clients.

(3.6a) is ungrammatical because the remnants are not major constituents (for instance, that
could not function as a subject of the adverb sold). By contrast (3.6b) is grammatical, because
thai restaurant, much ale and to eager clients could function as subject, object and indirect

object of the a-verb and are thus major constituents. Note that while a major constituent is

necessarily a maximal projection5, the converse is not true. This is illustrated by the examples
in (3.7).

(3.7) a. *Jon spoke to Fred and Mark Peter.

b. Jon spoke to Fred and Mark to Peter.

c. *Kim likes Sue and Lee to Lucy.

d. *Pat wanted to go to Bern and Carlo going to Rome.

In (3.7a), the remnant Peter is a maximal projection (NP) but it could not be an argument of
the a-verb spoke as it does not obey its subcategorisation requirements. Thus Peter is not a

major constituent and (3.7a) is ungrammatical. By contrast, (3.7b) is well-formed because the
PP to Peter could be the argument of the a-verb spoke. Examples (3.7c-d) further illustrate the
fact that maximal projections need not be major constituents.

4For a more precise definition, see section 3.1.2.
5The term maximal projection was first introduced in the X-bar theory to designate the maximal constituent

which had to be built to satisfy the subcategorisation requirements of the head of this constituent. It is more

generally used to denote constituents such as S, NP, VP, PP, AP etc.
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Note also that remnants in the gapped clause need not have the same category as their a-

correspondents. Thus consider the following examples (taken from [Sag et al 1984]).

(3.8) a. Kim is rather foolish and Lou a complete idiot.

b. Leslie seems to be just surviving and Terry in dire need of help.

c. We consider Leslie rather foolish and Lou a complete idiot

In (3.8a) and (3.8c), a remnant with category NP has an a-correspondent of category AP. In

(3.8b), the correspondence is between a PP and a participial complement. More generally, [Sag
al 1984] note that a- and e-correspondents are constituents which may always be conjoined to
form the argument of a particular verb. For instance in (3.8a), rather foolish and a complete
idiot is a coordinate structure which can satisfy the subcategorisation requirements of be. That

is, the category divergence between remnants and a-correspondents is allowed in exactly the
same range of cases as occurs in coordinate structures. This suggests that a prerequisite for a

theory of gapping is that it be able to handle constituent coordination.

The examples below further illustrate the usefulness of the major constituent restriction.

(3.9) a. *Jon spoke to the visitor from France and Mark, from Belgium.

b. First Kim's picture of Sandy astonished Fido and then Lee's, Felix.

c. Kim and Sandy astonished Fido and Lee, Felix.

(3.9a) is similar to (3.7a), except that this time the remnant and its a-correspondent are of the
same category: PP. However, the a-verb subcategories for a very specific type of PP that is,
one which is introduced by the preposition to. Hence the PP from Belgium does not satisfy the

subcategorisation requirements of the adverb and consequently cannot be a major constituent
so that the gapped clause is syntactically ill formed and the resulting discourse ungrammatical.

(3.9b) illustrates a case where the two remnants are NPs while the a-clause contains 3 NPs.
Without the major constituent restriction, the two NPs of the e-clause could be in correspon¬

dence with any of the three NPs in the a-clause. However, with respect to the a-verb astonished
there can only be two major constituents: the subject NP and the object NP. Thus there is no

ambiguity as to the way in which e-clause and a-clause correspond: Lee's corresponds to the

subject NP and Felix to the object. A similar reasoning holds regarding (3.9c) in which Lee can

only be the subject of the missing verb and Fe/ja^he object.
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Gapping within arguments and within adjuncts

Complement verbs can only be gapped if they occur within an argument (cf. [Pesetsky 1982 and
Chao 1987]). When they occur within an adjunct, gapping renders the sentence agrammatical.
This is illustrated in (3.10) below.

(3.10) a. *Jon left without telling his boss and Bill his colleagues.

b. This doctor said that I should eat salmon and that doctor tuna.

Discontinuous remnants

The missing material in the e-clause can consist of several discontinuous constituents. Consider
the examples in (3.11) below (here and in in some other places in the thesis, I use 0 to indicate
the position of the missing constituent and [0 = X] to indicate the resolvent).

(3.11) a. The man gave chocolate to Mary and the boy 0j flowers 02.

[0i = gave; 02 = to Mary]

b. Max wanted Ted to persuade Alex to get lost and Walt 0i Ira 02.

[01 = wanted; 02 = to persuade Alex to get lost]

c. Max wanted Ted to persuade Alex to see Mary and Walt 0i Ira 02.

[01 — wanted; 02 = to persuade Alex to see Mary]

d. Massachusets elected John Harris congressman, and Pennsylvannia 0i Bill Thomas

02.

[01 = elected; 02 = congressman]

e. Harry believes Jon to be good and Peter 0i Paul 02.

[0i = believes ; 02 = to be good]

f. Jon took Harry to the movies and Bill 0i Mike 02.

[01 = took; 02 = to the movies]

g. Jon eats a cake with a fork and Bill 0i a pie 02.

[01 = eats; 02 = with a fork]

h. Betsy talked to Alan on Sunday and Peter 0i to Sandy 02.

[01 = talked; 02 = on Sunday]
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Examples (3.11a-f) illustrate how several non-adjacent constituents may be missing from the e-

clause where the first missing constituent is the verb and the second is an argument. Examples

(3.11g-h) are similar except that the second gap is an adjunct rather than an argument. In
such cases, the discourse is ambiguous between a reading where the adjunct in the a^clause
also modifies the e-clause and one where it does not. For instance, (3.1 lh) means either Betsy
talked to Alan on Sunday and Peter talked to Sandy on Sunday or Betsy talked
to Alan on Sunday and Peter talked to Sandy. Note that there are also severed possible

readings for example (3.11c) which have not been indicated here (for instance, (3.11c) may

also be represented as Max wanted Ted to persuade Alex to see Mary and 0i Walt 02 fra with
resolvents [0i = Max wanted; 02 = to persuade Alex to see] ). These are discussed further in
section 3.1.3.

Syntactic relationship between a- and e-clause

Athough gapping is usually restricted to coordinate structures as in (3.12a), it may also occur

across speakers in discourse as in (3.12b).

(3.12) a. Jon likes Mary and Bill Sarah.

b. A: I shall bring the salad.
B: And I the wine.

Backward gapping does not occur in English (cf. 3.13).

(3.13) *Bill, Sarah and Jon likes Mary.

The e-clause must be root (cf 3.14).

(3.14) a. *Jon persuaded Fred that Bill Sam.

b. *Jon liked movies long before Bill concerts.

c. *Jon likes movies and everybody knows that Bill concerts.

This section concludes the discussion of the properties of gapped clauses. The next section
shows how an analysis of gapping can be developed which accounts for these properties.
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3.1.2 Syntactic analysis of gapping

Any account of the syntax of gapping should answer the following questions. First, do the
remnants of a gapped clause form a constituent and if so, what is the category of this constituent?

Second, how is the incomplete syntax of a gapped clause to be licensed? Third, how does the

resulting analysis extend to related phenomena such as stripping or conjunction reduction? The

object of this section is to answer each of these questions.

How does gapping relate to other elliptical constructs

Cases of elliptical constructs which bear a strong similarity to gapping include stripping and

conjunction reduction (as we shall see in chapter 8, sluicing, null-complement anaphora and
VPE have very different linguistic properties and need not be considered here). The analysis
I propose generalises to stripping but not to conjunction reduction. The difference between

gapping and stripping is illustrated by the following examples:

(3.15) a. Jon likes Mary and Peter Sarah. (Gapping)

b. Jon likes Mary and Peter too. (Stripping)

Briefly, stripping is characterised by the fact that the elliptical clause contains only one NP and

possibly some adverbials and a discourse particle. There is a clear sense in which the elliptical
constructions illustrated by the examples in (3.15) are related: they both lack a verb and possibly
other constituents and the missing material is contained in a clause that is coordinated to the
e-clause. Thus the question immediately comes to mind of whether stripping and gapping ought
to be handled by some unifying ellipsis principle. In the linguistic literature, they have often
been treated as two separate phenomena6. More recently, however, analyses have been developed
which convincingly argue that stripping and gapping share a cluster of common properties ([Chao
1987; Russell 1987 and Sag ei al 1984]). In particular stripping like gapping obey the missing
head and the major constituent constraint as illustrated by the following examples.

(3.16) a. Jon likes Sarah and Peter too.
6See for example®, [Ross 1970; Fiengo 1974; Koster 1978; Kuno 1976; Stillings 1975; Hankamer 1973 and

Hankamer/Sag 1976].
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b. *Jon likes Sarah and Peter likes too.

c. This bar has sold much wine to boring customers and that restaurant also.

d. *This bar has sold much wine to boring customers and that also.

On the basis of these properties, I opt here for an analysis of gapping which naturally extends
to stripping. Now consider the sentence in (3.17) which illustrates a case of conjunction reduc¬
tion.

(3.17) Jon gave a rose to Sarah and a tulip to Sylvette.

At first sight, the second conjunct in this sentence seems to belong to the same paradigm as

stripping and gapping: it can also be seen as missing a verb which occurs in the preceding

conjunct. The question of whether this is in fact the case is a moot point. Roughly, three main

positions are possible. According to transformational grammar, (3.17) is derived from Jon gave

a rose to Sarah and Jon gave a tulip to Sylvette. But this analysis is unsatisfactory in that it
fails to generalise to very similar sentences such as:

(3.18) A man gave a rose to Sarah and a tulip to Sylvette.

The argument is a semantic one: if transformations are to be meaning preserving, then it cannot
be the case that A man gave a rose to Sarah and a tulip to Sylvette is derived from A man gave

a rose to Sarah and a man gave a tulip to Sylvette because the two sentences do not have the
same meaning. An alternative is to view sentences such as (3.17) as a case of gapping involving
VPs rather than sentences. Under such a view, (3.17) is then thought of as meaning Jon gave

a rose to Sarah and gave a tulip to Sylvette, which is semantically correct. Such an approach
is developed in [Sag ei al 1984 and Russell 1987]. The problem with such an analysis is that it

implies either that a rose to Sarah and a tulip to Sylvette cannot coordinate (because otherwise
the coordination rule would apply rather than whatever device is used to deal with gapping)
or that the sentence in (3.17) is structurally ambiguous. The second implication is simply odd,
whilst the first one is denied by sentences as in (3.19) where similar constituent sequences do

conjoin (i.e, Sarah a rose and Sue a tulip in (3.19a) and Mary on Tuesday and Paul on Wednesday
in (3.19b)).

(3.19) a. Jon gave either Sarah a rose or Sue a tulip.
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b. Jon talked to Mary on Tuesday and Paul on Wednesday.

To summarise, the most plausible analysis of sentences such as (3.17) is one which takes se¬

quences such as Sarah a rose to be admissible conjuncts. Of course this implies departing from
mcst traditional phrase-structure based account of syntax, but theories nonetheless exist which
allow for such an analysis. In particular, the Lambek calculus ([Moortgaat 1988])) provides a

framework in which such a departure is possible. I will not investigate the matter further here
and simply assume that sentences such as (3.17) are best seen as cases ofconstituent coordination
and consequently need not be taken into account by a treatment of gapping.

What is the category of a gapped clause?

Some evidence that gapped clauses are constituents is that they can conjoin. For instance, in

(3.20) the gapped clause the yellow cable lo terminal B conjoins with a second gapped clause
the black cable to terminal C to yield a coordinate construct.

(3.20) The blue cable must be connected to terminal A and either the yellow cable to terminal
B or the black cable to terminal C.

But if gapped clauses are constituents in their own right, what is their category? Their surface
constituent structure gives no indication as to what this category should be because typically,

gapped clauses lack a head and traditionally, the head of a constituent is understood as deter¬

mining in some way the category of this constituent7. In categorial terms, this means that there
is no main functor from which the category of the gapped clause could be derived.

7For instance in GB, the bead of a constituent has the same category as the constituent itself but a different
bar level (e.g, N is the head of N'). Similarly in GPSG, the bead features of the head daughter are shared by the
mother category. Since head features include categorial information, this means that the categorial information
carried by the daughter is the same as that carried by the mother. Note though that the notion of head is theory

dependent. For instance, in GB the verb is not the head of a clause (whereas it is in OG). So in this case, the
lack of verb in a gapped clause means that an important constituent is missing in the clause which is part of the

complement of the head (rather than the head itself). A more general way to state that the phrasal structure
of gapped clauses provides no information about their category would then be to say that gapped clauses are

syntactically incomplete in that they do not satisfy the standard functor/argument requirements of a fully fledged
constituent so that the combination of the parts does not result in the forming of any given constituent. As this
is somewhat long-winded, and as OG does take the verb to be the principal functor of a sentence, I will continue
to refer to the lack of verb in gapped clauses as lack of head.
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But consider now the following syntactic properties of gapped clauses. First, note that gapped
clauses may conjoin with sentences. Second, gapped clauses can be modified by sentential
adverbials as in Jon will probably go to see Mary and necessarily Paul, Sarah. Third, gapped
clauses can be subject to right node raising as in Jon likes to be known to and Peter to be
unknown to, the officers on site or in First Jack gave Peter, then Jon and later Paul a farewell

present. These three properties strongly suggest that gapped clauses are constituents of category
S. However note that the distribution of gapped clauses is a lot more restricted than that of
normal sentences. As noted in section 3.1.1, although gapped clauses can be coordinated, they
cannot be subordinated. Furthermore as already noticed, they markedly differ from normal
sentences in that they contain no verbal head. So perhaps the right conclusion is that gapped
clauses form a particular class of sentences. We then need to define what this class is. There
are three possibilities here. A first possibility is to allow empty categories into the framework,
and to let gapped clauses be sentences containing empty verbs. Such an approach is adopted
in [Russell 1987], A second possibility is to have a grammar such that the category of gapped
clauses expresses the fact that gapped clauses lack one or more constituent(s). This approach
is pursued within a categorial framework in [Steedman 1989 and Wood 1988] and within GB

in [Chao 1987]. In the categorial frameworks, the category of a gapped clause is S\V where
V may be any type of verb (transitive, intransitive etc.) whereas in the GB approach, it is S~
that is, a special type of sentence which may lack any number of constituents8. There is yet

a third alternative, which is that the category of gapped clauses is simply X2 , where X2 is a

variable over categories of bar level two and * is the kleene star indicating the presence of one
or more objects of the type it suffixes. That is, the category of a gapped clause is a variable

category ranging over any sequence of one or more categories of bar level two. Such an approach
is defended in [Sag et al 1984].

Which of these categories (a sentence containing an empty verb, a sentence missing a verb
or a variable ranging over sequences of bar-level two categories) is the most appropriate for

gapped clauses essentially depends on the linguistic framework being used and on its general

assumptions, as different categories will require the introduction in the grammar of different
mechanisms which will be more or less in tune with the general philosophy embodied in this

particular grammar. As the more general question of how gapped clauses are to be licensed by
the grammar is discussed in the next section, I defer to then the task of deciding on the precise

category of gapped clauses. For the moment, suffice it to say that I will take gapped clauses to

be special sorts of sentences.

8The details of each of these approaches are discussed in section 3.1.4.
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How are gapped clauses licensed?

The syntactic licensing of gapped clauses involves two main sub-tasks. First, the category of
the gapped clause itself must be licensed. Second, the various constraints on gapping described
in section 3.1.1 must be accounted for.

Consider the first task first. The problem is to determine how gapped clauses are to be assigned
a category by the grammar. As already mentioned in the preceding section, three possibilities
are open as to the resulting category: it can be a sentence containing an empty verb, a sentence

missing a verb or a variable ranging over sequences of bar-level two categories. In what follows,
I review how different existing approaches allow for those various possibilities and discuss their

pros and cons with respect to their compatibility with UCG(2). Having opted for an approach
where a gapped clause has category X2 (that is, an approach of the third type) I then go on

to show how this category may be added to the set of UCG(2) categories.

In [Steedman 1989], gapped clauses are categorised as S\V . To allow for such a category

assignment the grammar needs to be extended to ensure that the category S\V can be derived
from any sequence of remnant categories (for instance, the sequence ( NP, NP )). In [Steedman
1989], this is achieved by augmenting the grammar with additional combinatory rules. There are

several problems with this type of approach. From the linguistic point of view, the proliferation
of rules makes it very hard to predict which combinations will be allowed and which will be

ruled out. In short, it often leads to overgeneration. From the computational point of view,
the uncontrolled application of the many rules induces the computation of sp%rious parses that

is, parses which are derivationally distinct but semantically equivalent. The proliferation of
rules in a categorial grammar can lead to such an increase in the search space that the parsing

problem becomes computationally intractable. Although some solutions to this problem have
been developed for categorial systems such as Steedman's Combinatory Categorial Grammar

([Hepple/Morrill 1989])) and the Lambek calculus ([Koenig 1989]), the problem of how these
results apply to feature-based categorial grammar remains unsolved. So it seems best to avoid
the proliferation of categorial rules in UCG(2) . Finally, from the empirical point of view, the

problem is that the category S\V inadequately characterises gapped clauses because in some

cases a gapped clause will be missing not only a verbal head, but also an NP or a PP (e.g, Jon
put the wine on the table and Peter, the bread).

We have seen that adding rules to the grammar is not a viable option. [Wood 1988] proposes an

alternative: she introduces in the grammar an operation which she calls reconstitution. Briefly,
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given two adjacent constituents bearing the category X/Y and Z/V (where Y ^ Z), this
operation permits the reconstitution of a constituent of category Y/Z. Apart from the fact that
the status and functioning of this operation within the grammar remains rather unclear, this

approach suffers from the same empirical shortcoming as Steedman's in that it does not account
for discontinuous missing material in the gapped clause.

Yet another alternative is described in [Chao 1988] where the syntax of gapped clauses is licensed
by a defective X~ schema, and a global constraint on surface structures dubbed H~ projection.

Although as we shall see in section 3.1.4, the spirit of this analysis is not so dissimilar from
mine (in particular, both approaches take gapped clauses to be special sorts of sentences), the
particulars of Chao's analysis are not fit to be integrated into a categorial framework because

they crucially relies on concepts such as the X-bar schema which are absent from UCG(2).

A fourth possibility is to adopt an approach of the type developed in [Sag et al 1984]. This

approach assigns to the gapped clause a category which simply describes what is visible and
makes no hypothesis about what this category should or ought to be. As it manages to avoid the

problems mentioned before and thus succeeds in adequately characterising the syntax of gapping

by making fewer assumptions, I will adopt it. That is, I take the category of a gapped clause to

be a variable over one or more categories of bar level two9. This category, I represent with Y2*.
This of course, raises the question of how such categories come to be derived by the grammar.

Here I will follow [Lambek 1958] and, more recently [Wood 1989], and assume that a categorial
calculus should also allow for the formation of product categories. Intuitively, a product is just a

category of type X* i.e, a sequence of categories which functions as a single (complex) category:
it can be the argument of a functor category, a conjunct in coordinate constructions etc. To

allow for the formation of product categories within UCG(2), I augment the set of rules described
in chapter 2, section 2.2.2 with the rule in (3.21), which I will call the product rule10

9Such an analysis may seem to ignore the suggestion made above that gapped clauses are a special sort of
sentences (unlike e.g, S(inf) or S(comp), the category X3 bears no obvkms relation to the category S). However,
we will see in the next section that the overall analysis of gapping which I propose is in effect based on the idea
that gapped clauses are related to constituents of category S.

10By introducing this new rule into the grammar, we run into problems similar to those raised when discussing
Steedman's approach: this additional rule might lead to overgenerat ion and computational inadequacy. However,
as we shall see later on, the approach I propose does avoid the empirical shortcomings present in Steedman's

approach.
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pho : Pho2

gynt: Synt2

gem : Sea2

order: 0rder2

But not every sequence of maximal projections is a well-formed gapped clause. To capture the
restrictions on gapping observed in section 3.1.1, the grammar must include some mechanism

by which a sequence of maximal projections is or is not licensed as a gapped clause. There
are basically two dimensions along which an analysis of how gapped clauses are to be licensed

may vary. First, there is the origin of the licensing: is the gapped clause licensed by syntax,

by semantics etc. or perhaps by a combination of several information sources? In general11,
licensing always include syntax and semantics because on the one hand, some restrictions on

gapping Eire clearly syntactic (cf. the major constituent restriction) and on the other hand,
gapping is in essence an anaphoric phenomena which requires a semantic antecedent. But as

illustrated in [Steedman 1989], it may also involve pragmatics (cf. section 3.1.4). In the analysis
I propose, only syntax and semantics are taken into account. A sketch of how additional sources
of information could be make to bear on the analysis of gapping is given in chapter 8.

A second dimension of variation for treatments of gapping concerns the way in which the licensing
material (be it a syntactic, a semantic or a multi-dimensional object) is made available. Here
there are two main possibilities: the licensing material can either be recovered (cf. [Chao 1987])
or it can be predicted (cf. [Steedman 1989 and Russell 1987]). The difference between the
two types of approach can be explained as follows. When deeding with elliptical or anaphoric

constructs, we have to decide which information needs to be passed on to the next sentence or

conjunct. We can either try to make a guess as to what will be needed (this is prediction) or
extract from the a-clause the information needed to license the e-clause (this is recovery). Here
I chose to adopt a recovery type approach. The main reason for this is that it guarantees the

appropriate degree of parallelism12 between a- and e-clause. This point is best illustrated by
some examples. Consider the sentences in (3.22).

(3.22) a. Peter talked to his boss on Tuesday and Jon on Wednesday,
b. Jon believes Paul to be good and Peter David.

11 An exception is [Russell 1987] where gapping is licensed at the level of semantics only. As we shall see in
section 3.1.4, this raises some problems from the syntactic point of view.
12I use the term parallelism here intuitively. Its precise meaning should become clear shortly.

(3.21)

pho : Phol

gynt : Syntl

gem : Seal

order: Order 1

pho : Pho2

gynl:Synt2

sem : Se*2

order : Qrder2

pho : Phol

gynt: Syntl

gem : Seal

order: Orderl
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Here, the intended interpretation for the elliptical clauses is Jon talked to his boss on

Wednesday and Peter believes David to be good respectively. Suppose we use a prediction

approach. Typically, predictive approaches predict continuous constituents. For instance, in

(3.22a) the following constituents might be predicted: [y talked], [yp talked to his boss] and [yp
talked to his boss on Tuesday] from which the following interpretations will be generated: Jon
talked on Wednesday, Jon talked to his boss on Wednesday and Jon talked to his
boss on Tuesday on Wednesday. Thus, the grammar might overgenerate. Conversely, it

might also undergenerate. For, if only continuous constituents are predicted, then the e-clause

in (3.22b) might either fail to be interpreted, or be wrongly interpreted as meaning Peter
believes David. By appropriately comparing the constituents present in the e-clause with
the global structure associated with the a-clause, these problems can be avoided. In fact, the

recovery approach I propose is based on a substitution operation which in effect ensures that
these problems do not arise.

Given these observations about the general characteristics of the present analysis, let us now

consider in more detail how gapping is licensed by the grammar. The general idea is to augment

the grammar with a licensing principle which must hold of any gapped clause for this clause to

be recognised as grammatical. This principle can be summarised as follows.

Licensing principle: a gapped clause is licensed by the grammar iff the sequence

of categories forming its product category can be substituted into the derivation tree

of the corresponding a^-clause.

This raises the question of how substitution is defined. One way to think of gapping is to view
the linguistic information associated with a gapped clause as providing a partial specification of
some fully fledged sentence. The intuition behind using substitution then is that by substituting
the information associated with the gapping remnants into the derivation tree of the a-clause,
a full specification of this sentence can be recovered. More specifically, it must be the case

that (i) each of the categories associated with the gapping remnants can be substituted for
some major constituent in the a-tree and (ii) the new tree resulting from this substitution is
derivable under the present grammar. As we shall see in section 3.1.3, the substitution approach

successfully captures the restrictions on gapping listed in section 3.1.1. Furthermore, it yields
a natural account of gapped clauses as special sorts of sentences: from the partial specification

provided by the gapping remnants and the background information stemming from the a^clause,
substitution allows for the specification of a fully-fledged sentence to be derived. An example
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should illustrate this. Consider the sentence in (3.23).

(3.23) Jon likes Mary and Paul Sarah.

The substitution of the categories forming the product category NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah)13 into
the derivation tree (r„) of the a-clause can be represented as in Figure 3.1 where the substitution

operation of the list of categories List formed by a product category into a tree r is represented

by substitute(r, List) and NP(Paul)*NP(Sarah) is represented as (NP(Paul), NP(Sarah))).

(S/NP)/NP NP
likes Sarah

substitute S , [NP(Paul), NP(Sarah)]

(S/NP)/NP NP
likes Mary

Figure 3.1: Example of substitution.

I now proceed to give a formal definition of substitution. This involves first defining the notion
of a derivation tree within UCg(2), second, defining the notion of major constituency and third,

defining substitution itself. I defer to the next sections the discussion of the merits and theoretical

status of the proposed analysis.

A derivation tree is a recursive specification of the derivation of a given constituent. Special

provision needs to be made for gapped clauses: the tree of a coordinated gapped clause results
from substituting the gapping remnants into the derivation tree of the a-clause where the a^clause

is identified as being the first sentential constituent f-commanding the e-clause14. Formally, the
definition runs as follows.

13For simplicity, I use the abbreviation Cat(String) to designate a sign with syntax Cat and phonology String.
14Given two nodes X and Y in a derivation tree, X C-commands Y if X is a functor and either X is a sister of

Y or X is the sister of Z, Z is the mother of V and V {-commands Y.
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Definition 3.1 (vcg(2) definition of a derivation tree)
Let a denote the substitution operation defined further below. Let X,Y,Z be UCG(2) signs. For

any sign X, let Tx denote the derivation tree associated with X. Then for any sign derived
under ucg(2), a tree r is built which is defined as follows.

Unary rule. If a unary rule of the form X =>Y applies then r = y(r^).

Binary rule (1). If a binary rule of the form X,Y => Z applies andY is not a product category,
then t = Z(tx, ry).

Binary rule (2). If a binary rule of the form X,Y =>■ Z applies where X is the category

associated with non-constituent coordination andY is a product category, then if r„ is the
derivation tree of the a-clause, and <j{[ra,Y)) — (T"e,[]), t — Z(rx,re).

If no tree can be built, the corresponding sentence is not grammatical under \jcg(2).

Major constituency is then defined as follows. As we have seen, major constituents are potential

arguments or adjuncts of the a-verb involved in the ellipsis. So for instance, in Jon loves

Mary and Peter Sarah, the constituents associated with Peter and Sarah are major constituents
because they could function as subject and object of the a-verb loves. However there are cases

where a gapping remnant, rather than being a potential argument of the adverb, is a potential

argument of a verb contained in a sentential argument of the a-verb. So for instance in Jon
knoics how to eat spaghetti and Peter macaroni., the NP associated with macaroni could be the

object NP of the verb eat contained within the sentential argument of the adverb knows. Given
these observations, I will take major constituents to fall into three cases. A major constituent
can be the argument of a verb, the adjunct of a verb or the argument of a verb contained within
the sentential argument of a verb. The formal definition of a major constituent is as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Major constituent)
a is a major constituent of a tree r if V is the verbal head of r and

1. a is an argument of V or

2. q is an adjunct of V or

3. fi is a sentential argument of V with tree rp and a is a major constituent of rp.
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Note that this definition defines major constituents as actual arguments (or adjuncts) of a verbal
head. This is in contrast with the notion of major constituency proposed so far, where major
constituents were taken to be potential (rather than actual) arguments or adjuncts of the a-

verb. The twist behind Definition 3.2 is that it defines major constituents to be constituents

in the a-clause. Gapping remnants are then said to be well-formed major constituents iff they
can be substituted for some major constituent in the a-tree. In this way, a notion of major

constituency for gapping remnants is indirectly derived, which is in fact consistent with the
informed explanations given above.

In the grammar, information about major constituency is modelled by adding to the set of
attributes an attribute called Major Constituency Domain or MCD for short. For any given

tree, the MCD value of the root sign will consist of the sequence of major constituents which
occur in this tree. For instance, the MCD value of the mother sign of the derivation tree for
Jon likes Mary will be the sequence ( NP(Jon), NP(Mary) ). The way in which the value of the
MCD attribute is obtained straightforwardly reflects Definition 3.2. First, we stipulate that the
MCD value of a verb unifies with the value of its subcategorisation list. That is, verbs in the
lexicon will be assigned signs of the form:

cat: s / Q] I
mcd: [T]

e*

Order

where, as explained in chapter 2, section 2.1, square boxes indicate reentrancy so that the value
of the subcategorisation list is also that of the MC Domain. This caters for the first clause of
Definition 3.2.

Second, we need to account for the fact that adjuncts are major constituents. In UCg(2), adjuncts
are catered for by introducing a unary rule which makes intransitive verbs subcategorise for an

adjunct. This unary rule can be schematically represented as follows (IP and ADJUICT abbreviate

signs with category np and Adjunct respectively, where Adjunct can be any adjunct category
such as pp or ap).

(3.24)

pho : PI

>ynt:

sem : S

order:
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(3.25)

pho : PhoF

synt: s/MP

sem : SeaF

order: QrderF

pho : PhoF

synt: s/IP/lDTOICT

scrn : SeaF

order: QrderF

To account for the fact that adjuncts can be major constituents, this rule is modified as fol¬
lows:

pho : PhoF

(3.26)
synt:

cat: s/HP

mcd: |T]

sem : SemF

order: QrderF

pho : PhoF

synt:
cat: s/tP/ [T] ADJOSCT
mcd: | 1 | + | 2 |

sem : SeaF

order: QrderF

That is, if the input verb has MCD value fl~|, then the same verb subcategorising for an adjunct

pT| has for MCD value [T] + [2] where + simply indicates list concatenation.

Finally, we need to account for major constituents which Me arguments contained within the
sentential argument of a verb. This can be encoded in the lexicon by defining the MCD value
of verbs which take a sentential argument as follows:
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pho : PhoF

pho : PhoA2

cat: s

cat : 8 / [7] .../
synt:

mcd: |~2"|
(3.27)

synt:

sem : SemA.2

order: poBt

mcd: [T] + [T]

sem : Se«F

order: OtrderF

That is, the MCD value of any verb taking a sentential argument consists of the list concatenation
of its subcategorisation list and of the MCD value of its sentential argument. The information
stored in the lexicon is then percolated by the ucg(2) rules from the root verb to the root sign.
The reason for this is that in ucg(2) the flow of information between signs within the derivation
tree is regulated by an implicit head principle. For each rule application, the current functor is
the head and all the features of this head are shared by the mother. For instance, consider the
forward application rule:
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pho : PhoF

(3.28)
synt:

cat: SyntF/

mcd:KcdF

sem : SeuF

order: OrderF

pho : PhoF + PhoA

synt:
cat: CatF

mcd:McdF

pho : PhoA

synt:
cat: CatA

mcd: NcdA

sem : SemA

order: OrderA

sem : SeaF

order: OrderF

pho : PhoA

synt:
cat: CatA

mcd: McdA

sem : SeaA

order: OrderA

Whenever this rule applies, all the feature values of the functor sign (including the MCD value)
are also values of the result sign. Since the value of MC domains is specified on verbs and
since verbs are functors, it follows that the MCD value of any root verb is percolated up the
tree and combine with that of other verbs as specified in the lexical entries for verbs (and a

few other constituents such as for instance, complementisers). This is best illustrated by an

example. Consider the sentence Jon claimed that he likes Sarah, the percolation of the MCD

values within the derivation tree can be represented as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

That is, the MC domain of the root sign consists of the sequence { NP(Jon), S(that he likes

Sarah), NP(he), NP(Sarah) ).

The role of the MC domain is to constrain substitution: gapping remnants may only substitute
for major constituents; that is, gapping remnants must be potential arguments of the adverb.
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S [NP(Jon), S(that ... Sarah), NP(he), NP(Sarah)]

S/NP [S(that ... Sarah), NP(he), NP(Sarah)]
Jon

(S/NP)/NP NP [NP(he), NP(Sarah)]
claims

S/S S [NP(he), NP(Sarah)]
that

NP S/NP [NP(Sarah)]
he

(S/NP)/NP NP
likes Sarah

Figure 3.2: Major Constituency Domain for Jon claimed thai he likes Sarah.
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Some examples will illustrate this. Consider the sentence in (3.29a) with major constituents the
man and at the girl.

(3.29) a. The man looked at the girl

b. and the dog at the bone.

c. *and the dog the bone.

The gapping clause in (3.29b) is a possible continuation for (3.29a) because the dog and at the
bone can substitute for the man and at the girl respectively and yield a sentence. In contrast,

(3.29c) is not a permissible continuation because ike girl is not a major constituent and so the
bone may not be substituted for it15.

Thus the grammar now allows for information about major constituency to be encoded in the
derivation tree of any grammatical sentence. To reconstruct the derivation tree associated
with a gapped clause and check that the constraints on remnants are obeyed, the substitution

operation is now defined. The general idea underlying this definition is that substitution should

recursively apply to the different sub-parts of the tree and for each sub-tree being considered,
a different action should be taken depending on whether the mother node of this sub-tree is a

major constituent.

Intuitively, substitution is similar to priority union on strings of feature structures. Consider
for instance the sentence Jon likes Mary and Peter Sarah. We can think of the gapped clause
as forming the string:

x + NP(Peter) + y + NP(Sarah) + z

where x, y, z are variables ranging over signs, + denotes string concatenation and NP(Peter), NP(Sarah)
abbreviates the feature structures associated with the NPs Peter and Sarah respectively.

To obtain a full specification of the e-clause, we then compare this string with the string of
constituents formed by the a-clause by trying to unify the two strings: the unification of two

strings succeeds if a substitution of values for variables can be found which makes the two strings

equal where a variable can match 0 or more elements in a string16. The examples in (3.30) show
15The definition of substitution given below requires thai any substituted constituent combine with its sister

(if any) under the UCG rules of derivation. So here, the hone may not be substituted for at the girl because it
fails to combine with its sister looked which subcategorises for a PP[ai] rather than for an NP.
16For a more formal definition of string unification, see [Sielrman 1978].
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string equations and the substitutions of values to variables which satisfy these equations (0
denotes the empty string.).

String equations Substitutions
a + b + c = x + c a + b/x

(3.30) a + i + c^x+y+z a/x,b/y,c/z
0 + a + x = u + v + z 9)Ju,a/v,x/z
a+b+a=x+y+x a/x,b/y,a/x

But consider the sentence in (3.31).

(3.31) Jon likes Mary and Peter Sarah.

In this case, the strings of constituents associated with a- and e-clause are:

0 + NP(Jon) + V(likes) + NP(Mary) + 0

x + NP(Peter) + y + NP{Sarah) + z

Clearly these two strings will not unify. Thus unification is inadequate for recovering a full

specification of gapped clauses. Intuitively, what is required is an operation which will help

recovering the missing material while keeping the information contained in the e-clause. Priority
union is such an operation: it allows for the aggregation of incompatible information provided
that one of the two incompatible structures is given precedence. If we use priority union on

strings and give the gapped clause string precedence, then we get the intended result : the

missing material is recovered and the syntactic parallelism between e- and a-clause is verified.
As an example, consider the sentence in (3.31). In this case, the priority union, written =>, of
the string of constituents associated with the a-clause with the string of gapping remnants is:

0 + NP(Jon) + V(likes) + NP(Mary) + 0 =» x + NP(Peter) + y + NP(Sarah) + z

= 0 + NP(Peter) + VQikes) + A'P(Sarah) + 0
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Just as required. So the general idea underlying the analysis of gapping proposed here is that
the partial information associated with gapped clauses is enriched by a comparison with the

linguistic information associated with the a^clause. This comparison can be roughly understood
as involving the priority union of the strings of constituents associated with a- and e-clause.

However this abstract characterisation of gapping is inadequate in several respects. First, it says

nothing about the nature of the elements contained in the strings to be compared (should they be
maximal projections, lexical items, constituents etc. ?) As we shall see, there aire some important
restrictions on what constitute a correct element for comparison (in particular, priority union
should only affect major constituents). Second, it does not enforce another restriction on gapped
clauses which is that the linguistic specification resulting from the comparison process must

decribe a sentence constituent - or to put it another way, the recovered structure must be such
that a sentence can be derived from it by the grammar. In both cases, it is unclear how the

very general operation of priority union can be tailored to obtain the correct results. In what

follows, I thus develop an analysis based on a more specific operation called substitution and
show how it can be made to interact with other grammar components to yield a proper account

of gapping. The general idea underlying the analysis remains the same however.

Substitution is defined in three steps. First, I define the notion of a mother node for ucg(2)
derivation trees. Second, I define an auxiliary function, called cri, which is used to recurse down

the tree. Third, I define substitution proper. The definition for mother nodes runs as follows.

Definition 3.3 (Mothernode)

If r is a tree then the mother node of r, notated n{r), is M if
either r is a binary tree of the form M{t\,tj)
or r is a unary tree of the form M(ti)
or r is a leaf node labelled with the category M.

The auxiliary function cq which is used to recurse down the tree is then defined thus.

Definition 3.4 (<T\)
Lei PRODUCTi denote product categories, Ti denote UCG(2) derivation trees and Mi denote
UCG (2) signs. Then, 0q((r, PRODUCT)) is defined as follows.
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(1) If r is a binary tree of the form M(ti,t*)
Then PRODUCT)) = (Mi(rn, r22), PRODUCT*)
If <t({t1} PRODUCT)) = (rU) PRODUCT*) and
<r((r2, PRODUCT*)) = (r22, PRODUCT*) and

v(ni),v{Tn) =>

(2) If r is a unary tree of the form M(ri)
Then <n({r, PRODUCT)) = (Mi(ru), PRODUCT*)
If PRODUCT)) = (rn, PRODUCT*) and
jx(rn) => Mi

(3) If r is a leaf
Then Ifn(r) is a major constituent

Then Either (31) ^({r, PRODUCT)) = a ((r, PRODUCT))
Or (32) crx((r, PRODUCT)) = (r, PRODUCT)

Else (33) <Ti((r, PRODUCT» = (r, PRODUCT)

Finally, substitution is defined as follows.

Definition 3.5 (Substitution)
Let Ri denote gapping remnant categories and PRODUCT, PRODUCT denote product cat¬

egories. Let r, Ti denote derivation trees. For any node Ai contained in a iree Ti let A{ be
a major constituent of Ti iff it appears in the MCD value of the mother node of T{. Let
PRODUCT be a product category whose first element is R\ and whose tail is PRODUCT\

(i.e, PRODUCT = Rx * PRODUCT). <K(r, PRODUCT)) is defined as follows.

If h(t) is a major constituent
Then (1) Either a((r, PRODUCT)) = {Ru PRODUCT)

(2) Or PRODUCT)) = a^(r, PRODUCT))
Else (3) <r((r, PRODUCT)) = ^({r, PRODUCT))

That is, there are three possible cases. If the mother node of the tree is not a major constituent,
then substitution recursively applies to the different sub-parts of the tree via crj. If it is a major

constituent, then there are two possibilities : either the first category in the list of remnant

categories substitutes for this tree (for instance, in A man likes Sarah and a boy Mary, the
remnant sign NP(a boy) can be substituted for the subtree associated with a man because the
mother of this subtree is a major constituent) or substitution continues to apply within this tree.
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Note that this means that substitution is non-deterministic and will sometimes yields more than

one result (that is, substitution is a relation rather than a function). In this way, sentences such
as Jon introduced Peter to Paul and Jeremy to Sarah can be accounted for, where the gapped
clause can be interpreted either as meaning: Jeremy introduced Peter to Sarah or Jon
introduced Jeremy to Sarah. An example should help illustrate the workings of a. Consider
the sentence in (3.32) with derivation tree for the a-clause as in Figure 3.3 where NP(Jon) and
NP(Mary) are major constituents.

Figure 3.3: Derivation tree for Jon likes Sarah.

To obtain the derivation tree rt of the e-clause, we calculate:

<r((S(NP(Jon), IV(TV{likes),NP(Mary)), NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah)))

The calculation goes as follows. The first two clauses of Definition 3.5 cannot apply because S

is not a major constituent. So the third clause applies and since the input tree is a binary one,

we have:

a((S(NP(Jon), IV(TV(likes), NP(Mary))), NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah))) =

ai((S(NP(Jon), IV(TV(likes), NP(Mary))),NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah))) =

(S'(NP',IV'),P3) if

a((NP(Jon), NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah))) = (NP', P2) and

<t((1V(TV(likes), NP(Sarah)), P2)) = (IV', P3) and

»(NP'),fi(IV')=>S'
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We now calculate the first condition. NP(Jon) is a major constituent, so clause (1) of a can

apply thus yielding:

a((NP(Jon), NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah))) = (NP(Paul),NP(Sarah))

and NP' = NP(Paul) = /i(NP') and P2 = NP(Sarah). By a similar reasoning, the second
equation can be resolved as follows:

a((IV(TV(likes), NP(Mary)), NP(Sarah))) =

<ri((IV(TV(likes),NP(Mary)), NP(Sarah))) =

(IV'(TV', NP"), P3') if

cr((TV(likes),NP(Sarah))) = (TV',P2') and

c((NP(Mary),P?)) = (NP",P3') and

li(TV'),lji(NP")=>IV'

TV (likes) is a leaf which is not labelled with a major constituent so clause (3) of cr and (33) of
<j\ apply, yielding:

a((TV(likes),NP(Sarah))) = (TV(likes),NP(Sarah))

so that:

TV' = TV(likes) = n(TV') and PT = NP(Sarah)

By contrast, NP(Mary) is a major constituent so clause (31) of <T\ applies and we get:

<r((NP(Mary), NP(Sarah))) = (NP(Sarah), 0)

so that:

NP" = NP(Sarah) = n(NP") and P3' = 0

Given the ucg(2) rules, we have that:

TV(likes),NP(Sarah) => IV(likes Sarah)

and further:

NP(Paul), IV(likes Sarah) => S(Paul likes Sarah)

And given the equalities we established, we finally have:

cr((S(NP(Jon), IV(TV(likes), NP(Mary)), NP(Paul) * NP(Sarah))) =

(S(NP(Paul), IV(TV(likes), NP(Sarah))), 0)

So substitution is successful and re = S(NP(Paul), IV(TV(likes), NP(Sarah)))
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Finally, we need to say something about the distribution of gapped clauses. As noticed in
section 3.1.1, gapped clauses only appear in coordinated structures. I now turn to the question
of how the present grammar generates coordinate structures involving gapping. Following [Wood
1988], I will assume that conjunctions such as and, or etc. are binary functors over constituents
of identical categories (i.e, constituents of category (JA\A")/X where X ranges over ucg(2)
categories). To account for gapping, I introduce a new category for conjunctions:

pho: Pho

synt:
cat: sent/

pho : Phol

synt:
cat: s

mcd:Hcdl

sem : Seal

order: post

mcd: Hcd

sem : and(Seal,Sea2)

order: Order

/A2

where Sem2 is the semantics of the mother node in the reconstructed tree of the e-clause. In

what follows the category in (3.33) will be abbreviated to (S\S)/X2*. Thus we get the following
derivations17 ( A ccg derivation is represented as follows. At the top is the string to be analysed
with below each word, the associated category. Further below, each new line indicates a rule

application. The scope of the rule is indicated by the length of the line whereas the name of the
rule is indicated at the right of the line.> FA abbreviates forward functional application and

<FA, backward functional application.).
17Note that given that the grammar contains two types of conjunctions (i.e, (X\A)/X and (S\S)/A2 ),

spurious derivations become possible. For instance, consider a sentence of the form S & G U G, where S
abbreviates a sentence, & a conjunction and G a gapped clause. There are two possible ways of deriving this
sentence: (S & G) & G and S & (G & G). To obtain only one derivation, I use features to allow or block certain
combinations. In essence, this feature system will favour derivations of the type S & G where S is a simple (rather
than a coordinate) sentence and G is either a simple or a complex gapped clause.
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Jon likes Mary and Peter Sarah

S (S\S)/X2* X2*
—>FA

S\S
<FA

Jon likes Mary , Peter Sarah and Paul Sue
S (S\S)/Xr XT (X\X)/X X2*

__ >FA
X2 \X2
— <FA

S\S
<FA

X2*
>FA

Jon likes Mary and either Peter Sarah or Paul Sue
S (S\S)/X2' X/X X2* (X\X)/X X2'

: ; >FA
X2 \X2

<FA

s\s
>FA

X2*
>FA

X2*
>FA

To summarise, the basic idea underlying the analysis just described is that tree reconstruction
is an essential ingredient of gapping analysis. There are two main reasons for this. First,
reconstruction ensures that the sentence is interpretable. The question of how gapped clauses
are assigned an interpretation by the grammar is discussed at length in chapter 4. Second and
more relevantly, it serves to check the grammaticality of the gapped clause. In this section,
I have given the details of how reconstruction is to proceed. In the next section, I show how
reconstruction accounts for the syntactic restrictions on gapping observed in section 3.1.1.
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3.1.3 Analysis and data

As observed in section 3.1.1, a first constraint on gapping is that gapping remnants must be

major constituents. Three cases of major constituency violation were given: when some remnant
was not a maximal projection, when it did not satisfy the subcategorisation requirement of the
adverb and when it was not the argument or the adjunct of a verbal head. I consider each case

in turn.

The first case was illustrated by the ungrammatically of the sentence *This bar has sold much
wine to boring customers and that will real ale to eager where the list of remnants includes a

determiner, an auxiliary, a preposition and an adjective none of which have the required bar
level. This case is excluded in the present grammar by categorising gapped clauses as X2 .

The second case was illustrated by the contrast between (3.34a) and (3.34b).

(3.34) a. *Jon spoke to Fred and Mark Peter.

b. Jon spoke to Fred and Mark to Peter.

Under the analysis developed above, the ungrammatically of the first sentence is recognised

during substitution. Substitution requires that the tree of the gapped clause be entirely re¬

constructed: whenever a remnant is substituted within the antecedent tree, it must be able to

combine with its sister. In the examples under consideration, the first example is rejected as un-

grammatical because the NP Peter does not satisfy the subcategorisation requirements of spoke
and thus no tree can be reconstructed for the gapped clause. In the second example, the PP to
Peter does satisfy these requirements and the sentence is accepted. Note that because categorial

identity is not required to hold between the remnants and the major constituents they substitute

for, sentences such as Kim is rather foolish, and Lou a complete idiot are unproblematic.

The third case concerns sentences such as Kim and Sandy astonished Fido and then Lee Felix
where the second remnant cannot substitute for Sandy even though it is a major projection and
could syntactically combine with Kim to form a coordinate constituent. In the above analysis,
this restriction on gapping is due to the fact that Sandy is not a major constituent and thus
cannot be substituted for.

A second constraint on the syntax of gapping is that all verbal heads must have been deleted.
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So Jon will look at Mary and Bill kiss her is fine and so is Jon will look at Mary and Bill at
Sarah but Jon wants to take a bus and Gloria intends a taxi is not. Under the present analysis
the ungrammatically of the last example follows from the fact that intends is not a maximal

projection and thus is not a well-formed remnant. The first example is accepted because the
MC domain of auxiliaries consists of the merging of their own subcategorisation list (i.e, ( VP
)) with that of their argument (i.e, the subcategorisation list of the VP it takes as argument).
This means that in Jon will look at Mary both look at Mary and at Mary are major constituents
so that at Sarah is a well formed remnant because it can substitute for at Mary.

A third observation was that gapping remnants could be arguments and adjuncts in non nominal

arguments of the main verb but not arguments and adjuncts in adjuncts of the main verb. Thus
The child insisted that she wanted chips and the mother salad is fine but Jon left without telling
his boss and Bill his colleagues is not. These restrictions fall out from the definition of major
constituents: salad is a major constituent because it is the argument of a verb occurring within
an argument of the main verb. In contrast, his colleagues isn't because it occurs within an

adjunct of the main verb.

Another fact about gapping is that it can affect any number of complement verbs. Thus both I
want to try to begin to write a novel and Mary to write a play and I want to try to begin to write
a novel and Mary a play are grammatical. Again, under definition 3.3, this follows from the
fact that both to write a novel and a novel are major constituents and thus can be substituted

for by to write a play and a play respectively. The fact that intermediary verbs cannot occur in
isolation in the gapped clause follows from the definition of remnants given by the gapping rule

(isolated verbs are of bar level one whereas the gapping rule requires that the gapped clause
consists of constituents with bar level two).

A fourth and final fact that had to be taken into account is that a gapped clause may contain

multiple gaps. This is no particular problem for the present analysis since no restriction is made
as to the position of the remnants with respect to the antecedent tree: any number of gaps may

separate any number of remnants, the only constraint (besides major constituency) is that the
resulting tree be accepted by the grammar.

Overgeneration and acceptability

As the astute reader will doubtless have noticed, the analysis described in 3.1.2 is rather per¬

missive as to the number of readings it associates with gapped sentences. For instance consider
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the sentence in (3.35).

(3.35) Jon persuaded Jeremy to examine Peter.

This sentence contains four major constituents: Jon, Jeremy, Peter and Jeremy to examine Peter

Consequently, under the present grammar all of the following continuations are acceptable.

(3.36) a. Jon persuaded Jeremy to examine Peter and Bill Tom.

b. Bill [persuaded] Tom [to examine Peter].

c. IBill [persuaded Jeremy to examine] Tom.

d. ?[ Jon persuaded] Bill [to examine] Tom.

e. ?Jon persuaded Jeremy to examine Peter and Bill Bruno to examine Tom.

f. Bill [persuaded] Bruno to examine Tom.

Intuitions about gapping are notoriously unstable and vary from speaker to speaker. However
the general consensus about the data in (3.36) is that (3.36a) is fine, but that (3.36b-e) are hard
if not impossible to understand under the reading given in italics below each line.

So the grammar overgenerates. I believe that this is a normal state of affairs and that the
overall acceptability of a gapped clause is a complex factor involving several non-syntactical ones
such as: lexical variation, parallelism, information structure and processing. In what follows,
I consider each of these factors and show that examples can be found which clearly indicate
that constraints on gapping interpretation should not be treated at the level of syntax alone but
should result from the interaction of syntax with processing strategy, lexical information and
information structure.

Let us look at lexical variations first. Consider the following examples.

(3.37) a. Jon promised Jeremy to donate $300 and Bill $400.
Bill [promised Jeremy to donate] $400.

b. Jon promised Jeremy to donate $300 and Bill $400.

[Jon promised] Bill [to donate] $400.
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c. The child insisted that she wanted chips and the mother that she should have
salad.

The mother [insisted] thai she should have salad.

All of these examples are grammatical. Interestingly, they exhibit exactly the same patterns as

the ungrammatical examples in (3.36). The only difference resides in the type of the a-verb.

Exactly what the correlation is between lexical information and gapping is a matter for further
research. Note though that this interaction of the lexicon with syntax can be accounted for

particularly well in lexicalist frameworks such as UCg(2).

The following examples illustrate the effect of parallelism on gapping.

(3.38) a. Jon persuaded Dr. James to examine the old man and Bill the old woman.

Bill [persuaded Dr. James to examine] the old man.

b. Jon persuaded Dr. James to examine Sarah and Dr. Jones Mary.

[Jon persuaded] Dr. Jones [to examine] Mary.

Although these examples are hard to process, some speakers find them acceptable. Since they

obey the same pattern as examples (3.36b-c) above (which were unacceptable), this suggests that
semantic parallelism between correspondents influences the acceptability of gapped clauses.

The effect of information structure and processing on gapping was first brought to attention in

[Kuno 1976]. Kuno argues first that the gapping remnants must represent new information and

second, that there are independent processing factors which drastically affect gapping accept¬

ability. The effect of information structure on gapping is illustrated by the examples in (3.39)
below.

(3.39) a.

b.

Who persuaded Jon to see whom?
Peter persuaded Jon to see Mary and Paul Sarah.
Paul [persuaded Jon to see] Sarah.
Jon persuaded who to see whom?
Jon persuaded Peter to see Mary and Paul Sarah.

[Jon persuaded] Paul [to see] Sarah.

When provided with the appropriate context, the readings which were unavailable in (3.36b)
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and (3.36c) become available. Under Kuno's theory, this is due to the fact that restrictions on

the interpretation of gapped clauses are informational rather than syntactic: a gapped clause
is acceptable under a certain reading if the remnants introduce new information. To account

for the tendency ofmany speakers to prefer some interpretations over others, Kuno posits three

perceptual factors: the minimal distance principle (MDC), the tendency for subject-predicate

interpretation (TSPI) and the requirement for simplex-sentential relationship (RSSR). The MDC
simply states that the remnants of the gapped clause can be most readily coupled with the a-

constituents of the same category which were processed last. This accounts for instance for
the fact that on hearing the sentence Jon gave Mary a book and Sarah a rose, the preferential

interpretation is Jon gave Sarah a rose and not Sarah gave Mary a rose. The TSPI posits
that when the remnants are NP and VP, there is a tendency to interpret these two remnants

as forming a sentence such that the NP becomes the subject of the VP. Finally the RSSR

stipulates that gapping remnants are most readily interpretable as entering into a simplex-
sentential relationship. This explains why for instance, Jon persuades Thomas to examine Jane
and Bill Martha is uninterpretable if Bill is to be the correspondent of Jon and Martha that
of Jane. According to Kuno, the more a sentence violates these principles the less it will be

acceptable: if it violates three principles it is probably unacceptable to everyone, if it violates
two principles it might become more acceptable to some speakers etc. There is probably more

that needs to be said about the precise content of these principles and their interaction and I

would not claim that they would suffice to precisely account for the acceptability of gapping.
However given the extreme variation from speaker to speaker concerning gapping acceptability,
the idea that perceptual factors play an important role in determining the interpretation of

gapped clause is an attractive one. I will not attempt to refine Kuno's analysis further, rather
I will assume that something of the order of Kuno's principles is at work and that it interacts
with the grammar described above to limit overgeneration.

3.1.4 Previous approaches to gapping

The literature on gapping is extensive. Transformational accounts include [Jackendoff 1971;
Hankamer 1971; Langendoen 1975; Stillings 1975 and Sag 1980]. More recent analyses include

[Chao 1987; Russell 1987; Sag et al 1984 and Steedman 1989]. In this section, I briefly describe
each of these more recent proposals and show how they compare with the analysis described in
section 3.1.2.

[Steedman 1989] — a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (ccg) approach
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Steedman's approach to gapping relies on three main ideas. First, it exploits the fact that
in CCG, the notion of a constituent is a highly permissive one: the reason for this is that
the grammar rules allow the formation of constituents which in standard grammars do not

exist. For instance, in Steedman's grammar the subject can combine with the verb to form a

constituent. This allows for a simple account of the non-standard syntax exhibited by gapped
clauses. Second, it uses the parametric neutrality of combinatory rules according to which given

any three constituents related by a CCG rule, knowledge of any two of these constituents will
suffice to determine the third (for instance, ifwe know that some unknown constituent X forward
combines with a constituent of category A to yield a constituent of category B, then we know
that the category of X is B/A). This property of CCG is embodied in what Steedman calls the

revealing rule (notated Decomp) whose left version ensures that given any rule application of
the form X,Y —► Z knowledge ofY and Z will yield X. The revealing rule allows for the recovery
of a 'revealed' constituent which will eventually contribute to determine the interpretation of the

gapped clause. Third, it adopts Kuno's proposal that the semantics of the gapped constituent
in the gapped clause corresponds to the given information (or topic) of the antecedent clause.
This contributes both to determining the meaning of the gap and to licensing the syntax of the

gapped clause.

Without going into too much details, Steedman's analysis can be illustrated by the following
schema (T abbreviates type raising, B, composition, <Decomp the left-conjunct revealing rule
and < &c, backward coordination).

(3.40)
TOPIC TOPIC ACLAUSE and ECLAUSE

S
<Decomp T, B

s\v s\v

s\s
<FA

An informal gloss of this derivation is as follows. First the revealing rule (<Decomp) yields a

constituent of category S\V by 'abstracting away' the topic from the a-clause. Simultaneously,

type raising and composition ensure that the gapped clause is assigned a category of type S\V
where V ranges over any type of verb. Second, these two constituents of category S\V are

conjoined by the constituent coordination rule. Third, the resulting constituent is backward

applied to the topic category. Intuitively, the approach boils down to abstracting the topic from
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the a-clause, conjoining the result of this abstraction with the e-clause and 'quantifying' the

topic back into the resulting coordinated construct. Although the intuition is fine, I find that
there are several important problems with this approach.

First it is unclear how pragmatics interacts with syntax and semantics. In the version of ccg
which Steedman uses to develop the above treatment of gapping, syntax and semantic operate

in tandem within a unification based extension of traditional ccg. Thus any category contains
both syntactic and semantic information and combination of two categories crucially involves
unification in a way similar to ucg(2). What is unclear however is the status of the topic

category and of its interaction with syntax. According to Steedman, the topic category is just
like any other category (that is, it contains both syntactic and semantic information) except that
it is not derived by the grammar; it is given by the pragmatic component. The way in which
this occurs is left undefined which is fair enough given the current state of our knowledge about

pragmatics. What is more worrying however is the relationship which Steedman's approach

suggests between pragmatics on the one hand and syntax and semantics on the other. According
to his treatment, it seems that the grammar should allow for two types of objects: purely

linguistic objects such as NPs on the one hand and pragmatic ones such as the topic category

on the other. Such an approach runs contra to the idea that linguistic information can be

represented by complex feature structures whose mode of combination account for the interaction
of the different components. It is also unclear how and why the syntactic rules should apply
to pragmatic objects. More specifically, it is unclear how syntax and pragmatics are made to

interact in such a way that the derivation in (3.40) obtains.

From the empirical point of view the following shortcomings can be noted.

Because the category of the e-clause must first conjoin with that of the revealed constituent and
then apply to the topic category, the relationship between the category of the missing category
in the gapped clause and that of the constituent representing the topic of the antecedent clause
is in effect one of identity. A problem with this analysis is that such a rigid relationship between
the missing head of the gapped clause and that of the topic category is in fact not appropriate.
Thus Steedman's analysis will fail to account for such sentences as Jon is rather foolish and Lou,
a complete idiot because analysis of the right conjunct will yield a leftward looking functor over
a transitive verb subcategorising for an NP whereas the topic category (which is extracted from
the a-clause) will be that of a verb subcategorising for a predicative expression. Note however
that this shortcoming could probably be remedied providing that the treatment of coordination

proposed by Steedman were amended to take into consideration the proposal made by [Sag et
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al 1984] in order to deal with such cases of coordination as Lou is rather foolish and a complete
idiot.

Another problem appears with respect to cases where the gapped clause only misses an auxiliary
as in Jon will kiss Mary and Peter, talk to Sarah. Under Steedman's analysis, this sentence will
be judged ungrammatical because the remnants in the right conjunct will not be able to compose

to yield a unique constituent. To see this, recall that the category of a gapped clause is obtained

by first type-raising and then composing the categories of the gapping remnants. In the present

example, type raising would yield the sequence S[fin}/(S[fin]\NP) S[inf]\NP (where Cat[X]
indicates a category with syntactic category Cat and morpho-syntactic feature X) i.e, a sequence
of the form X/Y W/Z. Since this sequence does not conform to the requirements set by the rule
of composition (which may only apply to sequences of the form X/Y Y/Z) the two constituents
cannot combine and derivation fails.

A third problem with Steedman's approach is that it makes no distinction between gapping
within adjuncts and gapping within arguments. So for instance, the grammar will allow both
This doctor said that I should eat salmon, and this doctor tuna and *Jon left without telling his

boss, and Bill his colleagues because in both cases the missing head is a transitive verb and a

category can be produced for the topic of the antecedent clause which is also that of a transitive
verb18. Since the verbal function looked for by the gapped sentence is identical in category

with that associated with the topic in the antecedent clause, derivation proceeds in both cases

without failing and the two sentences are judged grammatical.

The analysis also fails to account for cases of multiple gaps. Multiple gaps pose two problems
here. First, how is the right conjunct to account for the fact that two gaps are present? Note
for instance that in Harry wants Ipswich to win and Barry, Watford the right conjunct will
be assigned the same category as in Jon loves Mary and Peter, Sarah i.e, a lefward looking
functor over transitive verbs, clearly not what is needed. Second, how is the category for the

given information to be constructed? As Steedman's himself remarks: "the important question
of how the corresponding syntactic category is made available from the analysis of the left

conjunct remains open".

On the more positive side, an interesting characteristic of Steedman's proposal is that, given
18I am assuming here that the topic category is directly derived from the syntax of the a-clause that is, that

it corresponds to some sub-constituent in the a-clause. This might be presuming however since Steedman leaves

open the question of how the syntax of the topic category is to be defined.
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the general framework provided by CCG, it explains why verb initial and verb medial languages

only allow forward gapping while verb final languages only allow backward gapping.

[Chao 1987] - a GB approach

Chao's analysis of gapping cm be summarised as follows. First a defective X schema is intro¬
duced to license the overt constituents of gapped clauses. This schema is characterised by the
fact that it allows for constituents whose structural head is not instantiated and in which head

projections are optional. To limit overgeneration, the notion of an H~ projection is then defined
which in effect implements the "missing head restriction" noted in section 3.1.1 (if an H pro¬

jection consists of those categories that inherit the descriptive content of a semantic head, then
an H_ projection is an H projection that only contains X- constituents that is, constituents
derived under the defective X schema). Finally to ensure that the resulting structures are well
formed at the level of logical form, an ©-reconstruction procedure is introduced. El-reconstruction
substitutes the major constituents of an H+ projection under the corresponding nodes in the
H~ projection of the corresponding e-clause where correspondence between nodes results from a

mapping between the H-f projection of the a-clause and the H~ projection of the e-clause. For
the sentence to be accepted as grammatical, the resulting LF must obey both the theta-criterion
and the principle of full interpretation. In effect this ensures that every constituent has a unique
semantic and thematic role to play in determining the overall meaning of the associated sentence.

From the empirical point of view, the differences between Chao's approach and mine are small.
A first difference concerns Sag et aVs data on the subcategorisation identity of a- clause and
e-clause: because the notion of correspondence introduced by Chao requires that My two nodes
which stMd in a correspondence relation to each other be of the same syntactic category, it is

necessary that the remnants in the gapped clause bear the same category as the corresponding
constituents in the a-clause. Thus Chao's Malysis will fail to account for the grammaticality
of Jon is rather stupid and Lou, a complete idiot. A second difference is that Chao's analysis
will also fail to account for the grammaticality of Jon will go to Paris and Peter, stay at home
because the V stay at home is not a headless constituent. Thus the headless constituent formed

by the VP- stay at home will contain a non X~ constituent. Thus the resulting projection will
not be an H" projection and will be ruled out at the level of surface structure.

More interestingly, the differences between Chao's approach and mine stem essentially from the
theoretical differences between the two grammatical frameworks used. UCG(2) is a monostratal

theory, that is one in which all sources of linguistic information are grouped into one single repre-
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sentational level. By contrast, gb allows several levels of representation: deep structure, surface
structure, a level of phonological form and one of logical form. With respect to the treatment
of gapping, this difference is reflected as follows. Whereas in Chao's account, gapped clauses
are licensed by the intricate interaction of various principles (principle of full interpretation,
theta criterion, defective X schema, correspondence between projections, e-reconstruction etc)

operating on different representational levels of linguistic structure, in UCg(2) all constraints are

stated on one single representational level: the sign. The main advantage of such an approach is
that it is more perspicuous and as such more amenable to computation as the linguist need only
consider one level of representation rather than keep in mind the various principles interacting
between the different linguistic levels. Note also that from a methodological point of view, be¬
cause ucg(2) is an implemented theory of grammar, it allows for direct (and impartial) testing
of the theory. That is, the theory is more easily falsifiable.

[Sag ei al 1984, Russell 1987] - two GPSG approaches

Russell's approach relies on two main ideas. First a metarule is introduced to account for the

syntax of gapped clauses : this metarule in effect licenses null verbs in the syntax. Second, an

interpretive procedure is defined which imposes conditions on gapping which are usually placed
on the syntactic form of gapping rather than on its semantics: for instance it ensures that the
antecedent clause precedes the gapped clause and that the two clauses are related by some

coordination constituent. An important constraint placed on this interpretative procedure is
that the semantic type of the antecedent must be the same as that of the missing head in the

gap clause.

The main problem with this approach is that in effect the requirement that the two verbs in the
a- and in the e-clause have the same subcategorisation potential is stated at the semantic rather
than at the syntactic level (this is essentially the import of the restriction on semantic types
mentioned above). As a result sentences such as Jon gave a book to Rose and Peter, Claire a

panda will be accepted as grammatical19

In [Sag ei al 1984] a GPSG-based approach is developed which is very similar in spirit to the
analysis proposed in section 3.1.3 above. A coordination rule is proposed which allows a list of
maximal projections to coordinate with a sentence or a VP under the condition that the resulting
structure is interpretable. Furthermore the interpretation of a gapped clause is determined as

19Though of course, this depends on the type of semantics used. If the semantics allows mention of theta.roles
in the semantic representation, then the problem just mentioned does not arise.
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follows. First the local trees associated with each remnant in the gapped clause are substituted
for the corresponding constituent in the derivation tree associated by the grammar with the
antecedent clause. Second, the semantics of the resulting tree is computed: this yields the
semantics of the gapped clause verifying at the same time that the new tree is syntactically
well-formed with respect to the grammar.

There is one main difference between this approach and mine. Sag et ats does not incorporate
the notion of a major constituent whereas mine does. In effect, under Sag's analysis the local
tree of each remnant in the gapped clause may substitute for any local tree in the derivation tree

of the antecedent clause. Restrictions on this substitution process result from the requirement
that the resulting tree must be derivable by the grammar. Because there is no such notion
as major constituency, ungrammatical sentences such as Jon left without telling his colleagues
and Peter, his friends will be accepted by the grammar. Another problem due to the lack of a

"major constituent constraint" is illustrated by sentences such as First Kim's picture of Sandy
astonished Fido, and then Lee's Felix. Under Sag et afs analysis, this sentence will be assigned
two readings rather than one as expected: one in which Felix has been substituted for Fido (the
correct reading) and another in which Felix will have been substituted for Sandy. Similarly, for
Kim and Sandy astonished Fido and Lee, Felix, five readings will be produced which correspond
to each of the possible substitutions of Lee and Felix with respect to the three NPs occurring in
the antecedent clause:Aim, Sandy and Fido.

3.2 Verb Phrase Ellipsis

3.2.1 Syntactic properties of Verb Phrase Ellipsis

A salient characteristic of VPE is that the VP in the e-clause is an auxiliary. For instance in

Jeremy fed his crocodile and Sarah did too, the VP in the e-clause consists of the auxiliary did.
The lack of an auxiliary in the e-clause renders the sentence ungrammatical20 as illustrated by
the following examples taken from [Gazdar et al 1982].

20Apparently similar examples such as Jan continued icing noisy, although Terry stopped are fully acceptable.
However as argued in [Grimshaw 1977, 1979] and in [Sag 1980], such examples are in fact instances of a distinct
anaphoric process termed Null Complement Anaphora by Hankamer and Sag. Only certain verbs allow the
absence of otherwise obligatory elements: stop and let do for instance but begin and get don't
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(3.41) a. *First Sandy began reading Freud and then Sandy began.

b. *Kim got arrested by the CIA and Sandy got also.

c. *Kim considered joining the navy but Sandy never considered.

d. *Kim wanted to go and Sandy wanted, too.

As observed in [Sag 1980], another restriction on the auxiliary of the VPE clause is that it
may be neither in the gerund nor in the progressive form. This is illustrated by the following
examples (also taken from [Gazdar et al 1982].).

(3.42) a. *Kim is being noisy and Sandy is being, too.

b. *Kim was being watched by the FBI and Chris was being, too.

In comparison with gapping, the syntactic relation which may hold between an e-clause con¬

taining a VPE and the corresponding a-clause is very permissive. Consider the following exam¬

ples.

(3.43) a. Jeremy smiled and Sylvette did too.

b. Jeremy smiled. Sylvette did too.

c. Jeremy smiled before Sylvette did.

d. Speaker A: Who ate the cake?

Speaker B: Bruno did.

e. If Jeremy can, he will go running.

f. Jeremy knows all the crocodiles which Sylvette does.

(3.43a) illustrates a case where the relationship between e-clause and a-clause is one of intrasen-
tential coordination. (3.43b) shows a case of intersentential VPE. In (3.43c), the e-clause is
subordinated to the a-clause. In (3.43d), VPE occurs across speakers in discourse. (3.43e) il¬
lustrates a case of backward anaphora where the VPE precedes and is more deeply embedded
than its antecedent. Finally (3.43d) is a case of antecedent contained ellipsis where the e-clause
is contained within the a-clause. In short, the syntactic relationship holding between e- and
a-clause appears to be unrestricted. However there are some syntactic restrictions on how the

syntax of the e-clause relates to that of the a-clause. In particular, the possible values of the
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verbal features of the e-clause are restricted by the values of these features in the spclause.

Furthermore the presence or absence of arguments in the e-clause also influences the syntactic
status of the antecedent VP. In the rest of this section, I consider each of these phenomena in
turn.

As often observed in the linguistic literature, the tense and modality of the antecedent VP are

not inherited by the VPE clause. This allows for instance sentences such as Jon ran yesterday
and Peter will tomorrow, where the a-clause is in the simple past whereas the e-clause is in the
future tense. By contrast, voice and aspect are or can be inherited. Consider voice first.

(3.44) a. Jeremy smiled, and Sylvette did too.

b. *Jeremy smiled, and Sylvette was too.

c. Although Jeremy was often smiled at, Sylvette wasn't.

d. *Although Jeremy was often smiled at, Sylvette didn't.

While (3.44a,c) are fine, (3.44b,d) are ungrammatical because the voice of the e-clause differs
from that of the a-clause. So concordance of voice between a- and e-clause is obligatory with

regard to VPE21. Aspect behaves somewhat differently, as the following examples illustrate.

(3.45) a. Jeremy may be questioning our motives but Peter isn't.

b. *Jeremy may be questioning our motives but Peter doesn't.

c. Jeremy may have questioned our motives but Peter hasn't.

d. *Jeremy may have questioned our motives but Peter isn't.

e. In the past, Jeremy may have been questioning our motives but now he isn't.

f. Jeremy may have been questioning our motives but Peter hasn't.

Examples (3.45a^d) show that the aspect (perfective or progressive or both) of the antecedent
VP must be compatible with the subcategorisation requirements of the VPE auxiliary. Thus in

(3.45a) and (3.45b), the antecedent VP is in the progressive. In the first case the VPE auxiliary

requires a progressive VP and the resulting sentence is grammatical. By contrast in the second
case (3.45b) the VPE auxiliary does is not compatible with a progressive VP and the resulting

21 As noted in [Sag 1980] there are cases of VPE which do allow for voice to differ between the two clauses. For
instance That can all he explained. Pleate do I have nothing to say about such examples.
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sentence is ungrammatical. (3.45c-d) are similar save that the antecedent VP is in the perfective

aspect. (3.45e) shows that when the antecedent is both perfective and progressive, the VPE
clause may be in the progressive only whereas, (3.45f) shows that the VPE clause may also be
both in the progressive and in the perfective aspect.

Then there is the question of how arguments in the a-clause relate to the VPE in the e-clause.
In other words: are all arguments in the e-clause always inherited by the a-clause? Usually

they are. However there are two exceptions: pseudo-gapping ([Levin 1978]) and antecedent
contained deletion ([Bouton 1970]). In each case, the e-clause inherits a VP lacking one argument
rather than a saturated VP. Pseudo-gapping is illustrated by the following examples (taken from

[Russell 1987]).

(3.46) a. They won't read poetry but they will newspapers.

b. They won't try to attack us unless we do them.

c. Cedric likes water more than Gloria does gin.

d. He didn't bite me. I might him.

Pseudo-gapping is characterised by the fact that the e-clause contains an auxiliary and one

argument. There are two reasons for thinking that pseudo-gapping is more properly classified
with VP-ellipsis rather than with gapping. First, like VPE, pseudo-gapping sentences contain
an auxiliary; if this is omitted the result cannot be differentiated from gapping, and if a non-

auxiliary verb is substituted, the result is ungrammatical: *They won't try to attack us unless
we try them. Second, as observed in [Levin 1978], pseudo-gapping is permissible in a range of

syntactic environments that corresponds very closely to those in which VPE occurs.

Antecedent-contained deletion (ACD) is characterised by the fact that an e-clause containing a

VPE is contained within the corresponding a-clause. Example (3.47) below illustrates this.

(3.47) a. Jon reads every book Peter does.

b. No one greeted everyone Bill did.

c. Betsy's father wants her to read everything her boss does.

d. Sam put everything Mary told him into the case.

e. Jon visited every girl who asked him to.
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(3.47a) gives the basic case of antecedent contained deletion. In [Sag 1980], it is argued that
ACD is only allowed if the object NP within which VPE occurs has wide scope over the subject
NP of the corresponding verb. (3.47b) shows that this claim is inaccurate as there is no reading
under which everyone has wide scope over the subject no one, that is, (3.47b) cannot mean that
for any person greeted by Bill, there is no one who greeted this person. (3.47c) shows that the
antecedent VP need not be a main verb, that is, it can be embedded within a complement of
the main verb. (3.47d) shows that ACD is possible with ditransitive verbs and (3.47e), that the
VPE in an ACD can be embedded too22.

3.2.2 Analysis and data

Before we consider the issue of how the restrictions on VPE observed in the preceding section
are to be accounted for by the grammar, two more fundamental questions about the syntax of
VPE need to be answered. First, what is the syntactic category of a clause containing a VP

ellipsis: is it a sentence or a sentence missing a VP? Second, should a VPE be represented by an

empty VP ? That is, which of the two trees in Figure 3.4 should be assigned to a VPE-clause?

(I use the convention that VPj denotes a sign with category VP, empty phonology and unknown

semantics). I consider each question in turn. Firstly, what is the category of a clause containing

S S

NP VP NP VP

VP/VP VP

Figure 3.4: Possible phrase structure trees for a VPE clause.

a VPE? As we have seen in section 3.2.1, VPE clauses, like sentences, can be coordinated,
22Note that antecedent contained deletions are special cases of VP ellipsis in that their syntactic environment

is restricted to relative clauses.
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subordinated or root. That is, they have the same distribution as sentences. Furthermore, if we

adopt the generally accepted view that only constituents of the same category may coordinate,
then the fact that VPE clauses coordinate with sentences further suggests that VPE clauses
are sentences. In what follows, I take these syntactic facts about VPE clauses to be sufficient
evidence for categorising VPE clauses as constituents of category S.

Next I discuss the following question: should VPE induce the presence ofempty VPs in the gram¬

mar? Syntactically, VPE clauses deviate from the canonical pattern of sentence constituency in
that rather than consisting of a subject NP followed by a VP, they consist of a subject followed

by an auxiliary. Assuming that auxiliaries are assigned the category VP/VP, this means that
VPE clauses are sentences missing a VP. But as we have seen above, there is compelling evidence
that VPE clauses have category S. How are we to accommodate this contradiction? In many

linguistic theories (Government and Binding theory, Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar,
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar), missing constituents are represented by phonologi-
cally null constituents. Null constituents come in two types, depending on whether they are

syntactically or semantically controlled. Syntactically controlled null constituents are usually
referred to as traces or gaps whereas semantically controlled null constituents are generally called

empty categories or null anaphors. The basic intuitions behind these two types of categories are

the same: (i) empty categories allow for the standard notion of constituent structure to be pre¬

served (for instance, in Jon, Mary likes we can preserve the idea that likes subcategories for
an object NP occurring to its right by saying that the missing NP is in fact not missing and is

represented by a trace occuring in lieu of the missing object) and (ii) empty categories must be
licensed (either syntactically or semantically) by some other object called the filler (in the case

of syntactically controlled gaps) or the antecedent (in the case of null anaphors).

However not all linguistic theories assume the presence of empty categories. UCg(2) in particular,
does not. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, ucg(2) is both a feature-based and a

categorial grammar and as such, belongs to a paradigm of grammars which are traditionally

(though not always23) surface-based. Surface-based grammars provide a direct characterisation
of the actual surface order of the string elements in a sentence. Typically, surface oriented
theories of grammar do not resort to empty categories because this would mean hypothesising
the content of the string (i.e, hypothetising the presence, the number and the position of traces
in the string) rather than taking it as it is. Secondly, there is no tangible evidence for the
existence of empty categories, thus Occam's razor will favour any theory which does not resort
23Thus hpso is feature-based but not wholly surface-based in that it allows empty categories. Similarly, the

lambek calculus although categorial is not surface-based for the same reason.
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to such additional theoretical constructs. Moreover, [Pollard/Moehier 1989] argue that "there
simply is no such thing as the location of the gap in the phonological structure of the phrase that
contains it". Although this may sound controversial in the case of languages with a relatively
fixed word order such as English, it is undoubtedly true when free-constituent-order languages
like Japanese are taken in consideration: for these languages it is simply impossible to locate the
null constituent. In a theory which does not posit the existence of empty categories, this issue

simply does not arise. Thirdly, ceteris paribus a grammar without empty categories is more

computationally tractable than one with empty categories because the problem of hypothesising
and locating traces does not arise.

So, there are good reasons for avoiding empty categories in the grammar. To complete the

argument, I now need to show how an account of VPE can be developed within UCg(2) which
does not resort to empty categories. Let us start by considering the ucg(2) treatment of
auxiliaries. Auxiliaries are associated with signs of the form:

pho : PhoF

(3.48)
synt: VP/

pho : PhoA

synt: VP

sem : Seal

order: post

sem : SeaF

order: OrderF

That is, an auxiliary is a VP subcategorising for another VP. Now consider the case of an

auxiliary occurring in a VPE clause, or VPE auxiliary. If a VPE clause has category S and
if the grammar does not allow empty categories, then every auxiliary clause must have two

categories: VP and VP/VP. So, of the two possible derivations indicated in Figure 3.4, the
leftmost one is the one I adopt. Still, there is a sense in which a VPE auxiliary is lacking a

verb phrase. Consider the semantics. Intuitively, the semantics of a VP ellipsis is provided by
the semantics of the VPE auxiliary applied to the semantics of the antecedent VP. Under the

present approach, this antecedent is taken to be identified at the level of discourse24. There

are two possibilities here: either a threading technique could be used which would pass on a

24For more details see chapter 6.
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list of VP semantics available for anaphoric reference, or some resolution process could search
the derivation tree of the a-clause for a VP sign whose semantics would provide the semantic

argument required by the semantics of the auxiliary. The first possibility assumes that VPE is a

purely semantic process, that is, that non-semantic information is irrelevant when resolving VPE
whereas the second doesn't (because the sign of the antecedent VP contains not only semantical
but also syntactic, phonological and discourse information). As we have seen in the preceding
section, some non-semantic factors have to be checked upon when resolving VPE. For instance,
the voice of the antecedent must be identical with that of the e-clause. I will therefore assume

an approach of the second type. Suppose then, that auxiliaries that occur in VPE clauses are

assigned a sign of the form:

pho : Pho

synt : VP

formula : Se*l(Sem2)

disgap : (Pho2: VP: Sea2 :02)

order: Order

where the new attribute disgap denotes a discourse gap i.e, a missing constituent which must

find an antecedent at the level of discourse25. The restrictions on the value of this discourse gap

state that the filler must be a sign of category VP and semantics Sem2 which provides the semantic
argument to the function Seal denoting the semantics of the auxiliary26. For instance, if the
semantics of the antecedent is Ax.run(x) and the auxiliary is \P.\y.will(P(y)), the semantics
of the resulting VP will be Xx.will(run(x)).

Clearly, this succeeds in adequately modelling the approach to VPE sketched above that is, one
in which VPE is taken to be an ellipsis which is not associated with an empty category. I now
25Although I use & terminology akin to the one used in connection with the phenomena of unbounded depen¬

dencies, it should, I hope, be clear that the notion of discourse gap differs from that of syntactic gap in that the
latter is licensed by the identification of a filler at the level of syntax whereas the former requires a filler within
the discourse domain. It follows that unbounded dependencies can be subject to syntactic constraint such as

subjacency whilst discourse gaps do not because they are regulated by discourse rather than syntactic constraints.
The analogical terminology is meant to point to the similarity in the treatment of syntactic and discourse gaps:

both must be licensed by some other object, a filler in the case of a syntactic gap and an antecedent in the case

of a discourse gap.

26This is oversimplified. Chapter 4 gives a more appropriate semantics for VPE.
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proceed to show how the grammar can be completed to account for the restrictions on VPE
observed in section 3.2.1.

A first requirement on the syntax of a VPE clause is that it contains an auxiliary. So for instance,
First Sandy began reading then Paul did is grammatical but First Sandy began reading then Paul

began is not. Under the present approach, this requirement follows from the fact that sentences
must have category S. Because auxiliaries can be fully fledged VPs, VPE clauses can be fully

fledged sentences. In contrast, any clause containing a verb subcategorising for a VP but no

corresponding VP (for instance, Sandy considered or Jon got) will have category S/VP (if any)
and the associated sentence will thus fail to be recognised by the grammar as being a sentence

of English, which is as required.

A second requirement on VPE clauses is that the auxiliary be neither a gerund nor a progressive.
This can be encoded as follows. Suppose we derive VPE auxiliaries from ordinary auxiliaries by
means of the following lexical rule27:

(3.50)

pho : PhoF

sgnt: VP/

pho : PhoA

sgnt : VP

tem : Seal

order: post

sem : SeaF(SemA)
order: QrderF

pho : PhoF

sprit: VP

formula : SeaF(SeaA)

disgap : (PhoA:VP:Seal:OA)

order: Order

We can then restrict the application of this rule to auxiliaries whose verb form value is different
from prp (for present participle i.e, gerunds and progressive) simply by stating that the verb
form value of the input sign may not be prp26. Thus Peter won't have will be a derivable sentence

under the grammar because the VP have can be derived by the above lexical rule. By contrast,

Peter is being is not a derivable sentence because the auxiliary being has the verb form value
27There are cases of VP ellipsis where the antecedent is not a VP. For instance, in Jon is stupid and Peter is

too, the antecedent is an AP. To deal with this cases, we could modify this lexical rule to ensure that the value

of the syntactic attribute of the active part of the sign unifies with the value of the syntactic attribute in the
discourse gap.
28Recall that the input sign is the sign to which the lexical rule applies to yield a new (output) sign. Graphically

the input sign appears to the left of the arrow in the lexical rule and the output sign, to the right.
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prp so that the above lexical rule cannot apply to it to produce a VP. Thus is and being cannot
form a VP and Peter is being cannot be a sentence.

At first sight, this analysis may seem rather ad hoc. One could argue for instance that such
a restriction on VPE acceptability should fall out of the syntactic structure of the auxiliary

system. Such a position is adopted in [Akmajian ei al 1979] where VPs are defined by the rule:

V" — V[+Aux], V"1

and VP deletion is defined as deleting any V" with n > 1. Under this analysis, sentences such
as Kim is being noisy are assigned the tree structure:

V2(V(is), V1 (V(being), AP(noisy)))

so that Kim is being noisy and Sandy is too is grammatical because being noisy is a constituent
of category V1 and consequently, may be deleted). In contrast, *Kim is being noisy and Sandy
is being too cannot be derived because the potential deletion target noisy is only a subpart of
V1 and thus may not be deleted. As argued in [Gazdar ei al, 1982], there are two problems with
the view that restrictions on VPE should follow from the syntax of the auxiliary system. First
it fails to generalise to other closely related examples where VPE is blocked:

(3.51) *Kim's having resigned was surprising, but Lee's having came as no surprise.29

Second, it fails to account for the fact that as shown in [Huddleston 1978], in many vari¬
eties of English (including British English) examples like (3.42) are fully acceptable. Thus a

feature-based approach such as the one described above has two advantages. First it adequately
embodies Sag's generalization that VPD is blocked if an -ing form immediately precedes the
deletion target. Second, as Gazdar et al remark: "it allows for subtle variation of language to
be treated by subtle variations in the grammar" [Gazdar et al. 1982:607],

A third requirement on VPE is that the subcategorisation requirements of the VPE auxiliary
are satisfied by the antecedent. As discussed at length in the preceding section, only the aspect

and the voice of the antecedent need to be taken into account. Briefly, the voice of the a^clause

must be the same as that of the e-clause. Furthermore, the aspect of the two clauses must be

identical and the aspectual requirements of the VPE auxiliary must be satisfied. Again this is

easily encoded in the lexical rule by requiring that the aspectual value of the sign associated
29This should be compared with Kim's having been assigned to the patrol was surprising, but Lee's having

been came as no surprise.
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with the antecedent VP be set by the VPE auxiliary. For instance, the sign associated by the
lexical rule with the VPE auxiliary is will be such that the aspectual value of the antecedent is
as required by is i.e., progressive. Thus Jeremy may be questioning our motives but Peter isn't
is accepted by the grammar whereas Jeremy may have questioned our motives but Peter isn't
isn't. In this way, the subcategorisation requirements of the VPE auxiliary can be taken into

consideration.

Finally, antecedent contained deletion and pseudo-gapping need to be accounted for. Antecedent
contained deletion is treated as a case of VPE involving a filler-gap dependency, and where
the syntax of the antecedent is TV rather than VP. For instance, in Jon reads every book
that Bill does, the value of the disgap attribute will indicate that the syntactic category of
the antecedent must be TV. Furthermore, the unary rule mapping a verb phrase missing n

arguments into a verb phrase missing n — 1 arguments and a filler will apply to the auxiliary in
the e-clause so that the relative clause that Bill does is assigned the derivation in Figure (3.5)
where S[NP] and VP[NP] are abbreviations for signs of category S and VP respectively, and
such that their threading attribute indicates a missing NP. That is, the UCG(2) treatment of
filler-gap dependencies extends to VPE auxiliaries. To deal with pseudo-gapping, we introduce

two lexical rules which take as input a VPE auxiliary and returns a new auxiliary similar to the

input sign save that this new auxiliary subcategorises for an object NP or PP. Thus in they won't
read poetry but they will newspapers, the e-clause will be derived as indicated in Figure (3.6)

(N/N)

Figure 3.5: Antecedent contained deletion.
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where VP/NP is a sign derived by the first of the two new lexical rules.

S

They

VP/NP
will

NP

Newspapers

Figure 3.6: Pseudo-gapping.

This concludes the description of the analysis of VPE. The next section shows how this analysis

compares with existing approaches.

3.2.3 Previous approaches to VPE

[William 1977]: a transformational interpretive approach

[William 1977] distinguishes between two components of grammar: the sentence grammar and
the discourse grammar. Furthermore, he posits a principle of "strict utterance" according to

which all rules of discourse grammar apply after rules of sentence grammar. With respect to

VPE, he argues that VPE is a discourse level phenomenon and should thus be handled by the
discourse grammar.

There are several problems with this approach. First, since the rules of the discourse grammar

apply only to the logical forms provided by the sentence grammar, this means that no syntactic
constraints can be stated on VPE. That is the sub categorisation requirements of the VPE

auxiliary cannot be checked. Second, since only the logical forms associated with full VP are

used, cases of pseudo-gapping cannot be handled. Third, as argued in [Stainton-Ellis 1988], it
is unclear how gapping is to be dealt with. Clearly, gapping is subject to syntactic constraints.
Thus under William's approach, it should be dealt with by the sentence grammar. But clearly,
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gapping can occur across discourse speakers (cf. I will miss you. And I, you). Thus the
serial architecture of language processing proposed by Williams seems to run into a problem
here. More generally, this model is psychologically not very plausible. In fact research by

[Marslen-Wilson/Tyler 1977] strongly suggests that processing is carried out in an incremental
fashion whereby words and sentences are parsed and interpreted from left-to-right with grammar

modules interacting in parallel.

[Sag 1980]: a transformational deletion approach

[Sag 1980] argues for a mixed theory of VPE in which both deletion and interpretative rules have
a role to play. A deletion rule operating at the phonological level allows any VP to be deleted

provided that some other VP is available whose logical form (LF) is an alphabetic variant of
the VP to be deleted. Under Sag's analysis VPE is a syntactic phenomena and should thus be
dealt with at the syntactic level.

The main attraction of Sag's analysis is that it does allow for both syntactic and semantic con¬

straints to be taken into account: the antecedent must be a VP and the semantic representation
of the deleted VP must be an alphabetic variant of that of the antecedent30.

However, several problems arise. First, because the antecedent must be a VP, Sag's analysis will
fail to account for cases of pseudo-gapping. Furthermore, it leads to a treatment of antecedent
contained deletion which is unsatisfactory for two reasons. First, it requires that the object NP

containing the VPE have wide scope. As we have seen in section 3.2.1, this is not necessarily
the case. Second, it leaves unexplained the syntax of object relative clauses containing VPE. If
such clauses contain a full VP, then the syntax must be extended to account for the fact that

object relatives may include a full sentence provided that the corresponding VP is elided. This
seems to be a rather odd analysis of relatives. Sag leaves the issue undiscussed.

Another problem with Sag's analysis is that it assumes VPE to be resolved at the level ofsyntax.
But as already mentioned, this is clearly not the case and it is not difficult to find cases of VPE

which apply across discourse as illustrated in example (3.52) taken from [Chao 1987],

(3.52) Italian authorities apparently figured that the lure of a lot of cash might tempt Liceo
^Semantic constraints on VPE are discussed at length in chapter 5. In particular, the import of the notion of

alphabetic variance on VPE permissibility is made clear there.
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Galli to show his face in Europe, where they could get their hands on him. Last week,
in any case, it did, he did and they did. (NYT Sept 19, 1983)

From a computational perspective, the problems raised by Sag's analysis are those raised by

any transformational account. Because transformations operate from the deep structure to the
surface structure, the grammar is geared toward generation rather than analysis. The use of

multiple levels of linguistic structure makes grammar development and testing difficult.

[Chao 1987]: a GB-based approach

Chao's syntactic analysis of VPE31 is that VPE is represented in the syntax by an empty

category. Further restrictions on VPE come from the fact that in GB any empty category

must be licensed and identified at the level of logical form. Under Chao's analysis VPE is

subject to the general empty category principle and is thus licensed iff it is properly governed

by a lexical INFL (that is, an INFL such that information about tense and agreement are

instantiated by some lexical item such as a modal, an auxiliary verb or the do of do-support

construction). Futhermore, it is identified provided that its descriptive (i.e, semantic) content
can be determined. There are basically two ways according to which the descriptive content

of a VPE can be recovered: either the missing VP can be syntactically reconstructed from the
a-clause or the VPE may be identified with a discourse-supplied functional antecedent (syntactic
reconstruction is needed for cases where the antecedent of the VPE contains an extracted NP

or trace).

A first problem with Chao's approach is that, as in Sag's analysis, the antecedent of a VPE
must be a VP itself, which again leaves pseudo-gapping unexplained. And again, antecedent
contained deletion is only allowed if the object NP containing the VPE takes wide scope over

the sentence. Note further that in the approach I propose, the distinction between syntactic and

discourse antecedent introduced by Chao to account for cases where the antecedent VP includes

an extracted NP is superfluous. This is because in the present approach, the antecedent is
defined both syntactically and semantically. Thus in the case of pseudo-gapping, the syntax of
the e-clause indicates that the antecedent must be a transitive verb, rather than an intransitive
one. Similarly, in the case of antecedent-contained deletion the syntax of the auxiliary in the

e-clause clearly indicates first, that the antecedent VP must be a TVP an second, that a filler
31Another GB-based analysis of VPE is developed in [Lobeck 1990]. As it is very similar to Chao's it will not

be discussed here.
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must be provided for the missing NP in the e-clause. If neither of these two conditions is

respected, analysis will fail and the corresponding sentence will be rejected as ungrammatical.
In this way, the fact that antecedent contained deletion and VPE on an antecedent containing
some extracted NP may only occur within one sentence need not be postulated as is done in

[Chao 1987].

3.3 Summary and concluding remarks

At the onset of this chapter, I set out to answer two questions about the syntax of ellipsis: first,
how are the constituents in the e-clause to be licensed (or in other words, what is the category
of the e-clause) ? And second, how is the elliptical construct itself to be licensed? The answers

given in this chapter can be summarised as follows. First, I make a fundamental distinction
between VPE and gapping by showing (cf. section 3.1.1 and 3.2.1) that they have different

properties, the most fundamental difference being that the incomplete syntax of gapping is
characterised by the absence of a functor, the verb, whereas VP ellipsis is characterised by
the absence of an argument, the verb phrase. Having drawn this distinction, I then proceed
to develop a ucg(2) analysis of each type of ellipsis. In the case of gapping, I answer the
first question (what is the category of the e-clause?) by augmenting the set of rules with the
product operation thus allowing gapped clauses to be assigned a product category that is, a

category ranging over sequences of maximal projections. The second question (how is the e-

clause licensed?) is answered by introducing a licensing principle which in essence requires that
the categories associated with gapping remnants be substituted within the derivation tree of
the a-clause in such a way that the resulting tree is derivable under ucg(2). VPE is treated
in a very different fashion, whereby the problem of assigning a category to the VPE clause is
circumvented by introducing in the grammar two categories for auxiliaries: VP/VP which is
used for non-elliptical sentences and VP which is used for VPE clauses. Licensing on the other

hand, results from the requirement that a VP sign be available from the linguistic context which
unifies with the value of a new attribute, dubbed disgap.

It is worth noting that in each case (VPE and gapping) the licensing of the e-clause involves

ucg(2) signs that is, multi-level information involving both syntax and semantics. Thus in the
case of gapping, licensing involves the derivation tree of the a-clause whose nodes are labelled
with ucg(2) signs whereas in the case ofVPE, licensing depends on the presence in the linguistic
context of a ucg(2) sign of category VP. As we shall see in the next chapter, this characteristic
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can be put to good use when dealing with the interpretation of ellipsis. That is, the semantic
information associated with the licensing material (also called the antecedent) may be used to
determine the semantic interpretation of the ellipsis. Chapter 4 shows how this can be done.



Chapter 4

Semantics I

Just as the precedent chapter investigates the syntax of verbal and VP ellipsis, this chapter is
concerned with their semantics. Here, three main questions arise. First, how is the antecedent
identified? Second, what is the relationship between the semantics of this antecedent and that
of the ellipsis? Third, how is the sloppy/strict ambiguity described in chapter 1 to be accounted
for?

In the preceding chapter, we have seen that syntax plays a role in licensing VPE and gapping.

Briefly, a VPE is licensed just in case a VP of the sort required by the auxiliary in the e-clause
is part of the derivation tree of the a-clause. Gapping, on the other hand, is licensed by a

comparison of the gapping remnants with the derivation tree of the a-clause: roughly, the a-

clause provides the syntactic items which the e-clause is missing to form a fully fledged sentence.
But while syntax plays an important role in licensing elliptical constructs, my claim is that it
is also crucial in determining the antecedent of the ellipsis. In this chapter, I defend the view
that the missing semantics in the elliptical construct can be reconstructed from the semantics of
these items in the a-clause which syntactically license the ellipsis — I will refer to these licensing
items as the antecedent of the ellipsis.

The next question to be answered concerns the way in which the semantics of an elliptical
construct relates to the semantics of its antecedent. With regard to pronominal anaphora,
a traditional classification consists in distinguishing between coreferential and bound-variable
anaphora. Whereas a coreferential anaphor denotes the same object as its antecedent, a bound

103
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variable anaphor acts as a logical variable — it denotes an arbitrary rather than a particular
individual and is bound by some logical operator, usually a quantifier. The distinction between
the two is illustrated by the following examples.

(4.1) a. Jon said that he likes Sarah

b. In Barbapapaland, no man shaves himself

In (4.1a), the pronoun he is coreferential with Jon in that both denote a single individual named
Jon. By contrast, the reflexive himself in (4.1b) does not denote any particular individual but
some arbitrary individual x of which it is said that in Barbapapaland, no x is a man that shaves
x. More generally, reflexives are usually taken to be bound-variable anaphors whereas other

pronominal anaphors can be either coreferential or bound.

Given this classification, the question arises of whether elliptical constructs such as VPE and

gapping fall in one or the other of the two classes. In this chapter, I argue that neither is
the case, but rather that the semantics of elliptical constructs is a function 7Z of the semantics
of the antecedent. I define this function to be a multi-valued function1 which yields as many

values as there are possible readings for the elliptical constructs (this caters in particular for the

sloppy/strict ambiguity described in chapter 1); H also ensures that the semantics obtained for
the e-clause is the correct one.

Finally, the issue of how sloppy identity is to be accounted for, is discussed at length in section
4.2: the proposal is that sloppy identity is only possible if parallelism obtains between a- and
e-clause.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In section 4.1, I argue that the meaning of an elliptical
construct is a function of the meaning of its antecedent and then go on to describe how this
antecedent is to be recovered. These two ideas are then implemented within a proposal which

precisely specifies how VPE and gapped clauses are to be interpreted within the present gram¬

mar. Section 4.2 builds on this first proposal, and considers the phenomenon of sloppy identity.
In this section, an analysis of sloppy identity is given which is then integrated in the framework

developed in section 4.1.

1A multi-valued function i« a function whose values are sets rather than single values.
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4.1 Semantics of elliptical constructs

A common characteristics of elliptical clauses involving either VPE or gapping is that (i) their
semantics is under-defined and (ii) the missing semantics may be recovered from some other
clause in the linguistic context, the a-clause. As a first approximation, the interpretation of

elliptical constructs may be defined as follows:

The semantics of an elliptical clause involving either VPE or gapping is a function
of the semantics of the e-constituents and of some unknown semantics which needs

to be recovered from the a-clause.

or more formally2,

Al. ESem = f(R, ej,..., e„)

where ESem denotes the semantics of the e-clause, R is the unknown semantics (also referred
to here as the missing semantics), (ex,...,en) represents the semantics of the e-constituents
and / is the function determining the interpretation of the e-clause. Suppose that we take / to
be functioned application. Then assumption Al is modified to Al' and the main problem in

defining the interpretation of an e-clause resides in defining the missing semantics R.

Al'. ESem = R(e\) ... (e„)3

Now recall that VPE and gapping are characterised by the fact that both their syntax and their
semantics is under-specified4. This suggests that perhaps the missing semantics can be recovered
from the missing syntax. That is, perhaps the missing semantics simply is the semantics of this
item in the a^clause which syntactically licenses the ellipsis. By way of example consider the

following sentences.
2I assume here that meanings of phrases are to be represented by terms of a typed higher-order system with

lambda-abstraction. Equality between two terms denotes or/3rj interconvertibility (see [Hindley/Seldin, 1986]).
3Contrary to what the notation suggests, note that I am not making any claim about the order in which the

missing semantics R and the semantics of the e-constituents combine. This essentially depends on the details of
the semantics and of the grammar and is not our concern here.

* In fact, this is what I take to be the essential difference between anaphora and ellipses: whereas sentences

including ellipses sue under-specified both syntactically and semantically, sentences involving anaphora are only

semantically underapecified.
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(4.2) a. Jon likes Mary and Peter does too.

b. Jon likes Mary and Peter Sarah.

In (4.2a), the VP ellipsis in the second conjunct is licensed by the VP likes Mary occuring in
the a-clause. Furthermore, the semantics Xx.like(x,mary)s of this VP can be seen as providing
the missing semantics of the e-clause. Similarly, in (4.2b) the constituent providing the missing
semantics for the e-clause is the verb likes with semantics Xy.Xx.like(x,y). Thus in general, the
unknown semantics in the e-clause can be seen to be related to the semantics of the item(s)
in the a-clause which syntactically license the ellipsis. More precisely, the missing semantics of
e-clauses can be defined as follows. In the case of VPE, there is only one missing constituent
which can be of category VP (simple case), VP/NP (pseudo-gapping) or VP[NP] (antecedent-
contained deletion), and the semantics of the elided VP is provided by the semantics of some
appropriate antecedent. In the case of gapping, there can be one or more missing constituent(s)
and the licensing antecedent(s) are determined by the tree-building rule for sentences involving
gapped clauses: they are those constituents in the reconstructed tree of the e-clause which are

not associated with the remnants of this e-clause (that is, they are a-constituents which have no

e-correspondents). The semantics of the e-clause is simply the semantics of the reconstructed
tree where missing constituents contribute their semantics.

So far, we have made the following assumptions:

Al'. ESem = R(ei)...(en)

A2. The missing semantics R is the semantics of those syntactic items in the a-clause which
license the ellipsis in the e-clause. In the case of VPE, this antecedent is either a VP, a

VP/NP or a VP[NP]. In the case of gapping, the antecedent(s) is (are) determined by the
tree-reconstruction operation.

But while this first sketch gives an idea of how the semantics of elliptical constructs can be

recovered, it is unacceptable for two reasons. First, it does not account for the interaction
of ellipsis with pronominal anaphora: that is, the sloppy/strict ambiguity of pronouns cannot

be accounted for. Second, it yields an inappropriate semantics for the e-clause. First, let us

examine the sloppy/strict ambiguity problem. Consider the sentence:
5For expository purposes, the semantics has been simplified here. I defer to the end of this section the

definition of the exact semantics assigned to the e-clause.
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(4.3) Jeremy fed his crocodile and Sarah did too.

Clearly the first clause is unambiguous: it means that Jeremy fed Jeremy's crocodile. However
the second clause, as already observed, is ambiguous between Sarah fed Sarah's crocodile and
Sarah fed Jeremy's crocodile. Since I claim that the first clause is unambiguous, the ambiguity
in the second clause is best reflected in the semantics of the e-clause. Recall that I start from

the assumption that the meaning of sentences involving elliptical constructs is a function of the

meaning of its constituents and of the semantics of the antecedent. Now if the interpretation

procedure is to account for the sloppy/strict distinction, it is necessary that this function be
multi-valued. So rather than assuming Al', I make the following assumption:

Al". ESem = (f(R)) (e!)...(e„) where / is multi-valued and yields as many values as there
are ambiguities in the interpretation of the e-clause6.

The second problem in identifying the missing semantics of the e-clause with the semantics of

part of the a-clause is that the resulting semantics for the e-clause is simply incorrect. Consider
the following sentence for example.

(4.4) Jeremy fed a crocodile and Sarah did too.

Two interpretations are possible: either Jeremy and Sarah feed the same crocodile or they feed a

different crocodile each. On the first reading, a crocodile has wide scope and the meaning of the
antecedent VP is \x.feed(x, y) where y is the variable introduced by the quantifier a crocodile.
This case is unproblematic. On the second reading however, a crocodile will have narrow scope

and the meaning of the antecedent VP will be Xx.3y{y/d2)[crocodile{y) A feed(x,y)]. Now a

problem arises. This problem has to do with the semantics of discourse markers. Recall (cf.
chapter 2, section 2.3) that a discourse marker denotes a function from states into individuals.
Furthermore transitions from states to states are triggered by state-switchers which themselves
are introduced by NPs. More precisely, a state-switcher updates the domain of the assignment
function with a new discourse marker. Consider now the interpretation of the whole discourse

in (4.4) with translation:

{j/di}3y{y/d2}[crocodile(y) A feed(j, y) A {s/d3}3y{y/d2)[crocodile(y) A feed(s, j/)j]
6The details of how this function is to be defined are discussed in the next section.
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In this formula, four state-switchers occur. Thus the interpretation of the different parts of the
formula will depend on five different states. Let us call these states «0j «i, *3, «4 where s0 is
the initial state. The first state switcher in the formula induces a transition to «i at which the

interpretation of d\ is defined. Similarly, the second state-switcher induces a transition to s2 on

which both d\ and d2 are defined while the third state-switcher induces a transition to 84 on

which d\, d2 and d3 are defined. The problem occurs when the fourth state-switcher is evaluated.
As mentioned above, the semantics of state-switchers is to update the function which assigns
a meaning to discourse markers with a new binding. But what happens if a state-switcher
introduces a binding which is already in this function? There are three possibilities. The first is
to assume that the new binding is in fact not a new binding and to consider that the semantics
of the state-switcher in such a case is void. The second is to assume that the old binding already

present in the function which assigns individuals to discourse markers is replaced by the new

one. Both approaches are problematic in that they entail the loss of some discourse information,

namely that the first occurrence of a crocodile introduces a discourse marker in the discourse
model. This is shown to be inadequate by the following example:

(4.5) Jeremy fed a crocodile and Sarah did too. Both have long green tails, white long teeth
and a very hungry stomach.

In the second sentence, both refers to the two crocodiles — but if the information about the

first crocodile has disappeared it is unclear how such cases can be dealt with. Finally, the third
solution is to somehow forbid formulae in which the same discourse marker is introduced by
more than one state-switcher. With respect to elliptical constructs this means that we cannot

just use the translation of their antecedents to compute their interpretation. Rather, elliptical
constructs will be assigned as meaning representation an alphabetic variant of the translation
associated with the antecedent. An alphabetic variant of a formula $ is identical to $ up

to renaming of bound variables and discourse markers — since all discourse markers7 of the
antecedent are renamed in the semantic representation of the elliptical clause, this guarantees

that no two state-switchers mention the same discourse marker, which is just as required.

The analysis I propose relies on the idea that the meaning of an elliptical construct is a function
of the meaning of its antecedent. Call this function 7Z (for Resolution). R has two roles: first
it creates an alphabetic variant of the antecedent translation and second, it ensures that any

pronouns contained in the antecedent may be resolved both as sloppy and as strict if both cases

7Strictly speaking, this is innaccurate. As we shall see in section 4.2, not all discourse markers should be
renamed— only those that do not represent pronouns should.
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are possible (if no sloppy reading is available, only the strict interpretation is produced). The
precise definition of R is given in section 4.2 where sloppy identity is dealt with.

To summarise, the analysis I propose for determining the semantics of elliptical constructs relies
on the following assumptions.

Al". ESem = (R.(R))(ei) ... (e„) where R (i) creates an alphabetic variant of R and (ii) yields
as many values as there are ambiguities in the interpretation of the elliptical construct

denoting R.

A2. As above.

I now turn to the question of how the grammar enforces an interpretation of elliptical constructs

along the fines just described.

Consider VPE first. How is the semantics of a verb phrase ellipsis obtained in our grammar?
Here several factors need to be taken into account. In chapter 5, I argue that VPE resolution
occurs at discourse level: the antecedent clause of a clause containing a VPE must be connected

by some discourse relation to the e-clause. In the sequel, I assume that the a-clause has been
identified by the discourse grammar and that its derivation tree is available when resolution
occurs. In chapter 3, I require that some of the attribute values of the sign associated with
the VPE auxiliary unify with the corresponding attribute values in the sign associated with
the antecedent VP. We now make the following amendments to this requirement. Instead of

requiring that the semantics of the antecedent unifies with that of the ellipsis, we now state

that if $ is the semantics of the antecedent VP then is the semantics of the ellipsis. As

a result, the semantics of the e-clause now is ¥(72($)) where ¥ is the semantics of the subject
NP8 and R is as defined in section 4.2. For instance, suppose we have the sentence:

(4.6) Jon fed a crocodile and Peter did too.

Then the semantics of the antecedent VP fed a crocodile will be \x3y{y/d2\[crocodile(y) A
feed(x,y)\. The semantics $ of the e-clause will then be determined as follows. First assume
that the semantics "R($) of the VPE in the e-clause is9:

8Or ♦ (A(7?($))) in the case of peeudo-gapping, with A the semantics of the remaining object or indirect
object.

'The definition of 7? is given in section 4.2.
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72($) = Xx' .By1 {y1/d2)[crocodile(y') A feed(P,y')]

To obtain the semantics of the e-clause, the semantics f of the subject NP is then applied to

72($). Let us assume that the semantics of the subject NP, Peter is XPi.{p/d3}Pi(p), then by
/J-conversion, we have that the semantics ♦^(♦J) of the e-clause is:

APi {p/d3}P1(j>) (Xx'3y'{y'/d'2}[crocodile(y') A feed(x', y1)])
= {p/d3}3y'{y'/d'2}[crocodile(y') A feed{p, y')])

Let us now turn to gapping. Reconstruction of the derivation tree for the e-clause yields amother
node whose semantics can be thought of as the resolved semantics of the e-clause. However, for
the correct results to be obtained, 72 must first be applied to the semantics in the a-clause which

contributes to resolve the semantics of the e-clause. In order to do so, the semantics of those

elements in the reconstructed tree which are contributed by the a-clause must be a function

of 72. This can be achieved if the definition of substitution given in chapter 3, section 3.1.2 is

appropriately modified that is, if whenever a constituent in the a-tree is not substituted for (i.e.,
it is a missing constituent in the e-clause), a modified copy of this constituent is returned by
substitution such that if the semantics of this constituent is $ in the a-clause, then it becomes

72(4>) in the e-clause. So clauses (32) and (33) of Definition 3.4:

<j\ ({r, Product)) = (t, Product)

becomes:

a{{r, Product)) = (r1, Product)

where P is a sign just like r except for the semantics: if <j> is the semantics of r, then 72(^) is
the semantics of P. For instance, consider the sentence in (4.7).

(4.7) Jon likes Sarah and Peter Rose.

Assume that the semantics of likes in the a-clause is $ = A722Aa;(722(Ay./tjfce(z,y))). Then the

missing semantics 72(<F) in the e-clause is:

72($) = \H'2\x'{Tl'2(\y'.like{x',y')))
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Assume further that the semantics of the two gapping remnants Peter and Rose is A =

^Pi {p/d3}Pi(j>) and ¥ = A/33.{r/d4}P3(r) respectively. Then the resolved semantics of the
e-clause will be A(7J($)(¥)) which by /^-conversion is equivalent to:

\P1.{p/d3}P1(p)(R(\R'2.\x\R',(\}/Aike(x\J/)M\P3.{r/<U}P3(r)))
= {p/d3}{r/dA}like(p,r)

4.2 Sloppy identity

As already mentioned, pronouns which occur in the antecedent of the elliptical construct often

give rise to a sloppy/strict ambiguity in the interpretation of the e-clause. In this section, I

investigate the interaction of VP and verbal ellipsis with pronouns. First, I summarise some

well-known properties of sloppy pronouns (cf. section 4.2.1). Given these properties, some

obvious questions arise about the interpretation of sloppy pronouns: why (and how) is the
antecedent of the sloppy pronouns uniquely determined? Why are sloppy pronouns less sensitive
to the morpho-syntactic features of their antecedent than 'ordinary pronouns'? Where does the

sloppy/strict ambiguity stem from? Or put another way, which of the antecedent and the

elliptical construct is ambiguous? In section 4.2.2, I propose an analysis of sloppy pronouns

which answers these questions. This analysis is based on the idea that parallelism is a key notion
in accounting for sloppy identity and shows how the constraints regulating the interpretation
of sloppy pronouns interact with the function TL to determine the interpretation of elliptical
constructs. Section 4.2.3 compares the present approach with existing analyses and section
4.2.4 discusses some remaining puzzles.

4.2.1 Properties of sloppy pronouns

Here a caveat is in order concerning the terminology being used. Throughout this thesis, the
term 'sloppy pronoun' is employed. Now strictly speaking and given my commitment to con¬

crete syntax, this is inaccurate simply because there is no such thing as a sloppy pronoun. That

is, there is no pronoun in the e-clause which could take a sloppy interpretation. Rather, there
is an e-clause whose interpretation may involve the interpretive reconstruction of a pronoun

which in turn may result in the interpretation of this clause being either strict or sloppy. For

simplicity however, I will continue to use the term 'sloppy pronoun' to refer to the interpretive
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reconstruction of a pronoun which leads to the e-clause being assigned a sloppy interpreta¬
tion. Furthermore, in referring to the various parts of discourse involved in the creation of a

sloppy/strict ambiguity, I will generally adopt a transformational terminology. Thus a pronoun

in the a-clause which triggers a sloppy/strict ambiguity in the interpretation of the e-clause is
called a trigger pronoun. Moreover, the antecedent of a trigger pronoun will be called trigger
antecedent whilst the antecedent of a target pronoun will be referred to as target antecedent. For

instance, in Harold scratched his arm and Jon did too, Harold is the trigger antecedent, his the

trigger pronoun and Jon the target antecedent.

As already mentioned in chapter 1, the existence of sloppy pronouns was first observed in [Ross,

1967] and is illustrated by the following example:

(4.8) Harold scratched his arm and Jon did too.

Ross observed that such a sentence has two possible readings. A first reading is one where
Harold scratched Harold's arm and Jon scratched Harold's arm; it is called the strict

reading and corresponds to the case where the target pronoun in the e-clause remains anaphori-

cally related to the trigger antecedent in the a-clause. The second reading is: Harold scratched
Harold's arm and Jon scratched Jon's arm; this is the sloppy reading and corresponds
to having the target pronoun being anaphorically related to some NP in the e-clause which I
will call the target antecedent. Although the example given above involves a case of VP ellipsis,

sloppy pronouns appear in many other types of environment as illustrated by the examples in

(4.9), taken from [Reinhart 1983], As we shall see in section 4.2.2, one of the characteristics of
the analysis I propose is that it extends more easily to such cases of sloppy identity than most

other existing analyses.

(4.9) a. I told you that you would be famous and Jack told Betty. (Null complement

anaphora)

b. Zelda bought Siegfried a present on his wedding day and Felix too. (Gapping)

c. My father has never shot himself with a gun but my grandfather did it in 1984.

{Do it anaphora)

d. Jack believes that he is loeing his hair and Peter believes it too. {It anaphora)

e. Jon likes more of his children than Bill hates. (Comparative deletion)

f. Harry found a place to park his car before Mary found one. {One anaphora)
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g. Jon always gives his profits to overseas aid but Sam uses them to expand his
business. (Pronoun of laziness)

A second property of sloppy pronouns is that they are less sensitive to the gender, number and

person of their antecedent than ordinary pronouns. Consider gender first.

(4.10) Jon washes his car and Sarah does 0 too.

0 = washes her car

Although the trigger pronoun has masculine gender, the sloppy interpretation of the e-clause
allows the target pronoun to be anaphorically linked with an NP which has feminine gender.
This sloppiness extends to reflexives and generalises to all cases of sloppiness, in particular to
those involving gapping, as shown in (4.11) below. 10

(4.11) a. Jon told Sarah about himself and Mary did 0 too.

0 = Mary iold Sarah about herself

b. Jon showed Mary his portrait and Sarah 0 Paul.
0 = Sarah showed Paul her portrait

Sloppy pronouns can also be insensitive to number, as exemplified by the following sentences11.

(4.12) a. Jon and Mary washed their car and Paul did 0 too.
0 = Paul washed his car

b. Jon and Mary showed Frank pictures of themselves and Peter did 0 too.
0 = Peter showed Frank pictures of himself

10But note that Jon kit himself, and Mar) did too is odd. That is, sloppy pronouns are not always insensitive
to the gender of the their antecedent. In the case of reflexives, it seems that some syntactic factor influences

the acceptability of sloppy pronouns in that gender clash is more acceptable when the reflexive is not a direct

argument but occurs as part of a prepositional phrase. Here I will assume that both the strict and the sloppy

reading should be produced at the level of semantics and that impossible readings should be excluded by the
interaction of semantics with other linguistic components such as syntax and pragmatics.

11Again, note that insensitivity to number varies. For instance, The boys washed themselves but Sue didn't
is odd. That is, reflexive sloppy pronouns seem to be more sensitive to the gender of their antecedent than
non-reflexives one.
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c. Jon and Mary showed Frank pictures of their kids and Paul 0 Sarah.
0 = Paul showed Sarah pictures of his kids

Person may also be ignored in the resolution of sloppy pronouns. The following examples
illustrate12.

(4.13) a. I showed Mary pictures of myself but Peter didn't.
0 = show Mary picture of himself

b. I showed Mary pictures of myself and Peter Sarah.
0 = Peter showed Sarah pictures of himself

Finally note that sloppy pronouns do not necessarily retain the anaphoric status (bound or

coreferential) of the pronoun in the a-clause: the latter may be bound and the former referential
or vice-versa as shown in (4.14) below.

(4.14) a. Every boy said that Mary kissed him. Peter said that she did, Jon said that she
did arid Paul said that she did. ([Asher 1990])

b. Although Jon washed his car, no one else did.

As already mentioned in the introduction several questions naturally arise from these obser¬
vations about sloppy pronouns. First, why is the e-clause anaphorically ambiguous? That is,

why does the pronoun contained in the a^clause become ambiguous when interpreted in the
e-clause. Second, how is the sloppy reading of this pronoun determined? That is, why is there
no problem in identifying its new antecedent? Third, why are sloppy pronouns insensitive to the

morphological properties of the NP to which they Eire anaphorically related? The next section
sketches an analysis of sloppy pronouns which answers these questions.
12Here again, reflexives seem to fare differently, as shown by the difficulty in getting a sloppy reading for There

is something you know shout yourself that I don't.
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4.2.2 Analysis

General assumptions

The analysis I propose makes three main assumptions about the sloppy interpretation of elliptical
clauses. The first and most basic assumption is that sloppy interpretations are only possible
when parallelism13 obtains between a- and e- clause14. For instance, in the sentence Jeremy fed
a crocodile and Sarah, a monkey, the e-clause will be said to be parallel to the ar-clause because
the NP associated with Sarah is in some sense parallel to the NP associated with Jeremy while
a monkey is parallel with a crocodile (in what follows, I will use the term e- and a-correspondenl
to designate constituents which are parallel to each other and belong to the e- and a-clause

respectively). Drawing on this parallelism idea, I then make a second, more specific assumption
which is that the antecedent of a sloppy pronoun is that NP in the e-clause which is parallel to
the antecedent of the trigger pronoun in the a-clause. Finally, a third assumption I make (and
which was already made explicit in section 4.2) is that the interpretation of sloppy pronouns is
determined by the function R which defines the interpretation of elliptical constructs. These
three basic assumptions can be summarised as follows:

Al. Sloppy interpretation only occurs when parallelism obtains between a- and e-clause. When

parallelism obtains, a mapping V : NPe —► NPa can be defined from the NPs (NPe) of
the e-clause into those (NPa) of the a^clause. Given a pair of the form (x,V(x)), x is said
to be an e-correspondent and R(x) an a-correspondenl.

A2. The antecedent of a sloppy pronoun is the e-correspondent of the antecedent of the trigger

pronoun. That is, if (x,y) 6 V : NPt —► NPa and y is the antecedent of the trigger
pronoun in the a-clause, then x is the antecedent of the target pronoun.

A3. The interpretation of a sloppy pronoun depends on the function R which determines the

interpretation of elliptical constructs.

Now two questions come to mind. First, do these assumptions make any predictions as to when

sloppy pronouns occur? Second, how do these assumptions help us answer the questions raised

13A precise definition of parallelism is given further on in this section.
11Since by definition, e-clauses involve elliptical constructs, this proposed rules out pronouns of laziness and

oneanaphora unless these are taken to be elliptical constructs too, which is not very plausible since they do not

lack any syntactic material. How the ideas presented here might be extended to deal with such cases of sloppy
identity would take us too far afield and I will leave the question open here.
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at the end of the previous section?

Let us examine the first question first: does the proposed analysis make any prediction as to the

possibility or impossibility of sloppy readings? There are two obvious predictions made here.
The first is that if the antecedent of the trigger pronoun has no e-correspondent, then no sloppy

reading is possible. The second is that crossed readings are impossible, where crossed reading
are readings in which the antecedent of the sloppy pronoun is not parallel to the antecedent of
the trigger pronoun (that is, the antecedent of the sloppy pronoun is not the e-correspondent
of the antecedent of the trigger pronoun). Although these two facts about sloppy pronouns

may appear obvious, I believe they are important characteristics which in fact point to the
basic nature of sloppy pronouns: sloppy pronouns are pronouns which are subject to a strong

parallelism constraint. The following examples illustrate the effect of the first prediction: if
there is no e-correspondent, there is no sloppy reading.

(4.15) a. The person who introduced Mary to Jon refused to give him her phone number
and so did the person who introduced Sue to Bill. (Strict/sloppy)

b. The person who introduced Mary to Jon refused to give him her phone number
and so did Peter. (Strict)

c. The policeman who arrested Bill refused to read him his rights and so did the

policeman who arrested Jon. (Strict/sloppy)

d. The policeman who arrested Bill refused to read him his rights and so did the

judge. (Strict)

In (4.15a) the antecedents Mary and Jon have as e-correspondents Sue and Bill respectively,
so a sloppy reading of the trigger pronouns him and her is possible. Similarly in (4.15c), Bill
has as e-correspondent Jon so a sloppy reading of him and his is possible. By contrast in

(4.15b) and (4.15d), the antecedent NPs in the a-clause have no e-correspondents and no sloppy

interpretation of the pronouns is available.

The second prediction is that there can be no crossed reading. The following examples illus¬
trate.

(4.16) a. I told youi that youj would be famous and Jack told Betty #.
0 = that (Betty/*Jack) would be famous
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b. Norma told Bethi's boyfriend to give heri a dime and Judy told Lois' boyfriend
to 0, also.

0 = give (Lois/*Judy)

c. Bill showed Franki hisi portrait and Carl Peter 0.
Carl [showed] Peier [(Peter's /*Cari's) portrait]

(4.16a) illustrates a case of Null Complement Anaphora in which the trigger pronoun is anaphor-

ically linked to the object NP you. Under the present analysis, the sloppy pronoun in the e-clause
must be anaphorically related to that NP in the e-clause which is parallel to the antecedent of
the trigger pronoun in the a-clause, that is in this particular cases, to the object NP Betty. This

prediction is confirmed by the data since (4.16a) can be interpreted as meaning either (4.17a)
or (4.17b) but not (4.17c).

(4.17) a. I told youi that youi would be famous and Jack told Betty that youi would be
famous.

b. I told youi that youj would be famous and Jack told Betty that Betty would be
famous.

c. I told youj that youi would be famous and Jack told Betty that Jack would be

famous.

Similarly under the reading indicated by the subscripts, (4.16b) can be interpreted as (4.18a),
or as (4.18b), but not as (4.18c).

(4.18) a. Norma told Bethi's boyfriend to give heri a dime and Judy told Lois's boyfriend
to give Beth a dime.

b. Norma told Bethi's boyfriend to give heri a dime and Judy told Lois' boyfriend
to give Lois a dime.

c. Norma told Bethi's boyfriend to give heri a dime and Judyj told Lois' boyfriend
to give Judy2 a dime.

The same law holds for gapping: (4.16c) means either (4.19a), or (4.19b), but not (4.19c).

(4.19) a. Bill showed Franki hisi portrait and Carl showed Peter Peter's portrait.
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b. Bill showed Frankj hisi portrait and Carl showed Peter Frank's portrait.

c. Bill showed Franki hisj portrait and Carl showed Peter Carl's portrait.

Let us now come back to the second question raised above: How do these assumptions help us

answer the questions raised at the end of the previous section? The questions to be answered
are:

1. Why is the e-clause ambiguous?

2. How is the antecedent of the sloppy pronoun uniquely identified (and why are crossed
readings ruled out)?

3. Why are sloppy pronouns less sensitive to the morphological characteristics of their an¬

tecedent NP than normal pronouns?

Now consider the assumptions we made. Do they help us giving an answer to those questions?

Question (1) is at least partially answered by assumption A3. The reason for this is that as

we have seen in section 4.1, the function TZ which determines the interpretation of elliptical
constructs is taken to be a multi-valued function where different values correspond to different

interpretations and in particular to the strict/sloppy distinction. This accounts for the fact
that the e-clause may be ambiguous even though the a-clause may not be. Question (2) finds
an answer in assumption A2 under which parallelism is taken to determine the antecedent of
a sloppy pronoun: it is the e-correspondent of the antecedent of the trigger pronoun. This

explains why the antecedent of a sloppy pronoun is uniquely identified and why there can be
no crossed readings. Finally, assumption A3 gives some answer to question (3) in that if the

interpretation of a sloppy pronoun depends on the function TZ determining the meaning of

elliptical constructs, then clearly the resolution mechanism determining the interpretation of

sloppy pronouns is distinct from that used for standard pronouns (whereas 'standard pronouns'
are directly resolved to some antecedent NP, the interpretation of sloppy pronouns depends
on the function TZ). In what follows, we shall see that unlike the resolution procedure for
standard pronouns, the resolution mechanism for sloppy pronouns is in fact insensitive to the

morpho-syntactic properties of the pronoun antecedent. This accounts for the fact that the

morpho-syntactic properties of both pronoun and antecedent play no role in the resolution of

sloppy pronouns.
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Defining parallelism

The notion of parallelism on which the proposed account of sloppy pronouns is based must now

be made precise. Although it has been shown that sloppy pronouns may occur in all sorts of

environments, the present analysis will concentrate on only two of these possible environments:

gapping and VP ellipsis. However the devices used are very general and it is not unreasonable
to think that the described approach may extend to all cases of sloppy identity involving ellip¬
tical constructs. Whether this is in fact the case and what if any, are the modifications to be
introduced in order to do so, will here remain a topic for further research.

So how is parallelism to be defined? At what level? Is the parallelism we need syntactic or

semantic or perhaps both? Although it might be possible to define parallelism at the semantic

level, it seems that this is asking for unnecessary complications: what we need when dealing
with sloppy identity, is to establish the parallelism which must hold between the NPs of the
a^clause on the one hand, and the NPs of the e-clause on the other. That is, we need to

base parallelism on syntactic information. So, here I will assume that the notion of parallelism

required to explain sloppy identity is syntactic rather than semantic — that is, parallelism will
be defined on syntactic trees. Moreover, I will assume that only NPs need to be considered. This

assumption is based on purely empirical considerations: sloppy pronouns get their interpretation
from an NP which is parallel to the antecedent of the trigger pronoun in the a-clause — any

other type of constituent is irrelevant in determining the interpretation of sloppy pronouns. Now
we need to determine what makes two sentences be parallel in the sense that if the first clause

contains a pronoun then the second might be assigned a sloppy interpretation (if it involves an

ellipsis for instance). Here an example will be helpful. Consider the sentence in (4.15a) repeated
here for convenience.

(4.20) [wPt The person who introduced [jvp,, Mary] to [np12 Jon]] refused to give himi2 hern

phone number and so did [hp3 the person who introduced [hp31 Sue] to [yvpJ3Bill]].

Here the intuition is that NPi is parallel with NPi, NPn with NPn and NPn with NPw

This can be represented as in Figure (4.1).

In other words, parallelism can be thought of as a one-to-one mapping from the set of NPs
in a given derivation tree to the set of NPs in another derivation tree such that this mapping

preserves both dominance and precedence. That is, if NP\ precedes/dominates NPi in the a-
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Figure 4.1: Example of NP mapping between derivation trees.

tree then the e-correspondent of NPi must precede/dominate the e-correspondent of the NPj.
The formal definition of parallelism runs as follows. First, I define precedence and dominance

(these definitions are strongly inspired from [Wall 1972]).

Definition 4.1 Dominance relation (CT)
Given two nodes X and Y in a tree r, then X dominates Y relative to r written X CT Y, if
there is a connected sequence of branches in the tree extending from X to Y and all the branches
in the sequence have the same orientation away from X and towards V15. The set of all pairs

(X,Y) such that X CT Y is said to constitute the dominance relation for r. The dominance
relation defines a weak partial ordering on the nodes of the tree (that is, it is transitive, reflexive
and antisymmetric).

Definition 4.2 Precedence relation (<T)
Given two nodes X and Y in a tree r, then X precedes Y relative to t, written X <T Y, iff
X does not dominate Y relative to r and X is to the left ofY. The set of all pairs (X,Y)
such that X <T Y is said to constitute the precedence relation for r. This precedence relation

defines a strict partial ordering on the nodes of the tree (that is, it is transitive, irreflexive and

asymmetric).

Given these two relations CT and <T, parallelism can now be defined as follows.

15For a precise definition of the terms node*, tree and branch?*, see [Wall 1972:144].
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Definition 4.3 Parallelism between derivation trees (P)
Let T\ and be two derivation trees and NPu, NPj, be the sets of NPs contained in Ti and

7*2 respectively. Then T\ is parallel to rj iff there is a relation preserving mapping V : NPu —►

NP2i16. That is,

Vx,y£ NPu[x CTl y =>■ V{x) Cr, V{y)\

and

Vx,y£ NPu[x <Tl y => P(x) <r, V{y))

V is an NP mapping. The correspondent of any NP in rj is V{NP) in r5. A correspondent
in an a-clause is said to be an a-correspondent whereas a correspondent in an e-clause is an

e-correspondent.

The mapping V which holds between two parallel derivation trees induces a mapping V between
discourse markers. So if T{NPi) = NPj and NPi introduces the discourse marker di while NPj
introduces17 the discourse marker dj then V maps d, into dj. More generally:

Definition 4.4 Parallelism between discourse markers (D)
Let 7*1 and t2 be two parallel derivation trees such that V : NPu —» is an NP mapping

from 7*1 into r2. Let NPu, NP2,-, DMu, DM& be the sets of NPs and DMs contained in t*i

and r2 respectively. For all NPk, let dt be the discourse marker introduced by NPt■ Then
V : DMe —* DMa is a DM mapping relative to t*i into r2 iffV = {(di,dj)\(NPi,NPj) £ V}.

Resolving elliptical constructs

At the beginning of this chapter, I claim that sloppy readings are constrained by parallelism.

Having defined parallelism, I now proceed to show how sloppy readings obtain. I start with
an example. Consider the sentence in (4.21) with derivation trees as in Figure 4.2 (where for
each NP, the phonology and the discourse marker introduced by this NP is indicated. The
arrows represent the NP and the DM mappings which can be defined from the e-tree into the

a-tree).
16Given a set A and a relation Rx in A and a set B and a relation Rg in B, a function / : A —► B is a relation

preserving mapping iff / is a one-to-one correspondence such that for all r, y, (r, y) € Ra => (/(*)> f(v)) G ^B-
17I leave here the precise definition of «a NP introducing « discount marker undefined. The intuition is

that an NP introduces a discourse marker d, iff it is a Don-pronominal NP which modify the current context of
evaluation with a binding indicating the value of di (cf. section 2J).
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(4.21) Joni [2 washes hisi panda] and Peters does 02 too.

TVP
washes

NP
his panda
d2

Figure 4.2: Parallelism between derivation trees.

As indicated in section 4.1, the interpretation of a VP ellipsis is ■£($) where $ is the se¬

mantic representation associated with the antecedent VP (here, washes his panda). Given the
sloppy/strict ambiguity of the e-clause, R{$) must return two values: one for the sloppy reading
and one for the strict reading. To achieve this, the parallelism holding between e- and a-clause
must first be established. This is carried out by defining first, V : NPe —+ NPa and second,
the derived mapping V : DMe —» DMa. V~l : DM„ —► DMe is also defined where DMa is the

range18 ofV and V~1 is the inverse function ofV : DMt —► DMa. Intuitively, P-1 is a mapping
which returns for any discourse marker occurring in the a-clause the discourse marker associated
with the e-correspondent (for instance, in (4.21), P_1(di) = d3, that is, the discourse marker
associated with Jon is mapped into the discourse marker associated with its e-correspondent

Peter). So in the present case, the following holds.

V : {NP(Peter)} —► {NP(Jon), NP(hispanda)} and V = {{NP(Peter), NP(Jon))}
P : {d3} —» {di,d2} and V = {(d3,dx)}
V-1 :{<*!} -+{d3) andV-1 = {(d1,d3)}

R makes then use of P_1 to determine the value of discourse marker. Here the intuition is this.

Given a trigger pronoun represented by the discourse marker d, , then on the strict reading, TZ
returns the same discourse marker i.e., d,- whereas on the sloppy reading, R returns as value the
discourse marker introduced by the e-correspondent of the antecedent of the trigger pronoun i.e.,

1BThe range of a function /, written ran / is: ran /= {y | (3x)(r,y) 6 /}.
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V~l(di). So in the example (4.21) above, this means that TZ will return as value for the semantic

representation di of the trigger pronoun two values i.e., d\ and d$. Thus, the application of TZ to
the semantic representation of the antecedent VP washes his panda will yield two, rather than

one, representations: one in which the pronoun his is represented by the discourse marker di
introduced by Jon and the other, where his is represented by the discourse marker d3 introduced

by Peter, -lz More generally, TZ should be defined in such a way that on the strict reading,
a pronoun will be represented by the discourse marker introduced by the antecedent of the

trigger pronoun whereas on the sloppy reading, it will be represented by the discourse marker
introduced by the e-correspondent of this antecedent. Recall that TZ also creates an alphabetic
variant of the semantic representation associated with the a-clause. Given these observations,
the resolution function TZ is defined as follows19:

Definition 4.5 TZ

TZ is a type-preserving function which maps DIL formulae into DIL formulae. It is recursively

defined on the structure of DIL formulae. Let rt be the derivation tree of an elliptical clause and

ra be the tree of the corresponding a-clause. LeCD be a DM mapping between re and ra. Then
TZ is defined as follows.

19Note that the fourth clause of the definition is not recursive. The reason for this is that there are essentially
three ways of treating a discourse marker: either it represents an NP and then it should be renamed, or it stands
for a sloppy pronoun and should be replaced by the discourse marker introduced by the target antecedent or
it stands for a strict pronoun and should be copied untouched. Within the present version of DIL there is no

elegant way of accounting for these differences other than the one I propose. Perhaps a more elegant route would
be to distinguish in the semantic representation language between pronouns and non-pronominal NPs. Such an

approach is actually defended in [Van der Does 1990] on the ground that there is still much debate as to whether
all pronouns should be treated as bound variables. The argument is that as long as this controversy has not been

solved, it is best to adopt an approach which does differentiate NPs from pronouns.
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R&) = di or [dj ifD~l{di) = dj ]
- d{ ifV~x is undefined on di

R(c) = c if c £ CON

R(x) x' if x G VAR and x ^ if

R({t/d}) = W)/*})
R{<t> a i>) - R(4>)AR(rP)
R(4> v i>) = R(<f>)vR(rl>)
m - i>) = R{4>)-^R{il>)

R(-^) - -1R{4>)
R(3x4,) = 3R(x)R(t)
R(Wx<f>) = YR(x)R(4>)
R(Xx<f>) = XR(x)R{<f>)

R{Rn(t\ ■ -in)) - R{Rn){R{U)...R{tn))
R({t/d)<f,) = R{{t/d})R(d>)

R('d>) - ~R{4>)
R(~4) — ■1lift

The first clause caters for the strict/sloppy distinction, the second clause ensures that constants
are copied over and the third one guarantees that variables are primed so as to produce an

alphabetic variant of the translation of the antecedent. The remaining clauses ensure that R

recursively applies to all subformulae contained within the input formula. To clarify the workings
of the present analysis, I will now run through the example in (4.21). Given Definition 4.5, we
can now determine the semantics of as follows. We know that the semantics of 02 ig R(4>)
where 4> is the semantics of the antecedent VP i.e.,

Ax.3y{y/d2}[panda(y) A of(y, di) A u(y) A u)as/»(y)(x)]

where u(y) denotes a uniqueness condition on y designed to reflect the definiteness of the object
denoted by the expression his panda. And by the definition of R we have that:

R(Xx.3y{y/d^}\panda(y) A of(y,di) A u(y) A u>as/»(y)(x)])
= \x'.R(3y{y/d2}\panda(y) A of(y,di) A u(y) A tuas/i(y)(x)])
= Xx'.3y,72({y/d2}[panda(y) A o/(y,di) A u(y) A wa«h(y)(x)])
= Xx'.3y'R({y/d2})R(\panda(y) Aof(y, dt) A u(y) A u>ash(y)(x)])
= Xx'.3y,{R(y)/d'2}R{\panda{y) A o/(y, di) A u(y) A was/»(y)(x)])
= Ax'.3y*{1//d!2}R(\panda(y) A o/(y, di) A u(y) A tnas/»(y)(x)])
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= Ax'3y'{y'/d!2}[R.(panda(y)) A R(of(y, dx)) A ft(u(j/)) A 72(u;as/i(y)(z))]
= Xx'3y'{y'/d',}[n(panda)Tl((y)) A *(o/)(*(y),*(ift))
A7Z(u)(7Z(y)) A 7Z(wash)R(y)7l(x)]
= { Az'.By7{y//<f2}[panrfa(y') A 0/(1^, dj)) A ti(y') A u;as/»(y/)(z')])

Az,.3y/{y//<f2}[panda(y/) A oftf, d3)) A u(j/) A tt;as/»(y/)(z')]}

In the last step, two translations are produced because 'R(di) has two values: d\ and V~1(d\) =
d3; the first yields the strict interpretation and the second, the sloppy one. On the strict reading

(where Jon and Peter wash the same panda), the uniqueness condition on y ensures that Jon
and Peter do wash the same panda.

4.2.3 Comparison with other approaches

Thus the present approach succeeds in accounting for the sloppy/strict distinction. There are

however other existing approaches which achieve just the same result but with different means.
This begs the following question: What are, if any, the advantages of this particular approach?
To answer this question, I will now briefly present these other approaches and compare them
with the one I propose.

[Sag 1980]

One of the earliest treatment of the sloppy/strict ambiguity is developed in [Sag, 1980]20. This
treatment is characterised by two claims. First, it contends that pronouns becomes sloppy on

application of a special rule, called the PRO => BVRule and second, it posits that sloppy

pronouns are bound variables.

Consider the first claim: pronouns become sloppy on application of the PRO => BVRule. To see

what the implications of this claim are, we need to examine the content of this PRO => BVRule.
The general background of Sag's analysis is provided by a transformational grammar framework
on the one hand and two rules of semantic interpretation on the other. These two rules contrive
to assign the sentence in (4.22) two logical forms and consequently two readings: one strict and
one sloppy.

20 [Williams, 1977] provides an account of sloppy identity which is very similar.
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(4.22) Jeremy fed his possum and Sarah did too.

The first (obligatory) rule of semantic interpretation is part of the theory of verb phrase ellipsis
(vpe) and is thus independently motivated. First proposed in [Partee 1975], it was dubbed De¬
rived VP rule (DVPR). The DVPR operates on surface structures to convert VPs into property-
type translations written in A-notation. For instance, on application of DVPR (4.23a) rewrites
as (4.23b).

(4.23) a. [\j otx\np [runs]vp]
b. ^jon]NP\x[run8{x)]Vp]

The second rule of semantic interpretation caters for sloppy readings. In Sag's approach, this
second interpretive rule is called the PRO => BV rule and is stated as follows.

PRO => BVRule

NPi,\x(...PROi...) => NPit Xx(...x...)

In essence, the PRO => BV rule predicts that any pronoun which is anaphorically related to the

subject NP and occurs within the VP may be replaced by a A-bound variable. Since there is

nothing else in the grammar to account for sloppy pronouns than the PRO BV rule, it follows
that only pronouns whose antecedent is a subject NP may be sloppy. Note also that since the
PRO => BV rule applies to lambda abstracts and further, lambda abstracts always correspond
to VPs, only pronouns occurring in a VP may become sloppy.

There are two problems with this account of sloppy pronouns. The first is that it presupposes
that sloppy readings only occur in connection with VPE. As indicated in section 4.2.1, this
is simply not true. The second problem is that it predicts that only pronouns with subject
NP antecedents may be sloppy. As illustrated by the examples below, this prediction is not

supported by the data.

(4.24) a. You can keep Rosa in her room but not Zelda. (Antecedent = OBJ)

b. I gave a record to Rosa for her 70th birthday and to Zelda too. (Antecedent =

IOBJ)

c. Everyone's dog is a worry to them but very few people's cats are. (Antecedent =

POSS)
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d. A letter from Bill tells you about his plans but a letter from Jon doesn't. (An¬
tecedent = ADJUNCT)

So clearly the specifics of Sag's analysis fail to give a general account of the sloppy identity

phenomenon. But while the PRO => BV rule may be inadequate, the idea of equating sloppy

pronouns with bound variables might still be a good one. One could envisage a generalization
of Sag's approach which by adopting the general strategy of using lambda abstraction might
succeed in giving a correct account of sloppy identity. For instance, the following approach could
be adopted:

1. Create a semantic representation for the missing semantics in the e-clause which abstracts
over any trigger pronoun present in the a-clause (for instance, in (4.22), the semantics
of the VP ellipsis might be represented as Ax.feed(x,x's possum), where a; is a A-bound
variable abstracting over the semantics of the trigger pronoun his).

2. When the semantics of the antecedent is combined with the semantics of the e-constituents

to establish the semantics of the e-clause, ensure that the A-variable introduced by the trig¬

ger pronoun is bound by the appropriate argument (for instance, in (4.22), when the recov¬

ered semantics is combined with the semantics of the e-clause subject — e.g., XP.P(sarah)
—, the A-variable x introduced by the trigger pronoun Am is bound in such a way that
sarah is substituted for x and the resulting sloppy reading is feed(sarah, sarah's possum),
which is as required.).

This works if the antecedent of the trigger pronoun in the a-clause is the a-correspondent of some
semantic functor over the missing semantics in the e-clause: in this case, both the antecedent
and the pronoun will be represented in the missing semantics by the same variable which will
then become bound when the semantics of the target antecedent is quantified in. Unfortunately,
this is not always true. Consider the following sentence for instance.

(4.25) Every boy said that Mary kissed him. Peter said that she did, Jon said that she did
and Paul said that she did.

Here the missing material in the e-clause is the VP kissed him and the antecedent of the pronoun

him is every boy which is not a semantic functor over that part of the a-clause semantics which

provides the semantics of the missing material in the e-clause. As a result, the correct semantics
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for the e-clause cannot be obtained because even if we abstract over the pronoun to transform it

into a bound variable (thus getting a semantics for the elided VP such as Xyx.kiss(x,y)), there
is no way in which this bound variable can be bound by the appropriate NP in the e-clause (i.e.,
Peter, Jon and Paul respectively).

This suggests that the bound variable approach is not sufficient to explain sloppy pronouns.

My claim here is that what is missing is the recognition that sloppy pronouns are subject
to the parallelism constraint. That is, the antecedent of a sloppy pronoun is determined by
the parallelism which holds between two clauses. Furthermore, this parallelism need not hold

between e- and a^clause, it might extend to the embedding clauses too (as is the case in example

(4.25) above).

[Dalrymple et al. 1990]

A more general approach to sloppy identity is developed in [Dalrymple et al. 1990]. This

approach uses a restricted form of second order matching to retrieve the possible interpretations
of elliptical constructs from the semantics of their a-clause. It is best illustrated by an example.
Consider sentence (4.22) above, repeated here:

(4.26) Jeremy fed his possum and Sarah did too.

Let us assume that the representation of the first conjunct is:

feedfjeremy, Jeremy's possum)

Now, the way in which Dalrymple et al. propose to recover the missing semantics in the e-clause
is by setting up the following equation:

feed(jeremy, jeremy's possum) = P(jtremy)

How this equation is established is a question that is left unresolved. The solutions to this

equation are provided by the definition of second order unification and will be:

P = Xx./eed(x, jeremy'8 possum)
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P = Xx.feed(x,x's possum)
P = Xx.feed(jeremy,x's possum)
P = Xx.feed(jeremy,jeremy'8 possum)

The first solution yields the strict reading and the second the sloppy one. The last two solutions
however are no appropriate semantics for the VP ellipsis in the e-clause. To rule them out, an

additional restriction is introduced which relies on distinguishing between 'primary' and 'sec¬

ondary' occurrences (a primary occurrence is a first occurrence whereas a secondary occurrence

is any occurrence that is not primary). The restriction is that all primary occurrences must be
abstracted over. In the above example, the first occurrence of jtrtmy is a primary occurrence

and must thus be abstracted over. Hence under this restriction the last two solutions are ruled

out.

The semantics of the elliptic clause is then obtained by applying this newly obtained function
to the overt constituents of the e-clause (i.e., the e-constituents). So in the above example we

will have:

P(sarah) = \x.feed(x,jeremj/spossum)(sarah)
= feed(sarah,jeremy's possum)

P(sarah) = Xx.feed(x,x's possum)(sarah)
= feed(sarah, sarah's possum)

There is a sense in which this approach is very similar to mine: parallelism between semantic
formulae is used to determine which elements can be abstracted over and thus be interpreted

sloppily. However there is an important difference which is that I define how this parallelism
is to be defined but Dalrymple et al do not. Therefore it seems that their analysis gives us a

recipe to produce sloppy readings when needed but fails to give any explanation as to the way

in which sloppy interpretation obtains. Note also that although a general operation (second
order matching) is used, it must in fact be tailored to adequately account for natural language.
Therefore the difference between this tailored version of second order unification and the R

function is not in fact as great as might first be thought. Finally, note that this approach is only
suitable for classical logical languages and would have to be redefined were some dynamic logic

(such as drt or dmg) to be used. The main change here would involve redefining the notion of
a convertibility in such a way that discourse markers could be renamed without affecting the
notion of equality used to established the missing semantics. Such an extension would allow for
a proper semantics to be construed for the e-clause and make the unification approach one step
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closer to the one I propose.

[Asher 1990]

In [Asher 1990], a DRT based approach to sloppy identity is developed whose basic claim is that
sloppy pronouns are induced by discourse relations. Again this is best explained by an example.
Consider the following examples:

(4.27) a. Mary has been going around saying that Al proposed to her and Sarah has been
saying this too. (strict/sloppy)

b. Mary has been going around saying that Al proposed to her but Sarah has been

saying this too. (sloppy)

(4.27a) allows both for a strict and a sloppy reading whereas in (4.27b) the sloppy reading is
strongly favored. This is explained in Asher's theory as follows.

In the first case, there is a relation of parallelism between the first and the second conjunct.

In [Asher 1990], the relation of discourse parallelism induces a mapping from the DRS of the
e-clause onto the DRS of the a-clause. Also it requires that anaphora be resolved in a way that
maximises semantic parallelism. So when the anaphora is resolved, it must be done so as to

maximise semantic congruence between e- and a-clause. But there are two ways in which this
can be done. First, by having Mary and Sarah assert the same property (this yields the sloppy

reading) and second, by having them assert the same proposition (this yields the strict reading).

In the second case the discourse relation holding between the two conjuncts is one of contrast
so that again, a mapping may be defined from the DRS of the e-clause into that of the a-clause;
semantic parallelism must again be maximised but this time anaphora resolution must obtain
in such a way that it ensures some semantic contrast between the two clauses. How is this

contrast to be obtained in the case of (4.27b)? First note that our world knowledge is such that
we expect a man to propose to one woman only. So if the sentential anaphora is resolved to

a proposition, the resulting semantics for the whole discourse will be one according to which
Al has proposed to Mary and both Mary and Sarah have been talking about it. There is no

contrast, no denial of expectation and it becomes hard to understand why a contrastive particle
has been used — in short the discourse becomes incoherent. By contrast, if the sloppy reading
is chosen then there is a contrast in that contrary to expectation, Al has been proposing to two
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women. This explains why the contrastive particle but has been used. This also explains why

only the sloppy reading is possible.

The main merit of Asher's analysis is that it explains why some readings are more plausible
than others. However it does not seem that it can be taken to be a good explanation of sloppy

identity in general. The main problem I have with this analysis is that sloppy identity is claimed
to result from the requirements set by discourse relations on the semantic content of the clauses

they connect. But if that is so, then it must be the case that all discourse relations must have

requirements on the semantics of the clauses they connect which are such that they affect the
resolution of pronouns. But take the following sentence for instance:

(4.28) Jon washed his car before Peter did.

It is hard to see how a temporal relation such as the one expressed by the connective before can

in anyway affect the resolution of pronouns.

4.2.4 Remaining puzzles

Consider the following example, discussed at length in [Gawron/Petere, 1988].

(4.29) Joni [4 [5 revised hisj paper] before the teacher2 did 05 ], and Bill3 did #4 too.

The intended reading is the one where Jon and his corefer and the source of the elliptical clause
is the entire first conjunct. The main problem raised by this kind of data is to get the analysis
to yield the correct number of readings. These are generally assumed to amount to four and
can be listed as follows.

(4.30) a. before(revise(jon jon's paper),
revise(teacher, teacher's paper)) and

before(revise(bill, bill's paper),

revise(teacher, teacher's paper))
b. before(revise(jonJon's paper),

revise(teacher, teacher's paper)) and
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before(revise(bill, jon's paper),
revise(teacher, teacher's paper))

c. before(revise(jon jon's paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper)) and

before(revise(bill, bill's paper),
revi8e(teacher, bill's paper))

d. before(revise(jon jon's paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper)) and

before(revise(bill, jon's paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper))

However, under the present analysis, two additional readings are produced:

(4.31) e. before(revise(jon jon's paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper)) and

before (revise (bill, bill's paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper))

f. before(revise(jon jon's paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper)) and

before(revise(bill, jon's paper),
revise(teacher, bill's paper))

Thus the question arises of whether the present analysis is actually incorrect. It has repeatedly
been suggested ([Asher 1990, Dalrymple et al, 1990]) that the impossibility of these last two
readings is due to the lack of parallelism they induce. This is illustrated by the following table

(here, the leftmost row refer to the example number and the four next ones indicate the referent
of the pronoun his in the four parts of the semantic representation of (4.29) as represented in

(4.30)).

a. J T B T

b. J T J T

c. J J B B

d. J J J J

e. J J J B

f. J J B J
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The first four cases exhibit a symmetry which is absent from the last two. Therefore it might
seem like a good idea to restrict TZ in such a way that this 'parallelism constraint' comes into

play. This would actually be rather easy: we could simply require that TZ uniformly replaces
all occurrences of a given discourse marker by the same discourse marker. In the case of (4.29)
above, TZ would then only yield the first four readings. The derivation would go as follows. First,
a parallelism is established between the derivation trees of the first two clauses Joni revised hisi

paper and the teacher} did too and the discourse marker dteaeher is mapped into djon- The
semantics of the VP in the first conjunct will then be (in abbreviated form):

(4.32) a. \x.before(revise(x, djon's paper), ret>ise(x, djm's paper))

b. \x.before(revise(x, djm 's paper), revise(x, dteaefter 's paper))

The semantics of the second VP ellipsis is then obtained as follows. First note that the parallelism
between the two conjuncts means that the discourse marker dmi is mapped onto djon- The
semantics of Bill did too is then TZ{4>) where 4> is either (4.32a) or (4.32b). Under the constraint
that all occurrences of the same discourse marker are replaced by the same value, we then have
that the two occurrences of djon m (4.32a) must be replaced either by djon itself or by its e-

correspondent Thus the two readings in (4.31) are excluded and we only get a total of four

readings for the sentence in (4.29).

So it is possible to tailor the present analysis to integrate a 'parallelism constraint' on the
resolution of multiple pronoun occurrences — but is this really desirable? I think not and this
for several reasons. First, consider the following examples taken from [Sag 1980].

(4.33) a. Edithj said that finding heri husband nude had upset heri and Sarah did too.

b. Joni says that hei loves hisi wife and Harry does too.

In both cases, two pronouns refer to the same individual and there are consequently two occur¬

rences of the same discourse marker (di). If all discourse marker occurrences are to be replaced

by a unique value in the elliptical construct, there Eire then only two possible interpretations
for each of the elliptical constructs: one in which both pronouns (her/her and he/his) are in¬
terpreted as sloppy and the other where both pronouns are interpreted as strict. But in fact,
both sentences allow for a third, non-parallel, reading. Thus a possible reading of (4.33a) is one

in which Edith said that finding Edith's husband nude has upset Edith and Sarah
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said that finding Edith's husband nude has upset Sarah. Similarly, a possible reading
of (4.33b) is one where Jon says that Jon loves Jon's wife and Harry says that Harry
loves Jon's wife. So it seems that parallel resolution of pronouns is a preferential strategy
rather than an absolute constraint. In [Dalrymple et al, 1990] a further example is given which
supports this claim.

(4.34) Dewey announce his victory after the newspaper did, but so did Truman.

Americans and politically conscious people favor a reading of this sentence under which Dewey
announce Dewey's victory after the newspaper announce Dewey's victory, but Tru¬
man announce Truman's victory after the newspaper announce Dewey's victory i.e.,
a non-parallel reading.

A further problem is introduced by the examples in (4.33) because it turns out that these
sentences also have an impossible reading. These are:

(4.35) a. Edith said that finding Edith's husband nude has upset Edith and Sarah
said that finding Sarah's husband nude has upset Edith.

b. Jon says that Jon loves Jon's wife and Harry says that Jon loves Harry's
wife.

As observed in [Sag, 1980] the correct generalization here seems to be that if two pronouns

are anaphorically related and one is more deeply embedded than the other, then if the less

deeply embedded pronoun is sloppy so must the more deeply embedded one. This suggests

that sloppiness is sensitive to semantic links between pronouns. This could be captured by

indexing pronouns with information about depth of embedding and modifying R in such a

way that if one pronoun is more embedded than another and is resolved to an e-correspondent
then coreferring pronouns that are less embedded are also resolved to this e-correspondent.
However such a solution is rather arbitrary and provides no good explanation of the linguistic

phenomena involved. Furthermore it leaves unexplained the fact that in (4.29) the following

reading is missing:

(4.36) b. before(revise(jonjon'8 paper),
revise(teacher, jon's paper)) and
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before(revise(bill, jon's paper),
revise(teacher, bill's paper))

In general it seems that semantic dependencies between pronouns and between e- and a-terms

play some role in determining the number of possible readings in sentences involving either
several ellipses or severed pronouns. What exactly these dependencies are remains unclear and

existing analyses of sloppy identity all fail to account for them. The present analysis fares no

better on this particular point and as I have no good explanation for the above facts, I will not
try to accommodate them but leave the matter open for further research.

4.3 Summary

Dynamic semantics views the meaning of natural language expressions as residing in their infor¬
mation state update potential rather than in their truth-conditions. With respect to anaphora,
this means that an information state will contain some information about potential antecedents
and that this information will be used to determine the denotation of anaphors. In this chapter,
I have provided a semantics for VPE and gapping which is set within a dynamic framework.
I first show that the semantics of these two elliptical constructs cannot be determined at a

purely semantic level — syntax plays an important role in determining the antecedent of the

ellipsis. I then go on to define the nature of the relationship holding between the semantics of
the antecedent and that of the ellipsis. Here dynamic semantics raises a special problem in that
if a discourse marker is introduced by some NP occurring within the antecedent, it may not be
reused as such in the semantics of the e-clause for if this were so some information would be

lost about the preceding discourse, namely that it introduced this specific marker whereas the
e-clause introduces another new discourse entity into the information state. I solve this problem

by stating that the semantics of the elliptical construct is a function (R.) of the semantics of the
antecedent where R ensures that discourse markers introduced in the antecedent are renamed

in the e-clause.

A further problem which appears in determining the interpretation of elliptical constructs con¬

cerns the sloppy identity phenomenon. In this chapter I develop an account of this phenomenon
based on the idea that sloppy pronouns only occurs if the syntactic structure of the a-clause
is 'parallel' to that of the e-clause. The resulting accounts yields a fairly general treatment of
sloppy identity and is shown to fare well in comparison with other recent work on sloppy identity
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such as [Dalrymple ei al 1990] and [Asher 1990],



Chapter 5

Semantics II

Just as gapping acceptability is constrained mainly by syntax (cf. chapter 3), VP ellipsis has
been shown in [Sag 1980] to be constrained mainly by semantics. Set within a transformational
framework and adopting a deletion based approach to VPE, Sag [1980] presents what remains
to date the most exhaustive analysis of VP ellipsis and of its interaction with other linguistic

phenomena such as extraction, quantification and pronominalisation. Central to this analysis
is a semantic constraint, dubbed the alphabetic variance constraint. As we shall shortly see,

this constraint is crucial in adequately characterising VPE acceptability. In Sag's account the

alphabetic variance constraint is stated at the level of logical form (LF) and requires checking
the LF of both a- and e-clause. Furthermore, the logical form is a formula of a semantic

representation language akin to predicate logic augmented with lambda terms, i.e a classical

logic (as opposed to a more dynamic framework where meaning rather than being stated in
terms of truth conditions, is stated in terms of information update potential). This raises the

following questions: Is this syntactic checking of LFs necessary? Can Sag's analysis be recast
within a dynamic framework such as dil? Will a dynamic framework help give a more natural
account of the alphabetic variance constraint?

Interestingly the main import of the alphabetic variance constraint is to rule out free variables (cf.
section 5.1). Modern dynamic theories of semantics for natural language are deeply concerned
with the nature and the interpretation of variables. Indeed it is by taking as a starting point
the idea that indefinite NPs as well as pronouns translate into free variables that Discourse

Representation Theory (drt) succeeded in solving the problem raised by donkey sentences. As

137
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we shall see, following work of Klein, it is possible to give a DRT based account erf" VP ellipsis
in which alphabetic variance (or a-variance) simply falls out of the semantics (and thus does
not need to be stated as an additional constraint on LF). Furthermore, it can also be shown
that Klein's DRT-based account can be recast within DIL. Some changes have to be introduced.

Firstly, DIL must be made partial (this is crucial in allowing for the alphabetic variance constraint
to fall out of the semantics). Secondly, the DIL notion of context must be modified (this is to
allow for a DRT like treatment of proper nouns). In DIL, contextual information is encoded in
states which function as assignment of values to discourse markers. There is only one notion of

context, that of 'local' (or current) context. We add to it the notion of a 'global' context and
thus obtain a notion of context which is reminiscent of the distinction made in the semantics

for programming languages between (global) store and (local) environment.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 outlines Sag's account of VPE and defines the
notion of alphabetic variance. Section 5.2 sketches how DRT allows for a semantic definition of

alphabetic variance. Section 5.3, the heart of the section, considers in detail how DIL can be
extended to yield a model theoretic account of alphabetic variance thus making Sag's syntactic

checking on LFs redundant. To further illustrate the workings of the proposed treatment, section
5.4 goes through the semantic interpretation of a discourse violating the alphabetic variance
constraint.

5.1 Sag's account of VPE

As already mentioned, Sag's account is set within a transformational framework and assumes

that VP ellipsis involves deletion. Deletion theories postulate that two identical constituents
are generated in the base, and that one is subsequently deleted providing that some identity
condition is met. The main characteristic of Sag's approach is that this identity condition refers

neither to the string nor to the syntax of the deleted VP but to its semantic representation, which
in transformational grammar is referred to as logical form. More specifically, Sag argues that
VPE is characterised by the fact that any VP whose logical form (LF) is an alphabetic variant of
that of the antecedent can be deleted. Alphabetic variance is defined on a formula representing
the discourse under consideration and holds between two subformulae of this formula which

represents the antecedent and the elided VP respectively1.
'Note that Sag's definition of alphabetic variance differs from the definition of ar-equi valence familiar from

the A-calculus in that it takes into account the discourse context in cases where the formulae being compared
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Definition 5.1 Alphabetic variance (or o-variance)

Suppose thai <p and xp are the LFs of two VPs and that 0 represent the discourse these VPs are

part of. Then for <p and xp to be alphabetic variants of each other we must have firstly that <p and

xp are identical up to the renaming of bound variables, and secondly thai any variable x which
is free in both <p and xp, is bound by the same operator in 6.

Given this definition of a-variance, Sag defines the o-variance constraint as follows:

Definition 5.2 Alphabetic variance constraint (or a-variance constraint)
With respect to a sentence S, VP Deletion can delete any VP in S whose representation at the
level of LF is a X-expression thai is an a-variant of another X-expression present in the LF of
S or in the LF of some other sentence S1 which precedes S in discourse. [Sag, 1980:105]

For example in (5.1) below, the LF of the antecedent Xx.love{x,j) is an alphabetic variant of
that of the elided VP: the two A-terms are identical up to renaming of bound variables (x is
renamed y) and there is no free variable2.

(5.1) a. Johni believes that Mary loves himi. But she doesn't,

b. believe(j,Xx.(x,j)(m)) but->Xy.love(y, j)(m)

By way of contrast, consider the discourse in (5.2):

(5.2) a. No mani believes that Mary loves himi. *But she does.

b. -^3z[man(z) Abelieve(z,Xx.Iove(x,z)(m))] but Xy.love(y, z)(m)

This time the LF, Xx.love(x, z), of the antecedent VP contains the free variable z. We must
therefore verify that z is bound by the same operator in the antecedent and in the anaphoric
contain some free variable. In contrast, in the lambda-calculus, two terms are alphabetic variant of each other

iff they are identical up to renaming of variables.
2Throughout this section, I will adopt Sag's notation for representing the meaning of sentences: the semantics

of a VP is represented by a A-abstract and NPs are represented either by a constant (proper nouns) or by a

quantifier (other cases). However to keep things simple I will not adopt Sag's linearisation which places the
semantics of the subject before that of the VP. Rather I will represent a sentence meaning by the functional

application of the VP semantics to the subject semantics. So for instance the semantics of Jon runt will be

represented by the logical form Xx.run(x)(jon) rather than jon, Ax.rtin(r).
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clause. In fact examination of (5.2b) reveals that z is bound by the existential in the antecedent
clause but remains free in the anaphoric clause. Hence the LF of the antecedent is not an

alphabetic variant of that of the deleted VP. Hence VPE is forbidden.

But what is this alphabetic variance constraint useful for? The above example illustrates how it

explains some facts about the interaction between pronominalisation and VPE: if in a discourse

containing a VPE, a pronoun bound in the a-clause becomes unbound in the e-clause, VPE
is unacceptable and the discourse is ill-formed. There are however, many other facts about
VPE and its interaction with other linguistic phenomena which become understandable once

Sag's constraint of alphabetic variance is adopted. These include: quantification, extraction,
pseudo-clefts, ready constructions and equi-sentences3. The following examples illustrate this.

First, consider the interaction of VPE with quantification.

(5.3) a. Jon greeted everyone when Peter did.

b. Jon greeted everyone and Peter did too.

In (5.3a), the quantifier everyone can have VP scope or sentence scope. In the first case,

the sentence is assigned a collective reading: Jon greeted a group of people when Peter

greeted the same group of people whereas in the second, it is assigned a distributive reading:
for every person x present, Jon greeted x when Peter greeted x. Now consider (5.3b).
Only one reading is possible, the collective one. Under Sag's theory this is explained by the
fact that in (5.3a), alphabetic variance is not violated under the collective and the distributive

residing. Thus the two readings are possible. By way of contrast, the distributive reading of

(5.3b) induces a violation of the a-constraint, as is illustrated by the following formula.

Vx[Xy.greet(y, x)(jon)] A Ay.greet(y, x)(peter)
3Note however that Sag's approach crucially relies on the assumption that the semantics of such linguistics

objects as extracted NPs, cleft-sentences and equi-constructions all involve a variable which must be bound

by some logical operator. This is clearly controversial. For instance, consider example (5.4): one might want
extracted NPs to be represented by some special variable which will be bound by any wk-word; in which case

Sag's account falls. Nonetheless Sag's approach has the merit of yielding a uniform account of a wide range

of data concerning the interaction of VPE with other linguistic phenomena. Moreover, an investigation of the
correct semantics for these various linguistic phenomena is outside the scope of the thesis. In what follows, I will
therefore assume that Sag's assumptions are defendable and consider the a-variance constraint to be an adequate
restriction on VPE.
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Assuming that a universal cannot quantify over a conjoined sentence, we have the result that
the free variable x occurring in the semantic representations of the two VPs is bound by the
universal in the antecedent clause but not in the e-clause. Thus a-variance is violated and VPE

is ruled out.

A similar reasoning holds for cases of extraction. Consider the following discourses.

(5.4) a. We finally got in touch with Al, who my brother Jon tried to visit, but couldn't.

b. *We finally got in touch with Al, who my brother Jon tried to visit, but who he
couldn't.

Under Sag's analysis, wh-words axe treated as variable binding operators so that the semantic

representation of the coordinated construct in (5.4b) is:

(who x) [Ay.<ry(y, Xz.visit(z, x)(y))(yon)] but
(who v) [~>could(Xz.visit(z, r)(jon))]

Again a free variable (x) in the antecedent VP is bound in the a-clause and free in the e-clause.
Thus alphabetic variance is violated and VPE is unacceptable.

The interaction of VPE with cleft-sentences can also be shown to be subject to the alphabetic
variance constraint. Consider the following examples:

(5.5) a. What Sandy wanted to buy, but couldn't, was the baseball-bat.

b. *What Sandy carried was the catcher's mitt, and what Betsy did was the baseball-
bat.

Under Sag's analysis, pseudo-cleft sentences are represented in terms of set abstraction and the
semantic representation for (5.5b) is:

(the catcher'8 mitt = x[Xy.carry(y, x)(sandy)])S\
the baseball bat = £[Ay.carry(y, x)(6etsy)])
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Under the assumption that x is a binding operator for the variable x, we have that again
the formula for the starred example contains a free variable (x) and again, the corresponding
discourse is ill-formed. Finally consider the interaction of VPE with ready constructions:

(5.6) a. Betsy is ready to give up, and Peter is ready to also.

b. *The steak is ready to eat and the chicken is ready to also.

with formula for (5.6b)4:

Ax.ready(x, Xy.eat(y, x)(A))(the steak)A
\z.ready{z, Xy.eat(y, x)(A))(the chicken)

For all of the above cases, discourses where VPE is ruled out are discourses in which alphabetic
variance is violated because some free variable in the antecedent VP is bound in the antecedent

but free in the elided clause. Thus a-variance appears to adequately characterise the relation
that should hold between an elided VP and its antecedent in that whenever alphabetic variance
is violated, VPE is ruled out. This leads us to the question of how a-variance is to be determined.
In Sag's account, the implicit assumption is that a-variance checking requires examining the LF
of the whole discourse under consideration to determine whether or not a free variable occurring
within the antecedent VP is bound by the same operator in both the antecedent and the deletion
site. The next section will show that a drt-based account of VPE allows for a more natural

treatment of a-variance i.e, a purely model-theoretic one.

5.2 VPE and Discourse Representation Theory

As illustrated in the preceding section, the main problem when dealing with a-variance con¬

cerns the semantics of free variables. An interesting result that relates to this issue is given in

[Chierchia and Rooth 1984]. In essence, the paper shows that drt forbids the equivalent of free
variables, that is, "free discourse markers" (DM).

In drt, a discourse representation structure (DRS) is a structure consisting of a universe i.e,
a set of discourse markers and some conditions i.e, a set of formulae restricting the possible

4 Sag's assumption here is that ready constructions involve an empty subject. A is the semantic representation
associated with this empty subject.
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denotation of these discourse markers. Let Uk be the universe of any DRS K and CONk be

the set of conditions listed in K. Chierchia and Rooth's proof that any DRS containing a free
discourse marker' is uninterpretable can be summarised as follows. First note that according to

[Kamp 1981], DRSs are interpreted with respect to proper embeddings where proper embeddings
are partial functions from discourse markers to individuals. Typically in DRT, interpretation will
start with respect to an initial embedding, say /, which is undefined for all discourse markers. A
DRS K will then be said to be interpretable wrt a proper embedding / iff 3g such that f Qjjk g5
and g £= CONk or g CONk• More relevantly, a DRS K will be uninterpretable wrt a proper

embedding / if 3d £ CONk such that g(d) is undefined (where / CuK g)-

What Chierchia and Rooth show is that saying that a DM d has no accessible antecedent in K

(or equivalently, d is free in K) interpreted wrt some proper embedding / is equivalent to saying
that d £ CONk but d £ dom(f) U Uk (d appears in the conditions listed in K but is not in the
set of DMs that are accessible from K). Therefore for any function g such that / CuK g, g will
be undefined on d. Hence K is uninterpretable wrt /. Note that this results crucially depends
on embeddings being partial.

By way of example, suppose that we try to interpret the DRS K\ below which represents the
sentence A mani loves himj (and there is no deictic referent available for him).

Kx

di

man(di)
love(d!, d2)

To interpret K1 with respect to a model M, we must find a proper embedding / of K\ into M.

f is a proper embedding of K1 into M iff 3g such that / CvK 9 9 N CONk- Furthermore,
/ Qx g iff dom(g) = dom(f) U X and / C g. Uk = {di}. Since the initial embedding is
undefined on all discourse markers, dom(f) = 0. Therefore dom(g) = {di}. So we must find an

embedding g with domain {dj} that verifies the set of conditions $ listed in Kl. But d2 occurs

in CONki and g is not defined on d2. Hence g cannot verify $ and interpretation fails.

Thus in DRT, if a pronoun appears outwith the scope of its antecedent, interpretation fails.

Clearly this gets us one step further in trying to account for a-variance semantically, for what

5/ 5X 9 iff dom(g) — dom(f) U X and / C g. Furthermore, / C g iff Vx 6 dom(J), f(x) = ff(x).
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we need to deal with sentences like (5.2) is some mechanism ensuring that a pronoun bound in
the antecedent is also bound in the semantic representation associated with the elliptical clause.
Traditional DRT allows us to "detect" free pronouns. Does the result transfer to DRT accounts

of VPE? In [Klein 1987], a DRT treatment of VPE is given which introduces predicatives DRSs
and predicate markers (PMs). It is easy to prove that Klein's treatment of VPE allows for
a semantic definition of a-variance: we know from the Chierchia and Rooth's paper that if a
discourse marker occurs free in a DRS, then interpretation fails. The only difference between
Klein's version of DRT and standard DRT resides in the introduction of predicate markers and

predicative DRSs. Therefore all we need to show is that if a discourse marker occurs free in a

predicative DRS, interpretation fails (just as when a discourse marker occurs free in a 'normal'

DRS). This is obvious from the fact that like normal DRSs, predicative DRSs are interpreted
with respect to a given embedding and that their interpretation requires the interpretation of
all the discourse markers they may contain. Since violation of a-variance automatically results
in failure of interpretation, the need for a syntactic check on the global LF of the discourse

disappears. The following example illustrates this. Consider the DRS K2 associated with the
discourse given in (5.2) and repeated here for convenience.

(5.7) No mani believes that Mary loves himi. *But she does.

Ki

d2 Pi

man(di)

believe(di, love(d2,di))
mary(d2)

Pi

[4]

love(d, di)

Pi (^2)
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Here a few remarks are in order about the treatment of negation and of proper nouns. In

drt, negation is seen as 'closing off' a DRS thus making the discourse markers in its universe
inaccessible to subsequent anaphors. In particular, note that the discourse marker d\ associated
with himi will not be accessible when interpreting the condition pi(d2) representing the e-

clause. Furthermore, note that proper nouns are treated differently from indefinite NPs: whereas
indefinites update the universe of the current, most 'local' DRS with a new discourse marker,

proper nouns update the universe of the top-level, or 'global' DRS (for instance, note that the
proper noun Mary updates the universe of K2 rather than the universe of the DRS in which the

corresponding condition occurs). As we shall see, these two assumptions cause problems when

trying to recast Klein's analysis into dil. Section 5.3 shows how dil can be modified to resolve
these problems.

Now consider how the condition pi(d2) introduced by the e-clause is interpreted. First note
that the notation [ar] indicates a distinguished discourse marker x "which plays the role of
the individual to which the predicate is applied" [Kamp 1983:52]. Furthermore, the notation

pi : DRS indicates that the predicate marker p\ denotes the object denoted by DRS. So using
the lambda-calculus notation, pi is equivalent in its intended interpretation to:

Ad.love(d, di)

And similarly, according to the notion of application used by Klein, the application pi(d2) of
the predicate marker pi to the individual discourse marker d2 is equivalent to:

love(d2, di)

In terms of DRSs, this means that interpreting p\(d2) in K2 is equivalent to interpreting:

love(d2, di)

in K2. But in K2, di has no accessible antecedent. Hence K2 is uninterpretable.

5.3 VPE and Dynamic Intensional Logic

This section shows how Klein's drt-based account of VPE can be recast within dil.
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DIL revisited

To give a dil account of VPE along the lines of Klein (1987), we need to modify dil in two

ways. As already mentioned, partiality is a crucial element in gaining a semantic account of

alphabetic variance. But dil is in no sense partial. Hence we need to introduce into dil the same

type of partiality as is present in drt. This will be the first modification I propose6. Another
problem with dil has to do with the notion of context it provides. As already mentioned in the

introduction, the dil notion of context is in fact too limited to correctly account for pronominal

anaphora and in particular for anaphoric reference to proper nouns. In order to obtain a notion
of context that is adequate for our purpose, I will thus propose a second modification to dil:

the meaning of an expression rather than being a function of a state will be a relation between
contexts where a context will consist (as in some formal semantics for programming languages)
of a local context (corresponding to dil notion of state) on the one hand and a global context

(needed to give a proper semantics for proper nouns) on the other.

Adding partiality

The first modification we need to make concerns partiality. It is very simple. To obtain a se¬

mantic account of alphabetic variance, we need to have in dil a notion of partiality similar to
that present in drt. In drt, partiality is a property of proper embeddings: proper embeddings
are ■partialfunctions from discourse markers into individuals. This contrasts with the dil assign¬
ments of values to discourse markers which are total functions from states into individuals. By

making them partial, we get a notion of partiality which is similar to that present in drt. This
is what we do. When interpreting a discourse, we start with the initial state, a state at which
all discourse markers are undefined. As discourse proceeds, NPs introduce state-switchers which
allow for interpretation to be made relative to some new state(s) each of which may be richer in
information than the precedent. At any stage of discourse interpretation, if a discourse marker
has to be interpreted relative to a state which is undefined for this particular discourse marker,

interpretation simply fails. In this way any discourse which violates the a-variance constraint
will fail to be interpreted because its semantic representation will contain a free discourse marker
and any dil formula containing a free discourse marker induces an interpretation failure.

Modifying the notion of context
®Note that the term 'partiality' here only refers to the partiality of the semantics of discourse markers. That

is, relations, properties and propositions remain total.
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As already mentioned, DRT discourse representations consist of a universe (a set of discourse

markers) and a list of conditions. A condition may itself contain a DRS. A condition may also
be a complex DRS i.e, one consisting of several DRSs. So in general, a DRS may be a complex
structure containing other DRSs. Looking at this structure one can talk of the different levels
of the DRS. Suppose for instance that a DRS K\ is embedded in some other DRS K. We can

refer to A" as being the top level of the DRS rind think of the universe ofK as giving some global
notion of context. In contrast, the universe of the current DRS K\ can be thought of as forming
the local context. The intuition behind this notion of global and local context is that discourse
markers that occur in the global universe are always accessible whereas discourse markers which
occur in the local universe Eire not. In DRT this distinction between local and global context is

exploited both for proper nouns and for VPE. The DRS Ki drawn in section 5.2 and repeated

here for the sake of convenience illustrates this point.

K2

d2 pi

man(di)

believe(di, love(d2,di))
mary(d2)

Pi :

[d]

love(d, di)

Pi(d2)

In this DRS, both the proper noun Mary and the VP loves him introduce their markers in the

global universe rather than in the local one. Note that without this notion of global context, it
is unclear how anaphoric reference to names can be handled. Thus suppose that DRT does not

make use of the top level of the DRS. Then we have the result in this case that the discourse
marker (d2) associated with the proper noun Mary must be introduced in the local context that

is, in the sub-DRS appearing within the scope of the negation operator. But then d2 will not be
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accessible from the main DRS where the condition p\(d?) representing the anaphoric clause is
listed. Hence interpretation will fail. In this case, of course we want the discourse to be rejected
as ill-formed (because the discourse violates the a-variance constraint) but not because of the
discourse marker for Mary. For if this were so, then the perfectly well-formed discourse Every
woman likes Pedro?. He2 »'* a sweetie would also be uninterpretable since the DM introduced by

Pedro? would be local to the sub-DRS triggered by every and would thus be inaccessible from
the main DRS where the condition corresponding to the pronoun he is listed.

The problem we encounter is that the notion of context DIL offers is strictly local. Why is this?
An intuitive explanation can be given along the following lines. First, note that state-switchers
are responsible for updating a state i.e, for creating a new state with respect to which a given

(part of the) formula will be interpreted. Note further that the effect of a state-switcher only
holds with respect to the part of the formula over which it has scope. Therefore whenever the

scope of a state-switcher is closed the binding introduced by this state-switcher is undone and
the information introduced by this binding is lost. In this sense the DIL notion of context is local:

only bindings that take scope over the formula can be taken into consideration. The following

example illustrates.

(5.8) a. Every main likes Pedroj. Hej is a sweetie.

b- IVj/{!/M}[™an(y) —1" {p/di}Me(p)(y)] A sweetie(d2)]M•'■'
c- [Vy{y/di}[man(y) -+ {p/d2}like(p)(y)]]M

[sweetie(d2)]M,',t

The semantics for (5.8a) is as given in (5.8b) which in turn will depend on the denotations given
in (5.8c). Since each conjunct is interpreted with respect to state s, any state update occurring
within the first conjunct will have no effect on the interpretation of the second conjunct. In

particular, the binding {p/d2} introduced by Pedro remains local to the first conjunct. Hence,
even though the discourse in (5.8a) is perfectly well-formed, interpretation of (5.8b) will fail to
assign the correct interpretation to the discourse marker d2 representing the pronoun he in the
second sentence of the discourse. That is, the notion of anaphoric binding provided by DIL fails
to give a proper account of the anaphoric potential of proper nouns.

At this point, formal semantics for block structured programming languages suggests a way

out. In this branch of semantics, contextual information is partitioned into two components:

the environment which records identifier bindings and the store which records the effect of
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assignments. While identifier bindings are local to a block and are undone on leaving the block,

assignments have an irreversible effect on the content of the store. In connection with discourse

semantics, this idea can be exploited as follows. Parallelling the partition of the computational

state, contextual discourse information can be thought of as being recorded in a store consisting
of both a local state and a global context. Furthermore, while indefinite NPs introduce state-

switchers, names will now be assigned such a DIL translation that they introduce in the formula
a context-switcher. That is, they update the globed part of the state namely the context. Finally,
to model the fact that context updates are passed on throughout discourse, I posit that meaning
is not only a function from the model M and a variable assignment g but also a relation between
stores / and /' (rather than a function from states). Accordingly, the meaning of any expression
a is now denoted by j[a]i>M'3 (rather than [a]**'*'*) where / and /' are of the form (/,gl)
with I ranging over (local) states and gl over (global) contexts. In what follows, this is often
abbreviated to j [«]/'•

I have now described the two changes that are necessary for a DIL treatment of VPE. These can

be summarised as follows: contextual information is represented by a set of stores consisting
of a (local) state and a (global) context. States and contexts act as partial rather than total

assignments of values to discourse markers. Meaning is a relation between stores (and a function
of a model M and an assignment of values to variables g).

The revised version DlLj of DIL is as follows.

Syntax

Definition 1 (Types)
The set T of types is defined as follows, e is a type, t is a type. If a and b are any types, then
a —► b is a type. If a is a type, then s —► a is a type.

Definition 2 (Syntax)

1. If a E CONa U VARa, then a E MEa

2. If a G DM, then a E MEt

3. If a G MEa-.s and yd E MEa, then a(/?) E ME%

4. If <f>, V> E MEt, then -><j>, [<j> A tl>\, [<£ V V>], [<h —*■ t/>] G MEt
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5. If <f> G ME% and v G VARa, then 3v</>,Vv<f> G MEt

6. If a G MEa,v G VARt then Ana G M£7j_a

7. If d G DM,a G MEt,fi G M£a, then {a/d}£ G M£s

8. If d G DM,a G MEe,P G M£a, then (a/d)/3 G M£a

9. If a G MEa, then 'a G ME,->a

10. If a G MEt—a, then "a G MEa

11. Nothing else is in MEa for any type a G T

The difference between the syntax of DIL and that of DILj emerges in clause 8 which allows for
context switchers: whereas state-switchers are of the form {a/T), context-switchers are written

(a/d).

Semantics

A model for DIL2 is a 4-tuple (D,S,F) where D is a non-empty set of individuals, F is the
interpretation function and S is a set of stores formed out of the cartesian product LOC xGLOB
of the sets of local states and global contexts respectively. Postulates 1 and 2 constrain the
behaviour of local states as indicated in section 2.3.2, while global states are subject to similar

postulates: postulates 3 and 4. 7 The set of possible denotations of type a is defined as follows.

Definition 3 (Domains of interpretation)
Dt = D, Da^b = £>?«, D,-.b = D? and Dt = {0,1}.

As in DIL, the interpretation function F does not always assign to expressions of MEa a deno¬
tation in Da. In particular, the denotation of a discourse marker is an intensional entity. More

specifically, if a G DM then F(a) G 0s ■ For all other expressions, ifa G MEa then F(a) G Da.
The semantics of DIL2 recursively defines, for any expression a of DIL2 the interpretation of a
denoted j[oi]f(M and g are ignored for simplicity) as follows.

Definition 4 (Semantics)
7Postulates 3 and 4 have the same content as postulates 1 and 2 respectively except that all references to

states are replaced by references to global contexts.
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1. ][d\i= F(a), for every constant c

/[t>]/= g(v), for every variable v

2- F(d)W if F(d)(l) is undefined
= F(d)(l) otherwise, for every discourse marker d

3. (I,,/) [<*(£)]{/,,/')= (I,, I) [£](/,#/'))

4- (/,,»> 1 iff (i.gi)M(l,#»')= 0
= 0 otherwise

(1,11)[4> A t%,,r) = 1 iff [I,ii)[<t>](i,si,)= {<,*»,)[${/,*/')= 1
= 0 otherwise

C,f')v ^(bW)= 1 iff {J,#!)[<%,,M= 1 or 1
= 0 otherwise

{',«') fa V'](/,,/')= 0 iff (/,,/)M(jl//,)= 1 and {i,,r,) fa]{/,,;') = 0
= 1 otherwise

5. 1 iff there is a d 6 D, such that {/,//) fa]'ic^{j,jj')=l> where a is the
type of v
= 0 otherwise

(yv^],0,ei')= f iff f°r all d € it holds that<r,^r)= 1. where a is the
type of v
— 0 otherwise

6. (, [Aua]p y;/)= that function h G D?h such that h(d) = {/,#/) all d G Dj
where a is the type of a, and b the type of v

7- (/,#/)[{"AO/?](i,gl') = (/',*/>[/%',,!')where f = (d <- [«]{/,,*))'

8- (l,tl)[{Q/(I)0\{l,al')= C.j'i)[/%*'')where 3h = (d*~ V,ti)[a](t,Ji))9l
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9- (',*')that function h € D,s such that h(i) = for a11 « = (U,gU) €
S

10- (',*')[~ah,ii')= c,/')We,f'lC'fO

5.4 A Sample Semantic Analysis

This section shows how example (5.2) is ruled out in DILj as violating the a-variance con¬

straint between antecedent and deleted VP. This is carried out by demonstrating that the DIL2

translation of (5.2) fails to be assigned an interpretation. 8

The DIL2 translation of the antecedent clause No man believes thai Mary loves him is:

~3x{xjd\)[man{x) A believe({m/d2)love(d\){m))(x))\

and the semantic representation of the e-clause But she does consists of the semantics of the

subject NP she being applied to the (reconstructed) semantic representation of the ellipsis does:

AP.P(d2) (H(\y./0ue(d1)(y)))
= AP.P(d3) (A✓./«*(«*!)(✓)))
= Ay,./oue(d1)(y/)(d2)
= love{dy)(d2)

So the semantics of the whole discourse is:

(l,,l)[-^x{x/di}[man{x) A believe({m/d2)love(di)(d2))(x))] A love(di)(d2)](i,ti')

which depends on the semantics of:

{/,,!) Abelieve((m/di)love(di)(rn))(x))](i,sh)
8For the sake of simplicity, the static translation of (1) is given here rather than the dynamic one. The static

translation of a discourse with dynamic translation \p[4> A p] ieAp[<£ A p]("frue) = <f>.
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and of:

(/,#/») [love(di)(d2 )](!,,/')

where glx = (d2 *- {l,tl)[™][l,tl))gl

Assume that / denote the initial state and gl the initial context that is, F(d)(l) and F(d)(gl)
are undefined for all d e DM. Given the semantics of DILj, the following reasoning holds.

<G*G}['ove(rfi)(rfa)]{',W>
= (l.lh) llove]{t,ih)U'.l't) X(',f's) MC,#''))
where gli = gl2 = gl3 = gl'

But as noticed above, the initial state I is undefined for all d G DM. Further gli is only defined
on d2- Hence the interpretation of A"71 wiH fail because both F(di)(l) and

F(di)(y/i) are undefined.

5.5 Summary

The goal of this section was to show how Sag's account of VPE could be recast within DIL. I
first showed that within a dynamic framework such as DRT, the a-variance constraint simply
falls out of the model theory. To obtain similar results using DIL, I then revised DIL by first,

making the assignments of values to discourse markers partial and second, providing a richer
notion of context on the other. Finally, I went through an example and showed how, given this
revised version of DIL, the interpretation of a discourse violating the a-variance constraint fails.



Chapter 6

Discourse

The main part of this thesis aims at providing em analysis of gapping and VPE which accounts

for both their syntax and their semantics. However it is easy to show that a full account of ellipsis
cannot be given unless pragmatics is considered as well1. There are two main reasons for this.

First, as we have seen in chapter 3, the interpretation of gapped clauses is heavily dependent
on pragmatic factors such as processing strategy and information structure. As this issue has

already been discussed in section 3.1.3, I will not consider it here. A second reason has to do
with VP ellipsis: as we shall see, there are good reasons to think that VPE resolution is sensitive
to discourse structure. This chapter investigates the question of whether discourse theory can

be shown to explain the restrictions regulating VPE resolution. Section 6.1 presents some data
about VPE which suggests that pragmatics constrains VPE resolution, whereas sections 6.2 and
6.3 indicate how a theory of discourse could help modelling those constraints.

6.1 Data

Most of the linguistic work on VP ellipsis has concentrated on giving a precise account of the

relationship that must hold between the anaphor and its antecedent, and how this relationship
interacts with other linguistic phenomena such as extraction, quantification and pronominali-
sation. In contrast, very little work has been done on defining a resolution procedure for VP

11 include under the term 'pragmatics' fields as diverse as discourse theory, information and thematic structure

theory, and processing strategy theory.

154
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ellipsis. On the basis of examples such as (6.1), it might be tempting to expect that resolving
to the nearest preceding VP is a reasonable resolution strategy.

(6.1) Mary [i started talking], Sarah [2 interrupted]. Mary did 02 too.

In this example, the elided VP is understood as referring to the second VP i.e, the VP imme¬

diately preceding the e-clause, rather than to the first one. However, as [Klein/Stainton-Ellis
1989] has shown, the antecedent of a VP ellipsis need not always occur in the clause which

immediately precedes the clause containing the ellipsis. This means that the strategy which
consists in resolving a VP ellipsis to the nearest preceding VP is inadequate (following Klein
and Stainton-Ellis, I will refer to this strategy as RNA (Resolve to Nearest Antecedent)). The
rest of this section illustrates this point by means of examples, many of which are taken from

[Klein/Stainton-Ellis 1989].

Although Klein and Stainton-Ellis stress that RNA is particularly problematic for cases which
involve the existence of multiple VP ellipses, the following example shows that a single VP

ellipsis might also be wrongly resolved if RNA is adopted.

(6.2) "I [x would be cold and dignified], and point out that during my year in the lower
sixth I had not been considered worthy, and that, frankly, I did not feel that I had
altered radically now I was in the upper sixth. Hence there could be no justification in

conferring the dignity upon me now. But I wasn't 0i. I just mumbled 'Yes, Sir' when
he asked me." [Garford 1962]

Here there are six intervening VPs between the elliptical VP and its antecedent so clearly, RNA
would be inappropriate. A similar example is given in (6.3) where the elliptical VP is separated
from its antecedent by one intervening VP sack him.

(6.3) If you don't [1 really like him], you can sack him. But I'm sure you will 0j.

Another typical instance of RNA violation is provided by cases where the elliptical VP precedes

(rather than follows) its antecedent as in (6.4) below.

(6.4) If I can 0i, I will [j go running].
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As indicated by the data in (6.5), backward VPE is subject to the same constraint as that

suggested for pronominal anaphora in [Wasow 1972]: if the anaphor precedes its antecedent
and the antecedent is in the same sentence, then the anaphor must be (syntactically) more

deeply embedded that its antecedent (this constraint is called the backwards antecedent constraint

(BAC)).

(6.5) a. Jon [i went running] after Bill did 0i.

b. *Jon did 0i after Bill [i went running]
c. After Bill did 0i, Jon [i went running]

d. After Bill [i went running], Jon did 0j.

Note that there is no obligation for a VP ellipsis occurring within the first conjunct of such a

structure to resolve to the VP of the second conjunct. It cam in fact refer back to some VP

occurring in the preceding discourse as is illustrated by (6.6).

(6.6) You'll [i really like him]. If you don't 0i, you can sack him. But I'm sure you will 0i.

A last case of RNA violation involving a single VP ellipsis is given in (6.7) below.

(6.7) 1. Jon prepared his exam thoroughly.
2. He decided not to go on holiday.
3. He spent the whole week studying.
4. Every day he went to bed early.
5. Bill did 0 too.

Here the VP ellipsis in (5) may refer to the conjunction of the VPs in (2, 3, 4) or in (1, 2, 3, 4)
or to the VP in (4). RNA would fail in that it would only account for the last of these three

readings.

Other cases of RNA violations involve the existence of multiple VP ellipses. Two main depen¬

dency patterns between VP ellipses and antecedents can be distinguished: crossing and nesting.
These can be represented as follows.

Crossing: VPj VPj 0, 0;
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Nesting: VP, VP; 0j 0,

Both patterns are problematic for RNA. In the case of crossing, the first VP ellipsis (0,) is

separated from its antecedent by the second VP (VP;) and the second VP ellipsis, by the first
VPE: 0j. In the case of nesting, the first VP ellipsis can be resolved by RNA but not the second
because it is separated from its antecedent by Ij. Examples of such dependencies are reproduced
below from [Klein/Stainton-Ellis 1989].

(6.8) If he [i is lucky] he [2 has bought his software from a house that [3 can help (at a price
of course)]]. If he hasn't 02, he isn't #1, and may the force be with him because he will
need it. (Nesting)

(6.9) It [1 was of course preposterous]; nothing so elementary [2 could possibly work]; there [3
must, one [4 would think], have been some other precautions]. One [5 would be wrong].
There weren't 03 and it did 02- (Nesting)

(6.10) I [1 promised myself I [2 wouldn't go to Manchester]] unless I first [3 opened a big stack
of mail]. I didn't 03, so I didn't 02- (Nesting)

(6.11) If you [j work hard, make the right choices and keep your no6e clean], you [2 get ahead].
If you don't 0i, you don't 02. (crossing)

(6.12) Xenophobia pestis, like the hard native perennial it is, bourgeons as lordly young

Mediterranean male cyclists sail into oncoming traffic with such signorial arrogance
that even as we swear and skid, we look round wildly for street signs to see if he'[i s

right], and we [2 are wrong] and the one-way system's [3 undergone one of its periodic

reversals]. (He isn't 0j. We aren't 02- It hasn't 63.) (crossing)

As the following example shows, still more complicated patterns are possible.

(6.13) I was [1 really thin] then, and I [2 tried some ski-pants that [3 looked really good on

me], and I [4 should have bought them]. But I didn't 04, and now I'm not 0i and they
wouldn't 03.
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In summary, the above data clearly indicates that RNA is an inadequate resolution procedure for
VP ellipsis. The antecedent VP need not occur in the clause immediately preceding the ellipsis.
It can occur immediately after the ellipsis in certain cases, in other cases it can occur arbitrarily
far away within the discourse preceding the ellipsis. In contrast with these observations, it is

interesting to note that despite the long distance character of VP ellipsis, there is in fact little
room for ambiguity when resolving VP ellipses. Providing that the discourse is coherent, the
hearer will usually recover the intended antecedent. This suggests that some strong constraints
come into play to help the hearer resolve adequately. I argue that these constraints essentially
stem from the structure of discourse. The claim I make is that the antecedent of a VP ellipsis

must occur in a discourse segment which is related by scone discourse relation to the clause

containing the VP ellipsis. To make this claim precise, a theory of discourse structure must be
defined which gives some content to the notions of discourse segment, discourse relation and
discourse structure. Such a theory is developed in section 5.2. Section 5.3 shows how this theory

explains the discourse constraints on VPE which we just discussed.

6.2 Discourse structure and Anaphora resolution

6.2.1 Discourse theory: the state of the art

An assumption shared by many existing theories of discourse is that discourse structure con¬

strains anaphora resolution (cf. [Grosz 1977 and Grosz/Sidner 1986] for definite NPs, [Nakhi-
movsky 1988] for temporal anaphora and [Webber 1990] for deictic pronouns). This in turn

implies (i) that discourse has a structure, (ii) that this structure can be defined and (iii) that
this structure can be used to derive constraints on anaphora resolution which explains the data.

As it turns out, the literature on discourse shows that there are almost as many ways of defining
discourse structure as there are theories of discourse. For instance, in [Grosz/Sidner 1986], dis¬
course is taken to consist of clauses, each of which is characterised by a given discourse purpose,

and the resulting structure is taken to represent the intentional structure of discourse. In con¬

trast, [Cohen 1987] suggests that discourse is organised along two distinct but complementary
dimensions: the linear ordering of utterances on the one hand and a dominance relation between
utterances such that if X is subordinate to Y, then X provides evidence for Y on the other. This
time the resulting structure is taken to be a reflex of the argumentative structure of discourse.
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Other candidates for the nature of discourse structure include Reichman's structuring of dis¬
course into context spaces (cf. [Reichman 1985]), Levin and Moore's partitioning of discourse
into functional units where each unit is related to a goal of the speaker(s) (cf. [Levin/Moore
1980]) and Polanyi and Scha's tree structuring where various discourse relations are taken to
connect discourse segments into bigger discourse units to form a tree (cf. [Polanyi/Scha 1984]).

So there are many views of what discourse structure is. However, only few of the theories
of discourse mentioned in the preceding paragraph have something to say about the interplay
between discourse structure and anaphora resolution. One of the chief references with regard to

this question is [Gro6z/Sidner 1986]. Sidner develops a theory of discourse structure based on

three interrelated representational structures: a linguistic structure, an intentional structure and
an attentional structure. The linguistic structure reflects the surface realization of discourse.
The intentional structure encodes the purpose of the discourse and of its constituting segments

together with the relations which hold between these purposes. It is represented by a tree in
which the parent-of relation indicates that the dominated node has for purpose to satisfy part

of the purpose of the dominating one. The left-«ibling-of relation indicates that the purpose of
the left node must be satisfied before that of the right one. Finally, the attentional structure
records the discourse entities that are salient at any point of the discourse and is represented

by a stack of focus spaces. Each focus space is indexed with the purpose of the corresponding
discourse segment. Restrictions on anaphora resolution result from the interaction which takes

place between intentions! and attentional structure. The nodes of the tree representing the
intentional structure of discourse are linked to the focus space stack in a way which depends on

the intentional relation holding between the two discourse segments considered. If the relation
is one of dominance (the purpose of the new segment contributes to the purpose of the segment

which immediately precedes it in the discourse), then the stack is pushed (the focus space of the
current clause is added to the top of the stack). Any anaphor contained within the new clause
must find its antecedent in the top of the stack or in some of the focus spaces occurring below
the top of the stack. If on the other hand the relation between the two segments considered is
one of precedence (the purpose of the new segment contributes to the purpose of some segment

occurring higher up in the hierarchy), then the stack is popped till the focus space indexed by
the purpose of this higher segment is found.

The basic content of such a strategy is that an anaphoric link between two discourse entities
can only be established if 1) some intentional relation obtains between the current segment and
some other segment and 2) the antecedent is accessible from this other segment, that is, the
corresponding discourse entity is either in the stack space occupied by this segment or somewhere
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below in the stack.

An alternative analysis of the influence of discourse structure on anaphora resolution is presented
in [Polanyi/Scha 1984]. Under this analysis, a discourse grammar consisting of a set of rewrite
rules allows for a discourse tree to be constructed which reflects the structure of discourse. The

rules ensure that each node in the tree has a given anaphoric potential. This anaphoric potential
is the set of potential antecedents accessible at that node. This corresponds to the second fact

encoded by Sidner's system: anaphora can only refer to discourse entities which are accessible

from a given segment in discourse. The second fact (that anaphora can only occur between

segments that are connected by some discourse relation) is encoded by the fact that not all
nodes in the discourse tree are available for extensions. Only some are: those that belong to the

right-frontier 2 of the current discourse tree.

So although there are many theories of discourse structure to account for the notion of discourse

structure, there are only two main theories of discourse which account for the interplay between
discourse structure and anaphora resolution. Like most theories of discourse, these two theories

rely on the assumption that discourse has a hierarchical structure where the building blocks,
called discourse segments, are connected together by some kind of discourse relations to form

bigger units. Note though that again, there are many diverging views of what discourse relations
are. Roughly, three types of approaches can be distinguished on the basis of the three systemic
meta-functions proposed by the systemic school of linguistics ([Halliday 1985]) to explain how
different linguistic devices are used to realize different goals. These meta-functions are:

• The interpersonal function which serves to establish and maintain the interaction between

speaker and hearer.

• The ideational function which is concerned with ideation, that is, with the purely semantic
content of language.

• The textual function which corresponds to the construction and interpretation of discourse
as a structured unit.

Most discourse grammars integrate at least two of these three levels. However for each grammar
it is usually the case that emphasis is placed on one particular aspect. In what follows, I give

2The right-frontier of a tree is the set theoretic union of the root of this tree with the set of nodes which

appears on the rightmost branches of this tree. For instance, the right frontier of the thee a(b, c(d,e)) is {a,c,e}
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a general description of how emphasis on a particular meta-function affects the definition of
discourse relations.

Approaches to discourse which are mostly concerned with the interpersonal function of language
fall into three classes: those that are based on rhetorical relations, those that are based on

intentional structure and those that are based on speech act theory. Rhetorical relations (or

predicates) are used in [McKeown 1985; Mann 1984 and Polanyi/Scha 1984]. They indicate
communicative functions such as identification, attribution, definition and are notoriously under-
defined. For instance, in [Polanyi/Scha 1984], the rule for narratives states that a narrative may

consist of a sequence of sentences Si. ..S„ such that the events ei...en introduced by these
sentences are linearly ordered in time (i.e, ei < ... < e„). Clearly, this is too naive. As
shown in [Lascarides 1990], the temporal ordering of events does not always reflect the structure
of discourse. For instance, the discourse in (6.14) is traditionally thought of as narrative (cf.
[Dowty 1986]). However in this case the door opening is likely to follow the room being pitch
dark thus contradicting the relative ordering of the corresponding sentences. So either Polanyi
and Scha's semantics for narrative is too naive or something must be added to the theory to

explain why this discourse is not a narrative.

(6.14) Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark

Approaches based on speech acts include [Searle/Vanderveken 1985] and [Appelt 1985], These
are based on taking utterances as actions which have a definite purpose and are about proposi¬

tions, that is, as speech acts. Following [Searle/Vanderveken 1985], conditions of use for speech
acts can be defined so that the problem addressed by discourse grammars of this type is to iden¬

tify what makes a string of speech acts coherent. There are several problems with this global

approach to speech-act sequencing. These are discussed at length in [Bowers/Churcher 1988].
Finally, in intentional theories of discourse such as [Grosz/Sidner 1986 or Reichman 1985], dis¬
course segments reflects the intentional structure of discourse in that they correspond to a given
discourse purpose. Here again, the weak point is in the recognition procedure: how and why
a common purpose is recognised is very fuzzy. The list of possible relations between discourse
units is arbitrary and criteria for membership are ad hoc.

Discourse theories based on the ideational function of language are few and far between. An

exception is [Halliday 1967/1985], Halliday argues that texture, that is text coherence, results
from three interacting factors: cohesion, sentential texture and text macrostructure. Cohesion
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and sentential texture are the levels at which the ideational function of language contributes to
discourse structure. Cohesion follows from implicit and explicit relationships between discourse
units such as anaphora, ellipsis, contrast etc. It creates a link between the ideational function of

language and the structure of discourse in that anaphora create semantic links between discourse
units thus contributing to the building of coherent discourse segments. Sentential texture involves
thematic and information structure at the sentence level. Information structure indicates how

the different tone groups of the utterance contribute to partitioning the information carried by
this utterance into given and new information. It concerns spoken language and will not be

investigated here. Thematic structure organizes the message carried by the utterance into a

rheme (what the sentence is about) and a theme (what is predicated of the rheme). Thematic
structure can be used to distinguish between different types of relation between discourse units.

Suppose we have two adjacent clauses SI and S2. According to Halliday, there are four possible
relations which can hold between SI and S2 (elaboration, continuation, resumption and topic

shift) depending on their relative thematic structure. S2 will be a continuation of SI if SI and
S2 share the same theme. S2 will be an elaboration of SI if the theme of S2 is an element of the

rheme of SI. If the theme of S2 is also the theme of some utterance not immediately preceding

S2, then S2 will be a resumption on SI. Finally, if none of these conditions obtains, S2 will

implement a topic shift in the discourse. One of the main problems with Halliday's approach
is that it crucially relies on notions which are given no formal content: the notions of theme
and rheme. As a result, it is impossible to precisely determine whether his theory makes any

useful prediction. This is not to say of course that the theory is useless: it does provide some

interesting insights on the nature of discourse and of discourse processing. Simply, these insights
must be taken for what they are: insights, not predictions.

Discourse theories based on the textual function of language are plentiful. In fact this is one of
the area in which most of the work on discourse analysis and most of the approaches mentioned
above integrates some knowledge of the macrostructure of texts. This is because in general, it is
easier to describe the structure of text globally. The use of global techniques allows for speedy
advance and applications can be produced relatively fast which produce reasonably coherent
text. These techniques are mainly concerned with encoding knowledge about the discourse
structure of the various genres (narrative, sonnet, television drama, conversation etc.). By
contrast, they have little to say about the linguistic structure of discourse and are thus of little
use when dealing with anaphora.

In short, discourse theory yields no good account of what discourse relations are. In most

theories, discourse relations are taken as primitives (cf. [Reichman 1985 and Grosz/Sidner
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1986]) and in those theories in which they are not, the way in which they are defined is either
too naive (cf. [Polanyi/Scha 1984]) or crucially dependent on notions that remains undefined

(cf. [Halliday 1967]). As it is not my purpose to propose a version of discourse theory that does
account for a definition of discourse relations and as I am not convinced by the validity of the
definition of discourse relations given by any existing theory, I will here adopt the position most

usually taken which is that discourse relations are to be treated as primitives. As regards the

particular theory of discourse used to explain the data in 6.1, I will use a framework derived
from Polanyi and Scha's where the main innovations are (i) that I make no assumption about
how discourse relations are to be defined and (ii) that I make some additional assumptions
about the influence of discourse structure on anaphora resolution and in particular on VPE
resolution. Section 6.2.2 makes precise the main assumptions I make about discourse theory,
discourse structure and the interaction of discourse structure with anaphora resolution. Section
6.3 shows how these assumptions can be used to explain the data listed in section 6.1.

6.2.2 Polanyi and Scha revisited

Polanyi and Scha's theory of discourse was briefly sketched in section 6.2.1. In what follows,
I develop a general framework for discourse analysis which is derived from Polanyi and Scha's
and makes precise the set of assumptions on which the analysis of VPE resolution presented in
section 6.3 relies.

Discourse structure.

Following Polanyi and Scha's proposal for a discourse grammar but abstracting away from the

particulars of their definitions of discourse relations, I make the following assumptions about
discourse structure:

Al. Discourse is a structured entity whose basic constituents (or segments) are clauses and
discourse relations. These basic discourse constituents group together to form larger units,
called complex discourse constituents.

A2. A discourse grammar describes the structure and the well-formedness of discourse and

consists of a sentence grammar complemented with a set of discourse grammar rules. Given
a particular discourse, the discourse grammar will either assign to each constituent in the
discourse some structural and categorial information, or reject this discourse as ill formed.
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The categorial information associated by the grammar with each discourse constituent
results from the knowledge embodied in this grammar. Basic discourse constituents are

described both by the sentence grammar and by the lexicon: whereas a clause will be

assigned a category by the sentence grammar, a discourse relation will be categorised in
the lexicon (Here I assume that categories are feature-structures containing information
about the phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties of
the units being described). Complex discourse constituents are described by discourse
grammar rules of the form

X^Y,Z,W...

where X is the name of the constituent defined by the rule and Y,Z,W... are either basic
or complex discourse categories.

A3. The categorial structure of discourse can be represented in a discourse iree where each
node represents a discourse constituent and is labelled with the categorial information
associated by the grammar with this constituent. Typically, the leaves of the tree will
be labelled with basic discourse categories containing information about clauses and dis¬
course relations, whilst non-terminals will be decorated with complex discourse categories

describing complex discourse units.

A4. Discourse relations divide into ideational (or semantic) relations and rhetorical (or prag¬

matic) relations. The set of rhetorical relations consists of two disjoint subsets: the set of
thematic relations including continuation, elaboration, resumption and topic shift on the
one hand, and non-thematic relations on the other.

By way of example, consider the discourse in (6.15).

(6.15) (1) Jon likes Mary but (2) she doesn't like him.

Under the above assumptions, this discourse will be assigned a structure by the discourse gram¬

mar. Since I do not specify the content of this grammar, I can only hypothetise as to what
this structure might be. Intuitively, we might think of the discourse in (6.15) as consisting of
three basic discourse units: the two clauses indexed (1) and (2) and the contrastive discourse
relation made explicit by the connective but. In terms of Halliday's theory of information struc¬

ture, we might furthermore think of these two clauses as being related by the rhetorical relation
of elaboration (because the theme of (2) i.e., she is part of the rheme of (1) i.e., likes Mary).
This structural information cam be represented as in Figure 6.1 where 1 and 2 represent the
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categories associated by the discourse grammar with clause (1) and (2) respectively whereas

(1,2) represents the discourse unit associated with the complex discourse segment resulting from
the application of some discourse grammar rule to the sequence (1,2). The discourse relations
identified by the discourse grammar to hold between (1) and (2) are omitted from the tree but
notated on its right handside, whereby the notation R(ii, *2) indicates that the discourse relation
R holds between discourse segment ii and discourse segment »j.

elaboration(l,2)
contrast(l,2)

1 2

Figure 6.1: A discourse tree.

Discourse structure and anaphora resolution

In section 6.2.1, I present two models of how discourse structure interact with anaphora resolu¬
tion: [Sidner 1982] and [Polanyi 1988], Although these two frameworks differ in the details of
their implementation, at a more abstract level, they share many common features. By abstract¬

ing away from implementation details, three common assumptions can be pinpointed. Firstly,
each discourse segment is assigned a given anaphoric potential (in Sidner's analysis through the
use of the stack, in Polanyi's through the use of the grammar rules). Secondly, only certain
nodes in the tree are open for extension by incoming discourse. Intuitively, this models the
fact that as discourse proceeds, some discourse segments become 'closed' in the sense that it
becomes impossible to relate them to any new discourse segments. More specifically, a closed
discourse segment is characterised by the fact that it can neither enter into an anaphoric link
with subsequent discourse nor be related to new discourse segments by some discourse relation.

Thirdly, anaphoric links may only occur between discourse segments which belong to the same

super-segment. Or to put it another way, an anaphor may only occur accross discourse segments
if these segments are related by some discourse relation.

Drawing on these observations, I make the following assumptions about the interplay of discourse
structure and anaphora resolution.

A5. Every discourse segment is assigned by the discourse grammar a universe and an anaphoric

(1.2)
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potential. The universe of a discourse segment indicates the set of discourse entities which
this segment makes available for anaphoric reference to subsequent discourse (that is, it is
similar to the DRT notion of universe). In contrast, the anaphoric potential of a discourse

segment is a set of discourse entities available for anaphoric reference at that point of the
discourse.

A6. Only certain discourse segments in the tree representing discourse structure may be ex¬

tended by oncoming discourse. That is, some nodes in the tree Me open and can be related

by some discourse relation to new incoming discourse segments whereas some other seg¬

ments are closed and cannot be so related. Whether or not a particular segment is open

depends on three main factors i.e., the position of this segment in the discourse tree (I will
take nodes on the right frontier of the tree to be open), the particular discourse relation in
which this segment is involved (for instance, we shall see in the next section that resump¬
tion allows for a new discourse segment to be related to a segment (the topic) which is not
part of the tree right frontier) and the type of the discourse segment in which a particular
discourse segment occurs (for instance, we will see in section (6.3) that discourse segments

contained in complex discourse segments which are related either by parallelism or by
contrast to some other complex discourse segment are open to the constituting segments

of this other complex segment).

A7. An anaphor may only relate to a discourse entity occurring in the universe of some related
discourse segment. Or equivalently, the referent of an anaphor must be provided by a

discourse entity which is part of the anaphoric potential of the discourse segment including
the anaphor.

This gives us a framework where discourse structure influences anaphora resolution. However,
to account for the range of data presented in section 6.1, the notion of anaphoric potential needs
to be further defined. This is the object of the remainder of this section. In what follows, I first
review some general properties of VPE illustrated by the data given in section 6.1 and show how
these affect the specification of the notion of anaphoric potential. I then complement the set of

assumptions made so far with some additional assumptions concerning the notion of anaphoric

potential.

According to A5, an anaphoric potential is a set of discourse entities available for anaphoric
reference at any given point in the discourse. Just as anaphors may denote different semantic

objects, these discourse entities may be of various semantic types. For instance, they may

denote individuals but also properties or propositions. In order to simplify the exposition, I will
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concentrate here on that part of the anaphoric potential which has to do with VP ellipsis and

ignore every other type of anaphor (this means that when talking about anaphoric potential, I
will only consider those discourse entities which provide a referent for VPEs). Furthermore I will
assume that the discourse entities which provide an interpretation for VP ellipses are property

type entities (thus, the part of the anaphoric potential I will be dealing with will exclusively
consist of property type discourse entities).

When dealing with VPE, the following facts need to be taken into account in defining the notion
of anaphoric potential.

First, the discourse entity which provides the interpretation of an elided VP is not as persistent
as an individual discourse entity. Consider the following discourses:

(6.16) a. *Jon [i reads]. Mary is a writer. Peter does too.

b. Jon! is a poet. Mary2 is an accountant. Hei does not like her2 . She2 does not

like himi. Theyi+2 are each others favorite enemies.

Whereas in (6.16b), the pronouns he, her, she, him and they can "skip" over sentences to
establish a link with their intended antecedent, in (6.16a), the elided VP can not establish a link
with the intended antecedent reads because of the intervening clause Mary is a writer. This is
not to say that a VPE must refer to an antecedent occurring in the clause immediately preceding
it. Indeed the data in section 6.1 shows that this is an untenable stance. Rather the point here

is that there is a sense in which property type discourse entities seem to be less persistent than

individual ones. Exceptions to this general lack of persistence can usually be accounted for
not in terms of linguistic structure but in terms of discourse structure (that is, it is discourse
structure and not linguistic surface structure which is decisive in deciding how far apart a VPE
is from its antecedent). We model the lack of persistence of property type discourse entities by
not percolating them up and down the discourse tree. That is, the discourse entity associated
with a given VP remains local to the discourse segment that introduces it.

Second, I want to account for the fact that VP ellipsis can refer to a summation of VPs. The

following discourse illustrates this.

(6.17) a. Jon went to the library.

b. He borrowed a book on computer science.
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c. Peter did too.

The VPE in (6.17c) refers either to borrowed a book on computer science or to the summation
of went to the library and borrowed a book on computer science To account for this fact, we

assume that the universe of a complex discourse segment consists of the property formed by

conjoining the properties introduced by the constituting sub-segments. Such a property, I call
a conjoined property. So in the example above, some mechanism will allow the VPE in (6.17c)
to resolve either to the property type discourse entity introduced by the VP borrowed a book
on computer science or to the conjoined property went to the library and borrowed a book on

computer science..

Finally, a third fact that needs to be taken into account is that of backward anaphora as in

If Jon does, I will go swimming where the anaphoric potential of the first clause includes the
discourse entity introduced by the VP of the second clause. This is implemented in the grammar

by allowing information about anaphoric potential to be lexicalised. That is, connectives may

specify how the universe and the anaphoric potential of the units they connect relate. For

instance in the case of t/and when we stipulate that the anaphoric potential of the first clause

is that given by the discourse rules unionized with the universe of the second clause. Thus the
sentence If Jon does, I will go swimming is acceptable because the discourse entity introduced

by will go swimming is part of the anaphoric potential of the first clause (Jon does).

At first sight, it seems that this analysis of backward VPE could be extended to deal with
backward pronominal anaphora as illustrated in (6.18).

(6.18) Before he! came in, the mani looked into the bar.

In fact however, the proposed approach does not generalise very well. For a start, it fails to

account for all those cases of pronominal cataphora which do not involve a connective (because
this approach crucially relies on the presence of a connective in the sentence involving the

cataphora). Examples (6.19a) and (6.19b) illustrate such cases.

(6.19) a. Behind himi, Peter saw a snake approaching Joni's hand,

b. Himselfi, Joni doesn't like.
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Furthermore, it would fail to account for intersentential cataphora as in (6.20).

(6.20) Jon looked at himi as hei came through the door. Hei looked tired. Jon knew then
that Pauli had lost.

Finally, consider the sentence in (6.21).

(6.21) Before Jon did, the mani saw that hei was in danger.

On the strict reading of this sentence, the antecedent VP contains a pronoun ht\ whose an¬

tecedent {the mani) appears after the VPE. Given the semantics of DIL, this means that the
discourse in (6.21) cannot be interpreted because when the discourse marker d\ representing the

pronoun hei ls interpreted in the first clause, the current state is undefined on d\. This together
with the other examples above points towards a serious shortcoming of DIL (and DRT), namely
that it doesn't obviously provide a mechanism for dealing with cataphoric constructions. I leave
as an open research problem the task of determining whether or not either of these formalisms
can be extended to cope with cataphora.

To reflect these three facts about VPE resolution, I make the following additional assumptions:

A8. VPs introduce in the universe of discourse categories a VP type discourse entity which

provide the basis for the interpretation of VPE3. These VP type discourse entities remain

local to the discourse segment that introduced them (i.e., they are not percolated by the
discourse grammar rules).

A9 The universe (i.e., set of discourse entities) of a basic discourse constituent is a singleton
set containing the VP type discourse entity introduced by this constituent. In contrast,

the universe of a complex discourse constituent is a singleton set containing a VP type

discourse entity whose semantics is formed by conjoining the semantics of the VP type

discourse entities introduced by the sub-segments4
3Although I will not go into any detail here about the nature of these VP type discourse entities, it should

be clear that to be consistent with the rest of this thesis they need to be VP signs (rather than e.g, semantic

properties). That is, they are linguistic objects defined along several dimensions including in particular syntax
and semantics.

4Note that this definition says nothing about the syntax of such complex discourse entities. This I leave
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A10. The anaphoric potential of discourse constituents is specified by the discourse grammar

rules on the one hand and by the lexical entries associated with the various discourse
relations on the other. With regard to VPE, the discourse grammar rules specify that the

anaphoric potential of a given segment simply is the universe of the discourse constituent to
which this segment is related. Some discourse connectives such as i/and when specify the

anaphoric potential of the segments they connect in such a way that backward anaphora
becomes possible between the first and the second segment.

Here an example will help illustrating the basic intuitions underlying assumptions A8-A10.
Consider the discourse tree in Figure 6.2.

(1.(2,3))

Figure 6.2: A discourse tree.

For this tree, the universe and the anaphoric potential of the various nodes in the tree are as

follows (I use the following notational conventions. VP,- denotes the VP type discourse entity
introduced by clause (i). Similarly VP,A VP;... A VP„ represents the discourse entity of a
complex discourse segment whose subsegments are (i,j ... n)):
as an open problem. My intuition is that ellipses involving summation are more like cases of anaphora whose
antecedent does not coincide with some string in the discourse and where resolution involve some inferencing.
In this sense, VPE involving summation are pragmatic cases of ellipses which suggest a different treatment for
these particular cases. See also chapter 8 for more examples of pragmatic VPEs.
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Universe Anaphoric Potential
1 { VP1} 0

2 { VP2 } {VP1}
3 { VP3 } { VP2 }

(2,3) { VP2 A VP3 } {VP1}
(1,(2,3)) { VP1 A VP2 A VP3 } 0

This is assuming that connectives permitting backward anaphora (e.g, if, when) are not present.
If say, the discourse part (2,3) is of the form If Si, Sj, then the anaphoric potential of (2) will
be {VP1, VP3 } rather than just { VP1 }.

The import of such restrictions on the availability of VP referents should become clear in section
6.3 where examples are discussed of discourse constraints on VPE resolution and of how these

can be represented within the present framework.

6.3 Explaining the data

In this section, I present some examples of how the theory of discourse sketched above explains
some facts about VPE resolution which to date have remained unanswered. These facts includes:

cataphora, summation, multiple ellipses and more generally, various discourse constraints oper¬

ating on VPE. I start with some examples of non-adjacent a-clauses.

Example 1. (1)1 would [\ be cold and dignified], and (2) point out (3) that during my year in
the lower sixth I had not been considered worthy, and (f) that, frankly, I did not feel (5) that I
had altered radically (6) now I was in the upper sixth. (7) Hence there could be no justification
in conferring the dignity upon me now. (8) But I wasn't 0j.

According to assumption A7, one restriction on anaphora resolution is that the e-clause must

be related by some discourse relation to the a-clause. This explains first, why the antecedent of
a VPE is easily identified (It is the VP contained in the discourse segment to which the segment

containing the e-clause is related by some discourse relation) and second, why the a-clause need
not be adjacent to the e-clause (VPE resolution is constrained by the structure of discourse not

by its surface realization). So in order to explain why the VPE in (8) refers to the VP of (1),
we need to consider the discourse tree associated with the whole discourse. A possible tree for
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example 1 is as indicated in Figure 6.3s. We now need to state which nodes of this tree are

open that is, which nodes can be related by some discourse relation to clause (8). According to

assumption A6, open nodes are nodes on the right-frontier of the tree (i.e, (1, ...), (2, ...), (3,
...) and 7) and any node which is involved in a discourse relation that licenses extension of this

particular node. Here consider node 1. Intuitively, if (1) represents the topic of the discourse

(i.e, roughly what is being talked about), then (2, ...) is a continuation on (1). Typically

(cf. Halliday's theory of rhetorical relations), topics are open for extension even when they no

longer are on the right-frontier of the tree because they can be resumed. Thus in the present

case, I will take the set of open nodes to include (1). The point is that now, we have several
possibilities for attaching the discourse segment introduced by clause (8). That is, RNA need
not be adhered to. Now assuming that (1) provides an adequate argument for the relation of
contrast indicated in (8) by the connective but, we can hypothetise that (8) will be connected
to (1) in the discourse tree rather than to the immediately preceding sentence in the discourse

i.e, (7). Under the present theory of discourse, this means that the anaphoric potential of (8)
consists of the singleton set containing the discourse entity introduced by the predicative in (1)
i.e, cold and dignified. This explains why clause (8) resolves to But I wasn't [cold and dignified].

Example 2. If (1) you dont like him, (2) you can sack him. But I'm sure (3) you will.

Here (1) and (2) may be thought of as being related by a causal or conditional discourse relation.

Supposing both (1) and (2) remain open for extension then (3) may be related either to (1) or to
(2). But if (3) is related to (2), the resulting discourse constituent is You can sack him but I'm
sure you will which sounds very odd. Possibly the right explanation for the oddness of such a

discourse is that the connective but indicating a contrastive relation imposes some requirements
on the clauses it connect which Me not fulfilled here 6 In contrast, (1) does seem to fulfill these

requirements in that if you don't like him, but I'm sure you will does appear to be a coherent
discourse. Thus supposing that the discourse grammar provides an account of the linguistic

properties of but, (3) will be attached to (1) rather than to (2). This would explain why the
VPE in (3) resolve to like him rather than sack him.

5This tree of course, depends on how discourse relations sue defined. Given the minimalist framework assumed
here the analysis I propose can only be stated at the intuitive level. Thus in the present case, rill I can say is

that intuitively the relations indicated in Figure 6.3 seem to hold between the various discourse segments.
6Again what these requirements are very much depends on the content of the discourse grammar. Following

[Asher 1990] however, we may for example require that two propositions related by a contrastive relation have

opposite polarity. This in turn begs the question of how polarity is to be defined and this is in fact a difficult

question. Rather than assume some ad hoc definition of polarity, I simply assume that tut imposes some

requirements on the surface realization of the propositions it connects and that these are not fulfilled. This

explains why yox can tack kim but I'm sxrt yon unit sounds odd.
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(1,(2,((3,(4,(5,6))),7)),8)

(2,((3,(4,(5,6))),7) g

(3,(4,(5,6)))

(4,(5,6))

continuation(l,(2..))
re8umption(l,8)
contrast(l,8)

subordination(2, ((3...)))

consequence(((3..),7)

ccontinuation(3,(4...))

subordination^,(5...))

continuation(5,6)

Figure 6.3: Discourse tree for Example 1.
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Example 3. (1) Jon prepared his exam thoroughly. (2) He decided not to go on holiday. (3)
He spent the whole week studying. (4) Every day he went to bed early. (5) Bill did 0 too.

[Prust/Scha 1990]

As observed in [Prust/Scha 1990], the VPE in (5) may refer either to the conjunction of the
VPs in the preceding discourse (0 = VP1 A VP2 A VP3 A VP4) or to the conjoined VPs of the
continuation on (1) formed by clauses (2), (3) and (4) (0 = VP2 A VP3 A VP4) or to the VP in
the clause immediately preceding (5) (0 = VP4). Under the present theory, this is explained by
the fact that the discourse constituent formed by clause (5) may be attached to several places
in the discourse tree where each attachment corresponds to different anaphoric possibilities

(because the anaphoric potential of a node in the discourse tree is essentially determined by the
universe of its left sister).

Suppose then that the discourse tree for the discourse comprising clauses (1), (2), (3) and (4) is
as in Figure 6.4. Supposing as in [Polanyi/Scha 1988] that only the nodes on the right-frontier of
the tree are open, the discourse unit for (5) may then be related either to (1,(2,3,4)), to (2,3,4)
or to (4). Under assumption A9, the universe of a discourse segment consisting of several sub-
segments consists of a VP type discourse entity whose semantics is formed by conjoining the
semantics of the VP type discourse entities introduced by the sub-segments. Thus, in the first

case, the anaphoric potential will be the universe of (1, (2,3,4)) i.e, the singleton set containing
the VP type discourse entity whose semantics is formed by conjoining the semantics of the VPs
in (1), (2), (3) and (4). This yields the first reading: Bill prepared his exam thoroughly,
decided not to go on holiday, spent the whole week studying and every day, went to
bed early. In the second case, the anaphoric potential of (5) will be provided by the universe
of (2,3,4). This yields the second reading: Bill decided not to go on holiday, spent the
whole week studying and every day, went to bed early. Finally, in the third case, the

anaphoric potential of (5) will be the universe of (4) i.e, the VP type discourse entity introduced
by went to bed early every day. This gives the last possible reading: Bill went to bed early

every day.

Let us now turn to cataphora. Consider the following example.

Example 4. If (1) I can, (2) I will go swimming.

Under assumption A10, discourse connectives may specify the anaphoric potential of the seg¬

ments they take as arguments in such a way that the discourse entities introduced by the second
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(1.(2,3,4))
con tinuation(l,(...))

1 (2,3,4) enumeration(2,3,4))

2 3 4

Figure 6.4: Discourse tree for Example 3.

clause Me available to anaphors appearing in the first clause. Since If is such a connective, the
discourse entity introduced by the VP will go swimming in example 4 is accessible from (1).
This explains why the VPE in (1) cam resolve to the VP in (2).

Example 5. I'm sure (1) you'll like him. If (2) you don't, (S) you can sack him.

Here the first argument of if is related to the previous discourse segment by a contrastive
relation. This allows for am anaphoric link between (1) and (2) so that the VPE in (2) may
take as its antecedent the VP like him. That the VPE in (2) is not resolved to the VP in (3) is
probably due to some pragmatic factor about which I have nothing to say.

In the above examples, we have shown that discourse structure cam influence VPE resolution

in various ways. This explains among others, why the antecedent of a VP ellipsis need not

occur in the clause immediately preceding it in the discourse. I now turn to the question
raised by multiple ellipses. Multiple ellipses au-e discussed in some detail in [Klein/Stainton-Ellis
1989], The main problem with this type of data is that although there seems to be no clear-
cut constraints on the relative position of the multiple ellipses and their antecedents, there is
nevertheless very little room for ambiguity. That is, it is usually very clear what VPE refers to
what VP. Since all configurations Me possible (nesting, crossing and mixed), no configurational
constraint will ever be useful. The analysis I propose is this. I take cases of multiple ellipsis to

be cases where a discourse relation has scope over a complex discourse segment (CDS) rather
than a basic one as examined so far. Furthermore, I assume that discourse connectives which

scope over CDSs lexically determine the anaphoric potential of their vMious subconstituents.
Once these assumptions are made, VPE resolution can be shown to fall out of the linguistic

requirements of discourse connectives on the discourse segments they connect. As a case in
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point, consider the set of examples given in section 6.2 and repeated here for convenience.

(6.22) a. I promised myself I [j wouldn't go to Manchester] unless I first [2 opened a big
stack of mail]. I [2 didn't], so I [1 didn't].

b. A: I gave her some questions to [1 ask you] if you [2 rang her].
B:I [2 did] but she [1 didn't].

c. It was preposterous. It [1 couldn't possibly work]. There [2 must have been some

other precautions]. But there [2 weren't] and it [1 did].
d. If you [1 work hard, make the right choices and keep your nose clean], you [2 get

ahead]. If you [1 don't], you [2 don't].
e. I was [1 really thin] then, and I [2 tried some ski-pants that [3 looked really good

on me], and I [4 should have bought them]. But I [4 didn't], and now I [x 'm not]
and they [3 wouldn't].

f. Xenophobia pesiis, like the hard native perennial it is, bourgeons as lordly young

Mediterranean male cyclists sail into oncoming traffic with such signorial arrogance
that even as we swear and skid, we look round wildly for street signs to see if he

[1 's right], and we [2 are wrong] and the one-way system [3 's undergone one of
its periodic reversals]. (He [j isn't]. We [2 aren't]. It [3 hasn't].)

In these examples, the surface linguistic structure of the complex discourse segments obey no

unique pattern. In (6.22a), (6.22b) and (6.22c), VPE and antecedents illustrate a nesting pat¬

tern, (6.22d) shows a crossing pattern and (6.22e) shows a mixed pattern. So any resolution

process based on configurational notions is doomed to failure. However at the discourse level
some regularity seems to hold. That is, all examples above are cases in which both the set of

antecedent clauses and the set of anaphoric clauses form a complex discourse segment in the
sense defined in the preceding sections. Furthermore in all cases, the two CDSs are related by
a relation of contrast or of parallelism. Intuitively what seems to happen is that this relation
between CDSs also constrains the relations between individual clauses. Thus each constituent

in the first complex discourse segment maps onto exactly one constituent in the second, and

furthermore, the interna] relation connecting the constituents within the complex segment is

preserved in the other segment. That is, the logical structure of the two discourse segments is
the same. For instance, consider example (6.22a) with discourse tree as in Figure 6.5.

If we assume that the discourse relation (call it rl) grouping (1) with (2) on the one hand and

(3) and (4) on the other is an ideational relation with semantics rl(P,Q) = ->P —► ->Q, then
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((1,2),(3,4)))

(1,2) (3,4)

'1(2,1)
'1(3,4)

1 2 3 4

Figure 6.5: Simplified discourse tree for example (5.18a).

we have that the relation structuring the two CDSs (1,2) and (3,4) is the same i.e, rj. In such
a case, we say that parallelism holds between the two CDSs (1,2) and (3,4). More generally,

parallelism on CDSs can be defined as follows:

Definition 6.1 Parallelism between complex discourse segments.

Given two complex discourse segments CDS1 and CDS2 of the form (la ... 1„) and (2a ... 2„)
respectively, parallelism holds between these two CDSs iff the discourse relation structuring

(la ... 1„) is the same as the one structuring (2a ... 2n).

The discourse relation of contrast can be similarly defined as follows:

Definition 6.2 Contrast between complex discourse segments.

Given two complex discourse segments CDS1 and CDS2 of the form (la ... 1„) and (2a ... 2„) re¬

spectively, contrast holds between these two CDSs iff the discourse relation structuring (la ... 1„)
is the complement of the relation structuring (2a...2„) (The notion of a complement relation
is illustrated by some examples further below. Its exact definition will be left open however since
as already mentioned, the question of how contrast it to be defined is a difficult one which could
not possibly be given a satisfactory answer here).

Given these definitions, I can now formulate the following hypothesis about multiple ellipses.

Multiples VPEs are grouped into a complex discourse segment (CD52) which is
either parallel to or contrastive with another complex discourse segment {CDS\).
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Furthermore, for each e-clause in CDS2, the a-clause is in CDS\ and both clauses
cover the same argument role with regard to the discourse relation structuring the
two CDSs.

Here some remarks are in order. First note that as already mentioned in section 6.3, the surface

ordering of linguistic clauses need not reflect their semantic ordering. For instance, in Jon fell.
Max pushed him, the discourse relation relating the two discourse segments is that of causality
and the semantics of the resulting discourse segment is caust(e2,t\) where ez denotes the main
event introduced by the discourse segment Sx. In this particular case, the surface ordering of
clauses (Si, S2) does not coincide with the semantic ordering of the corresponding events with

respect to the connecting discourse relation. We say that the first discourse segment (Si) covers
the second argument role of the cause relation structuring the complex discourse segment Jon

fell. Max pushed him.

Note further that for certain relations the order of the arguments is irrelevant. Coordination
sometimes is such a relation: Jon runs and Peter xoalks has the same meaning as Peter walks
and Jon runs. I refer to as symmetric any relation for which the order of the arguments has no

special significance. By contrast a non-symmetric relation is such that its arguments cannot be

permuted without modifying the meaning of the global expression.

Let us now come back to the data above. (6.22a), (6.22b) and (6.22d) are examples of cases
where the internal relations involved are non-symmetric. The table below indicates for each

example the relationship between surface linguistic structure, discourse structure and anaphoric
links. In the row 'Linguistic structure', the numbers refer to the relative position of clauses in
the discourse and negation indicates whether or not the proposition is in the negative mood. The
row 'Discourse relation' hypothetises on the relation r, which cements each complex discourse

constituents, while the row 'Logical structure' indicates how each basic discourse constituent

contributes to the semantics of the complex discourse constituent in which it is included. I use
the notational convention r7 to indicate that ri is in some sense the complement of r,-. Finally,
the row 'Anaphoric links' indicates which clauses are anaphorically related where x/y indicates
that clause y is anaphorically related to clause x.
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Ex. Linguistic structure Disc. Relation Logical structure Anaphoric Links
a ->1 unless 2 rl(P,Q) = ~*P —*■ •-1(2,1) 1/4, 2/3

->3 so -A idem r1(3,4)
b 1 if 2 r2(P, <?) = -,(/» A-<?) r2(2,1) 1/4, 2/3

3 but —A. 72(P,Q) = (PA^Q) 72(3,4)
d if 1, 2 r3(P,Q) = P-+Q r3(l,2) 1/3, 2/4

if —>3, ->4 73(P,Q) = 73(3,4)

Examples (6.22b) and (6.22d) sire cases where the CDSs are related by contrast whereas (6.22a)
is a case of parallelism between CDS. The notion of logical structure underlying the table is

only meant to illustrate the point that some semantic parallelism occurs between antecedent
and anaphoric CDS. Let us now consider cases where the internal relation involved is symmetric
as given in (6.22c), (6.22e) and (6.22f).

Ex. Linguistic structure Disc. Relation Logical structure Anaphoric Links

c -"1 and 2 r4(P, Q) = ~<P A Q **4(1,2) 1/4, 2/3
-i3 and 4 idem ••4(3,4)

f 1 and 2 and 3 r5(P, Q, O) =PAQ/\0 •"5(1,2,3) 1/4, 2/5, 3/6
->4 and ->5 and ->6 r5(P, Q, O) = ~>P A —<Q A —O 75(4,5,6)

e 1 and 2 and 3 r5 r5(l,2,3) 1/5, 2/6, 3/4
->4 and ->5 and S r5 75(4,5,6)

Here examples (6.22c) is a case of parallelism between complex discourse segments whereas

(6.22f) and (6.22e) are cases of contrast.

These two tables provide more support for the informal hypothesis proposed above that the
relation of parallelism holding between the two CDSs propagates down the discourse tree to the
subconstituents in the sense where each subconstituent of the first CDS is anaphorically related
to the subconstituent of the other CDS which plays the same logical role in the logical structure
of the CDS. This is best illustrated by a diagram. Consider for instance example (6.22a). We can

represent the various relations holding between the different parts of discourse by the diagram
in Figure 6.6.

This diagram shows a simplified discourse tree in which integers stands for discourse segments
and capital letters (A, B ...) indicate the argument role filled by this particular discourse

segment. For instance, the leftmost node of the tree is labelled 1b which means that the
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NESTING

parallel((l,2),(3,4))

(1,2) (3,4)

Figure 6.6: Discourse tree for example (5.18a).

semantics of the first discourse segment covers the second argument role of the relation (iq)
structuring 1 and 2 into the complex discourse segment (1,2). The curved links between basic
discourse segments indicate anaphoric links. The important point here is that (i) the two VPE
clauses aire contained within a complex discourse segment (3,4) which is parallel to another CDS

i.e, (1,2) and (ii) anaphoric links only obtain between segments which cover the same argument
role with respect to ri (2 and 3 cover the A-role of j*i whereas 1 and 4 cover the B-role).

Using this representation scheme, the two other cases of multiples VPE involving non-symmetric
relations (i.e, (6.22b) and (6.22d)) can be pictured as in Figure 6.7 and 6.8, where Figure 6.7
illustrates another case of nesting type dependencies between ellipses and antecedents whereas

Figure 6.8 shows a case of crossing.

Similarly, the symmetric cases can be represented as shown in Figure 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11.

To conclude, it seems that some notion of mapping between CDSs is required to account for

the facts just described about multiple VPEs. In the present grammar such a notion can be

implemented at the level of attentional structure defined by the notion of anaphoric potential.

Suppose that the universe of each subconstituent is percolated up to the top node of each CDS

together with the name of the argument to which it corresponds. Then categories can refer to
this information to encode constraints on VPE resolution. For instance, the category associated

((1,2),(3,4)))
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((1'2)'(3'4»)
HrOTUIPNESTING

contrast((l,2),(3,4))

Discourse tree for example (5.18b).Figure 6.7:

((1.2),(3,4)))
CROSSING

contrast((l,2),(3,4))

Figure 6.8: Discourse tree for example (5.18d).
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Figure 6.9: Discourse tree for example (5.18c).

((1,2),(3,4»)
NESTING

parallel((ll2),(3,4))(lf2)>(3f4))

Figure 6.10: Discourse tree for (5.18f).

CROSSING

contrast((l,2),(3,4))
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(1,2(3),4)

((1,2(3),4),(5,6,7)))) MIXED

contrast((l,2),(3,4))

Figure 6.11: Discourse tree for example (5.18e).

with the discourse relation of parallelism could specify that when the relation scopes over CDSs,
the anaphoric potential of each subconstituent in the rightmost CDS equals the universe of the

corresponding subconstituent in the leftmost CDS.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, I have given some motivation for claiming that VPE resolution is constrained by
the structure of discourse. I proceeded by assuming a general framework for discourse analysis
derived from [Polanyi/Scha 1984]. With regard to VPE resolution, the core of the analysis is that
discourse structure and not linguistic structure, defines what VPs are available for anaphoric
reference at any point in a discourse. Once some general assumptions are made about the nature
of discourse structure and on how this new notion of structure influences discourse anaphora,
the data listed in section 5.1 to illustrate some unsolved puzzles about VPE resolution can be

explained.

A caveat is in order here. Because I do not develop a discourse grammar as such, I cannot claim
that constraints on VPE resolution fall out of the theory which would be embodied in such a

grammar. More specifically, the main shortcoming of the proposed analysis is that it crucially
relies on the notion of discourse relation and that this notion is given no formal content. I
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believe this is unavoidable given the state of the art within discourse theory. Nevertheless, I

hope to have given a reasonably convincing account of why it is reasonable to think that VPE
resolution may be constrained by discourse structure.



Chapter 7

Computation

One of the motivations for choosing a unification-based grammar as a linguistic framework is
that is easily implementable and that it allows for syntax and semantics to operate in parallel.
In this chapter, I first discuss existing computational treatments of ellipsis and show that none
of them account for the various linguistic constraints on VP and verbal ellipsis discussed in
this thesis. I then go on to show how the analysis of ellipsis presented in this thesis can be

implemented within a system where most of the syntactic and semantic constraints discussed in

chapter 3, 4 and 5 are accounted for. In conclusion, I compare the proposed approach with the

systems described in the first part of the chapter, discuss its advantages and shortcomings, and

point to directions for further research.

7.1 Existing algorithms for ellipsis resolution

Computational approaches to ellipsis resolution fall into two main classes: a first class which
concentrates on the syntax and semantics of ellipsis, which I will refer to as the 'linguistic

approach', and a second class which is more concerned with the role of pragmatics in ellipsis
resolution and which I will refer to as the 'pragmatic approach'. With regard to the specific

problem of VP and verbal ellipsis resolution, three main approaches can be distinguished which
either provide an account of at least one of these phenomena, or could be adapted to do so. These
are described in [Webber 1978; Allen/Perrault 1978; Robinson 1981] — Webber's is a linguistic

185
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approach and the other two are pragmatic approaches. In this section, I briefly review these

approaches, whilst in the next section, I compare them with the type of approach I propose.

7.1.1 Pragmatic approaches

[Allen/Perrault 1978]: A pragmatic approach based on modelling goals

Allen and Perrault [1978] develop a model of dialogue understanding which handles ellipses that
cannot be resolved on the basis of purely linguistic information. The main idea here is that

knowledge of the speaker's goal is crucial for language processing. For instance, if I am in a

railway station and somebody asks me the following question:

(7.1) The 3.15 train to Windsor?

then I can infer from my knowledge about trains that the goal of the speaker is to know where the
3.15 train to Windsor leaves from. I can therefore reinterpret the question in (7.1) as meaning
What platform does the 3.15 train to Windsor leave from? Thus, by knowing about the goals of
the utterer, I can make the necessary inference to correctly interpret an elliptical sentence.

An interesting aspect of Allen and Perrault's analysis is that it does not deny the role of syntax
and semantics in resolving ellipsis. Rather, it takes pragmatics to be an efficient means of

restricting the search space of possible alternatives for ellipsis resolution. Another attractive

point of this system concerns the integration of pragmatic information. With regard to VP

ellipsis, an interesting issue would be to investigate whether the goal planning process underlying
Allen and Perrault's analysis could be used to help resolve cases of VPE in which the a-clause

does not precede the e-clause. For instance, consider the discourse in (7.2).

(7.2) I am [yp, trying to [yp3 get the 4.15 to London]]. If I do t>i, will I be there by 6?

Here knowledge of the speaker's goal could be used for resolution. This goal is indicated in
the last clause where the speaker indirectly expresses his wish to be in London by 6. Given
this goal, it is reasonable to assume that the VP ellipsis 02 resolve to VPi (i.e., get the \.15 to

London) rather than to VPi (i.e., try to get the 4.15 to London). With respect to the analysis
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developed in chapter 6, an interesting issue raised by Allen and Perrault's approach is then,
whether the goal-based approach could be used to explain the constraints on VPE resolution
observed in chapter 6, section 6.1; and further, whether such an approach should either replace
or complement a discourse grammar type approach.

On the problematic side, there are two main criticisms which can be levelled against Allen and
Perrault's approach. Firstly, although they acknowledge the role of syntax and semantics in
natural language processing, it remains unclear from their paper just how syntax and semantics
interact with pragmatics. Secondly, it seems (although they do not go into great details about
the linguistic part of their system) that the linguistic component of their system is somewhat
rudimentary. As a result, it seems unlikely that most of the linguistic constraints on VP and
verbal ellipsis discussed in this thesis can be accounted for. In particular, it is unclear first,
how semantic phenomena such as sloppy identity and the alphabetic variance constraint can
be implemented and second, whether the syntactic constraints (e.g., missing head restriction,

major constituent restriction etc.) regulating VPE and gapping can be accounted for.

[Robinson 1981]: A pragmatic approach based on modelling focus

In [Robinson 1981], an approach is presented which reduces the search space for verb phrase
referents by using the notion of focus developed in [Sidner 1979]. The idea behind using this
notion of focus is that among the set of possible antecedents produced by a given discourse, some
are more salient than others and therefore more likely to be anaphorically linked to some anaphor
in subsequent discourse. Sidner developed em algorithm which given a piece of discourse, predicts
an ordered list of discourse foci: these indicate in a preferential order the potential antecedents
available for subsequent anaphors.

Robinson combines the notion of focus with that of task structure. The system she develops
acts as an expert assistant participating in a dialogue about assembling an air compressor.

The task structure of this specific domain is used to support natural language processing. It is
modeled using a tree representing the relations obtaining between tasks and subtasks (dominance
indicates that the mother node is a task whose accomplishment depends on the realization of

the subtasks labelling the daughters nodes; precedence indicates the temporal ordering between

tasks). This tree is then used as a top-down constraint when searching for the place in the

dialogue structure where an utterance fits, and establishing the referent of anaphoric expressions.
Each node in the tree is associated with an action schema which specifies the participants of that
action as well as the preconditions for and the effect of performing the action. Sidner's notion
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of focus is incorporated in the system in that each node in the tree is associated with a given
focus space which is then used to resolve anaphora: the current focus is that associated with the
node corresponding to the immediate next step in the task plan. Essentially, the focus shifts
with the task being discussed. Any object referred to anaphorically in the discourse is likely to
be in the list of foci available at that point in the task structure. Robinson refers to focus and
task structure constraints as contextual constraints. The system also allows for syntactic and
semantic constraints (called utterance constraints) to be used bottom-up while searching for an

appropriate antecedent.

Robinson's system is attractive in that it allows for the integration of task structure, focus
structure and some syntactic and semantic knowledge. However, as in the Allen and Perrault

treatment, the main problem is that the role played by the linguistic component is rather
minimal. In effect, utterance constraints use linguistic knowledge to guide the search. For

instance, if the ellipsis is in the present tense and progressive aspect then the referent must
be provided by an action in the goal plan which has been previously mentioned but only just
started. By contrast, if the ellipsis is in the past tense, the most recent direct goal will be checked
first. As these examples illustrate, the nature and use of the linguistic knowledge embodied in
Robinson's system are somewhat idiosyncratic and again, it is unlikely that the system can be
extended to account for such fine-grained constraints as are discussed in the present thesis.

7.1.2 A linguistic approach

Webber [1978] proposes a unified account of the resolution of various types of discourse anaphora

including definite NPs, pronominal anaphora, one-anaphora and VP ellipsis. One characteristics
of the system she proposes is that it is serial. That is, resolution is taken to proceed in a

production line fashion where several stages are necessary for completing the task and these

stages have to be realized in a given order. More specifically, Webber's system comprises four
successive processing stages, which can be summarised as follows.

Stage 1: The incoming sentence is input to the parser, which returns a phrase-structure tree

for this sentence.

Stage 2: This phrase-structure tree is then input to a first interpreter, called the level 1

interpreter, which produces a semantic representation for the sentence using information both
from the parse tree and from the lexicon. This first semantic representation (called the level
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1 interpretation) is an intermediate representation in the sense that it does not contain all the
information necessary for resolving anaphora.

Stage 3: The level 1 interpretation is mapped into a level 2 interpretation where pronouns,

definite NPs, quantifier scope and elided VPs are resolved. This provides the basis for the

construction (in stage 4) of a discourse model, which Webber takes to be central to anaphora
resolution: this discourse model contains a record of the entities that a discourse or text makes

available for anaphoric reference.

Stage 4: The level 2 interpretation is used to create the entities evoked by the input sentence;
these will then be used for resolving anaphora occurring in subsequent discourse.

In this system, then, anaphora are resolved by searching the discourse model for an appropriate

entity where appropriateness depends on the type of anaphor to be resolved. With respect to VP

ellipsis, Webber lists ten conventions which she claims must be observed to derive all and only
the appropriate entities for a given instance of VP ellipsis. The most important ones are that
the antecedent of the VPE must be a property-type discourse entity, and that the subject of the
elided VP should fill the same logical role with respect to the ellipsis trigger as the trigger's own

subject. The latter restriction is added to ensure that the voice of the ellipsis is the same as that
of the antecedent. Note also that sloppy/strict ambiguities are dealt with in the transition from
level 1 to level 2 interpretation, whereby any pronoun appearing in the antecedent VP which

is anaphorically related to the subject NP will trigger the formation of two discourse entities:
one property in which the pronoun is represented as a bound variable, and another where it is

coreferential with the subject NP.

The main criticism that can be leveled against Webber's analysis concerns the serial architecture
of the system. The argument is both linguistic and psycholinguistic. From the psycholinguis¬
ts perspective, we have already seen that there is some evidence for thinking that language

processing is an incremental process involving the concurrent action of several sources of in¬
formation (cf. [Swinney 1979; Marslen-Wilson/Tyler 1980 and Altmann 1986]). In particular,
there is some evidence that syntax and semantics operate in a parallel rather than in a serial

fashion. From the linguistic point of view, the main problem is that syntax and semantics are

completely dissociated from each other. But as we have seen (cf. chapter 3, 4 and 5), there
are many cases of VP ellipsis where the correlation between syntax and semantics cannot be

neglected. For instance, in the case of pseudo-gapping or of antecedent contained deletion, the
antecedent must be a VP 'missing' an NP (either because of the linguistic context in which the
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VPE appears as in the case of pseudo-gapping, or because of a syntactically controlled gap as

in the case of antecedent contained deletion). In this case, the semantics of the ellipsis will be
a relation rather than a property. The important point is that the appropriate relation must be
identified on syntactic grounds: it must be the semantics of a VP missing an NP, not say of a
sentence missing an NP. More generally, the serial use of syntax and semantics makes it hard to

imagine how Webber's approach might be extended to deal with gapping, where the interplay
of syntax with semantics is particularly strong.

7.2 A UCG-based approach to ellipsis resolution

The main shortcomings of the systems just described can be summarised as follows. In Webber's

system, very little is said about the role of pragmatics and the serial architecture of the system

is linguistically and psychologically implausible. In the two pragmatic systems, the role of

syntax and semantics is under-specified and the interaction of these modules with pragmatics
is minimal. But as we have seen, one of the main characteristics of verbal and VP ellipsis is

precisely that syntax, semantics and pragmatics all interact to determine the acceptability and
the resolution of ellipses. Moreover, there is psychological evidence that the human sentence

processing mechanism use semantic information well before the end of a sentence. This suggests

that an incremental, multi-level process of interpretation is taking place in which the various
levels of linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge concur to assign the utterance an appropriate

meaning. Now as mentioned in chapter 2, one of the motivations for adopting a unification-
based grammar as a linguistic framework is that it allows for such a multi-level process to be
modeled on a computer. In what follows, I show how the linguistic analysis of gapping and VPE

proposed in this thesis cam be implemented — I proceed by first giving a general overview of the

algorithm determining ellipsis resolution. To illustrate the workings of this algorithm, I then
run through a simple example1.

7.2.1 Resolution

A computational treatment of VP and verbal ellipsis should fulfill two tasks. Firstly, it should

implement the various linguistic constraints regulating the distribution of these ellipses (this
determines the acceptability of ellipses). Secondly, it should provide a mechanism by which el-

1A more detailed description of the PROLOQ implementation of UOQ and the resolver is given in the Appendix.
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lipses will be resolved (this determines the interpretation of ellipses). Traditionally in linguistics,
these two tasks are kept separate: linguistic constraints are viewed as being part of the linguistic

knowledge (or competence) of native speakers, whereas the resolution process is seen as part of a
more general process (or performance) by which speakers make use of their linguistic knowledge.
So far, I have mainly been concerned with describing the linguistic constraints regulating the
distribution of VP and verbal ellipsis and with modelling the speaker's competence. Here, I turn
to model her performance, that is, I describe the process by which competence is used. One of
the characteristics of the implementation I propose is that it respects the theoretical separation
made in linguistics between performance and competence: whereas the grammar encodes the

competence of an idealised speaker, the resolver implements her performance. The remainder
of this section describes this resolver.

It should be clear from chapter 6 that VPE is a discourse phenomenon. Similarly, gapping is
shown in chapter 3, section 3.1.1 to occur across speakers in discourse. In other words, both
VPE and gapping can be viewed as discourse phenomena. Thus here I take the view that ellipsis
resolution is part of the discourse parsing process. This raises the question of how discourse

parsing is defined. Ideally, discourse parsing, like sentence parsing, should be a process by which
the linguistic knowledge embodied in the (discourse) grammar is put to use with respect to a

given string. That is, given a discourse grammar DG and an input string String, the parser

should assign a categorial structure to Siring, that reflects the linguistic knowledge encapsulated
in the grammar. However, as discussed at length in chapter 6, I do not develop a discourse

grammar as such (rather I make some general assumptions about discourse structure and its
interaction with anaphora resolution on the basis of which, I then proceed to give a tentative

explanation of constraints on VPE resolution). So, in implementing a resolver for VP and verbal

ellipsis, I do not model discourse structure. This means that the intuitive explanation of VPE
resolution developed in chapter 6 is not integrated in the resolver. Given this caveat, the basic

algorithm for VP and verbal ellipsis resolution can then be described as follows.

For each discourse segment DS{ with UCG category Signj, the discourse parser will have con¬

structed a discourse edge Edgei of the form [S,-, E,, Sign{, Tree,] where 5,- and E{ specifies the

starting and the ending vertices of the edge and Tree,- is the derivation tree associated by the

grammar with J9S,-.

Given a pair of discourse segments DS\ and DS2 with edges Edge 1 and Edge2 respectively, the
basic resolution algorithm is as follows. First, the anaphoric status of each edge is assessed.
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• If DS\ is a sentence and DSj contains a VP ellipsis, then resolve(£Jdyei, Edge^, vpe).

• Otherwise, if DS\ is a subordinated sentence which contains a VP ellipsis and £>S2 is a

sentence, then resolve(£,dye2l Edgt\, vpe).

• Otherwise, if DSi is a sentence and Z)S2 contains a gapped clause then resolve(£'dyei,
Edge2, gapping).

• Otherwise, resume discourse parsing.

The first two clauses deal with cases where a VP ellipsis is part either of the second or of
the first string. The second case caters for cases of backward anaphora, where the backward

anaphora constraint mentioned in chapter 6, section 6.1, must be enforced (hence the additional
restriction that the VPE clause must a subordinate clause; alternatively, if a 'real' discourse

grammar were used, this restriction could follow from the linguistic information associated with

subordinating words such as and when). The third clause deals with cases of gapping. The

predicate tesol\e(Edgea, Edgee, AnaphorType) is then defined as follows.

• If AnaphorType = vpe and Signa:disgap = VP„, then (1) define the three functions V,
V~l and V. as indicated in chapter 4, section 4.2.2 and (2) unify VPa with some VP in
the derivation tree of the a-clause.

• If AnaphorType = gapping and Signe:sem = and(Sema,lZ(Seme)), then (1) define the
three functions T>, Z>-1 and V. as indicated in chapter 4, section 4.2.2, (2) substitute the

categories of the gapping remnants into the derivation tree of the a-clause thus yielding a

tree (Treet) for DSe, and (3) unify Seme with the semantics of the UCG sign associated
with the mother node of Treet.

• Otherwise fail.

7.2.2 A sample derivation

In this section, I run through some simple examples and show how gapping and VP ellipsis are

analysed within the framework developed in the preceding chapters. The aim here is to give a

clearer picture of how the different sources of linguistic information interact to determine the

acceptability and the interpretation of an ellipsis. That is, the examples are meant to illustrate

first, how the various linguistic constraints regulating VP and verbal ellipsis interact within
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the present grammar and second, how resolution occurs. I start with an example involving VP

Ellipsis. As we have seen, there awe both syntactic and semantic constraints on the distribution of
VP ellipsis. At the syntactic level, the voice and the aspect of the antecedent VP must obey the

requirements set by the auxiliary contained in the e-clause; on the semantic level, the semantic

representation of the ellipsis must be an alphabetic variant of the semantic representation of the

antecedent. Furthermore, this semantic representation must be reconstructed from the semantic

representation of the antecedent VP via the resolution function R. From the resolution point
of view, the antecedent VP must be part of the derivation tree of a clause which is related by
some discourse relation to the e-clause. How is all this implemented? Consider the following

example:

(7.3) Jon is running but Peter is not.

First, the discourse parser will split this sentence into three sub-parts: Jon is running, but and
Peter is not. The corresponding edges will be added to the discourse chart and resolution will
occur when the edge for but Peter is not is combined with the edge for Jon is running. To see

how the various constraints mentioned in the preceding paragraph are implemented, consider the

signs associated with the various parts of the discourse. The sign for the auxiliary is occurring
in the e-clause is as indicated in (7.4)2.

2For simplicity, the MCD attribute introduced in chapter 3, section 3.1.2 is ignored here and in the following

examples. Furthermore, to account for tense, aspect and modality, I modify the icm attribute to include the
relevant attributes. The idea here is that following [Fenstadt tt a/, 1985], we can think of a feature structure as

yielding a schema from which the semantics of the corresponding string can be derived (rather than its semantic

representation per te)
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pho : is

synt: s[VOICE]/

pho : Phol

synt: up

sem formula : Seal

order: Orderl

aspect: progzessiTe

tense : present

modality : X

formula : S&al CR(Sea2) )

pho : X

synt: s [VOICE] \MP

disgap :

aspect: progressive

tense: X

modality: X

formula : Sea2

order: X

order: X

This sign encodes most of the linguistic constraints on VPE summarised above: it requires

first, that the antecedent VP bears an aspectual feature which is compatible with the auxiliary
is i.e., progressive (this is encoded through the path equation sem.disgap = progressive);
second, that the voice of the antecedent VP be identical with the voice of the VP in the e-clause

(synl:voice — sem:disgap:sem:voice)\ and third, that the category of the antecedent VP be S\NP
(sem. disgap.synt = s [VOICE] \IP). From the semantic point of view, the only constraint is that
the semantics of the VPE be 7Z(Sem2) where Sem2 is the semantics of the antecedent VP.
That is, the semantic representation of the ellipsis must be reconstructed from the semantic

representation of the antecedent. Nothing is said about the alphabetic variance constraint. This
is because as we have seen in chapter 5, this constraint falls out of the semantics and thus need

not be implemented at the representational level. To complete the implementation therefore,
it would be necessary to implement a DlLj interpreter which would check whether discourses
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can be assigned a truth-value. In cases where the alphabetic variance constraint is violated,

interpretation would fail and the sentence rejected as ungrammatical.

The signs for the a-clause Jon is running and the connective but are as represented in (7.5) and
(7.6).

pho : jon + is + running

synt: s [active]

aspect: progressive

tense : present

modality: _L

formula : {dl/j}run(j)

disgap : J.

order: X

(7.5)

pho : but

synt : sent/

pho : Phol pho : Pho2

synt: s
^ synt: a

sem : Seal sem : Sea2

order: post order: pare

sem.formula : but (Seal ,Sea2)

order: QrderF

Assuming that the edge for but combines with the edge for Peter is not, we then get the following

sign for the string but Peter is not:
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pho : but + Peter -f is + not

synt: »[active]

aspect: progressive

tense : present

modality: X

formula : XP.{p/d^}P(j>)(TL(Sem2))

pho : X

synt: b [VOICE]/EP
sem :

disgap :

aspect: progressive

tense: X

modality: X

formula : Sem2

order : X

order : X

Next, the edge for Jon is running combines with the edge for but peter is not and at this stage

resolution occurs. Two tasks need to be performed: first, the parallelism between a-- and e-clause
must be established (to account for the possibility of a sloppy interpretation in the e-clause) and
second, the antecedent VP must be identified. According to chapter 6, the antecedent VP must

occur in a discourse segment which is related by some discourse relation to the a-clause. However,
as already mentioned in section 7.2.1, this part of the analysis is not implemented because the
theoretical foundations needed for determining which discourse relations hold between which

segments are still too vague. Hence here I make the simplifying assumption that the a-clause

immediately precedes the e-clause and the antecedent VP is any VP in the derivation tree of

the a-clause which satisfies the requirements set by the disgap attribute. In the present case,

this means that the antecedent will be the VP running with semantics Sem-z = Xx.run(x). V
and R are then defined on the basis of the two derivation trees associated with the a- and the

e-clause respectively. Once these two tasks have been performed, the semantic representation

XP.{d2/p}P(d2)(R(Sem2)) of the e-clause can be obtained. In this particular case, it will be:

{d2/p}run(d2).
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Gapping is treated in much the same way. Suppose that the string to analyze is as in (7.8).

(7.8) Jon likes Sarah and Peter Mary.

Then, the three basic discourse edges will cover Jon likes Sarah, and and Peter Mary respectively.
On application of the product rule, the sign associated with Peter Mary will be as in (7.9).

(7.9)

pho : Peter

synt : np

sem : peter

order: Orderl

pho : Kary

synt: np

sem : nary

order: Qrder2

The sign for and which can combine with such category is thus the sign given in (3.33) repeated
here for convenience.

pho : and

synt : b/

pho :Phol

synt :s

sem : Seal

order: post

sem : and(Se*l ,P (Sen2))

order: Order

/x>-

where Sem2 is some unknown semantics which will be provided by the resolver (and is in effect,
the semantics of the sign associated with the mother node of the reconstructed tree for the

e-clause).

On application of the rule of functional application, the edge for and will combine with the edge
for Peter Mary and the resulting edge will then combine with the edge covering the a^clause Jon
likes Sarah. Again at this stage, parallelism is established and R is defined. Furthermore, the

principles regulating the construction of derivation trees require that the categories associated
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with the gapping remnants be substituted into the tree of the a-clause, or a-tree. In so doing,
the syntactic constraints on gapping are checked and the semantics Sem2 needed by the resolver
for assigning an interpretation to the e-clause is recovered. The semantics 71 {Semi) can then
be computed so the meaning of (7.8) will be Jon likes Sarah and Peter likes Mary.

This concludes the illustration of how the different sources of information are made to interact

within the present framework. The next section points to various shortcomings in the imple¬
mentation and outlines some future directions for research.

7.2.3 Shortcomings and comparison with other approaches

In comparison with the systems described in section 7.1, a first advantage of the approach I

propose is that it yields a very fine-grained linguistic analysis of VP and verbal ellipsis. In

particular, it accounts for syntactic constraints on gapping such as the missing head restriction
and the major constituent constraint, it yields a general treatment of sloppy identity and it
can cater for donkey anaphors (because the semantics is a dynamic one). With the exception of

sloppy identity, all of these phenomena are ignored by the systems described in 7.1. Furthermore,

although sloppy identity is dealt with in Webber's system, this is done along lines inspired from

[Sag 1980], which as discussed in chapter 4, section 4.2.3, is too restrictive (in particular, Sag's
and consequently, Webber's approach cannot deal with sloppy identity involving gapping).

A second advantage of the present approach is that being based on a monostratal grammar, it
allows for language processing to be an incremental, multi-dimensional process rather than a

serial one. Consider Webber's system for instance. As we have seen in section 7.1.2, Webber's

system encompasses four distinct stages. First [stage 1), the input string is parsed and a syntactic
tree is produced. Second (stage 2), a level 1 interpretation is derived from this syntactic tree.
Third (stage 3), the level 1 interpretation is transformed into a level 2 interpretation whereby
this transformation ensures that VPE, pronouns, definite NPs and ambiguous quantifier scoping
are resolved. Finally (stage 4), the level 2 interpretation is used to update the current discourse
model with some new discourse entities which will then be used for the resolution of subsequent

anaphors. Now, in the present approach these four stages are conflated into two: the parsing

process and the resolution process. That is, because a multi-level grammar is used, parsing
ensures that in effect the first two stages (syntactic and semantic analysis) are conflated into
one. Resolution, which occurs at parsing time, implements the third stage (transformation from
level 1 to level 2 interpretation) and because a dynamic semantics is used, stage 4 can also
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be dispensed with (though admittedly, the semantics used cannot deal with as many types of

anaphors as Webber's system can). Besides considerations of elegance and transparence, the
maun advantages of the more 'compact' type of approach to resolution permitted by a monstratal

grammar, there aire, ais already mentioned in section 7.1.2, two main motivations for adopting
such ain approach: first, it is psychologically more plausible and second, it is linguisticadly more

adequate.

This is not to say, that the present approach resolve all problems. There are in fact several

important shortcomings here. A first, most flaigrant, shortcoming is that nothing is said about
the role of pragmatic knowledge in generad and of discourse structure in particular. As we have
seen in chapter 6, this sort of knowledge is particularly cruciad in accounting for constraiints on

VP and verbal ellipsis. Although, little work has been done to date on integrating pragmatic

knowledge into unification-based grammars, some progress has been achieved in this direction
which are described in [Elhadad 1990]. A possible further direction for research then would be
to investigate how ideas from Elhaidaid could be used to augment the present implementation
with such pragmatic knowledge as is needed for the treatment of ellipsis. With respect to VPE
more particularly, another possible direction would be to adopt Polanyi's discourse grammar

(cf. [Polanyi/Scha 1984]) and extend it to account for the discourse constraints on VP ellipsis
observed in chapter 6 (with the caveats made in chapter 6, which is that the account of discourse
relations provided by Polanyi and Scha is still somewhat rudimentary).

Knowledge about intonation also plays a major role in the interpretation of gapped clauses (cf.
[Kuno 1976; Sag 1980 and Steedman 1989]). Again this raises the question of how knowledge
about prosody could be integrated into the present framework. Here work by [Bird 1990] and

[Scobbie 1991] indicates that attribute-value grammars can be made to integrate such knowledge.
It would be interesting to examine whether their work can be used to account for the complex
interactions of intonation, syntax, semantics and pragmatics which characterises gapping.

Thus in general, a direction for further research regarding computation would be to investigate
how various linguistic and non-linguistic sources erf" information can be made to interact with an

attribute-value grammar such as UCG(2).
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Conclusion

In this thesis, I have examined in some detail two elliptical constructs: VP ellipsis on the one

hand, and gapping on the other. As was the aim, I have developed a UCg(2) based analysis for
these two phenomena which accounts for a reasonable range of data. In conclusion, I would like
to take stock first of what has been achieved and second, of what has remained unsolved.

The results achieved by this thesis can be summarised as follows. Firstly, gapping and VPE have
been shown to be subject to constraints from different linguistic levels. While the main emphasis
has been on describing the role of syntax and semantics, the importance of pragmatics has also
been addressed (though to a much lesser degree). Furthermore, I have shown that whereas

syntax plays a crucial role in determining gapping acceptability (cf. chapter 3, section 3.1.2),
VPE is more affected by semantics (cf. chapter 5). Similarly, I have given some evidence for
the claim that whilst VPE resolution is constrained mainly by discourse structure (cf. chapter

6), the interpretation of gapping is mostly affected by processing and intonational factors (cf.
chapter 3, section 3.1.3). In short, I have presented a range of facts which taken together all
point towards some essential differentiation between VPE and gapping.

Secondly, I have shown how ucg(2) could be extended to deal with VPE and gapping. From the
syntactic point of view, I have indicated how the categorial syntax embodied in ucg(2) could
be extended to cover these two constructs. The question of how this approach compares with
other existing approaches to gapping and VPE is discussed at length in sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.3

respectively. From the semantic point of view, I have investigated the issue of how a dynamic

200
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semantics could be used to determine the interpretation of VPE and gapping thus highlighting
two facts. First, a dynamic semantics allows for Sag's alphabetical variance constraint on VPE
to simply fall out of the model theory; any syntactic check on the semantic representation is
thus made unnecessary. Second, the discourse information modeled by a dynamic semantics
introduces further constraints on the interpretation process which need to be taken into account

when developing a proposal for interpreting elliptical constructs. That is, the proposal must
take care that the information about discourse entities introduced by the a-clause is not lost

when processing the semantics of the e-clause.

Thirdly, I have given a tentative explanation of how discourse structure constrains VPE resolu¬
tion.

Fourthly, I have developed an implementation which first, reflects the content of the theoretical

analysis developed in this thesis and second, indicates how the implementation of UCG(2) could
be extended to cover gapping and VP ellipsis.

In the remainder of this chapter, I would like to discuss two questions which have not been
addressed so far (or have only been partially addressed). First, how do VPE and gapping relate
to each other? And further, how do VPE and gapping relate to other types of anaphors/ellipses?
This question is addressed in section 8.1. The second question I would like to consider is that
of remaining problems and directions for further research: What are the shortcomings of the

present approach? What should be revised? What should be extended? etc. This question is
discussed in section 8.2.

8.1 Ellipses and anaphors

In this thesis, I have studied in detail the linguistic constraints regulating verbal and VP ellipsis
and proposed a unification-based, monostratal analysis of both phenomena. I have argued that

although semantically, VPE and gapping have a lot in common, syntactically they are very

different: whereas VPE involves no particular syntactic treatment, gapping on the contrary

requires a treatment which is very special to this construction. This difference raises the obvious

question: is there any justification for treating VPE and gapping differently? Or put another

way, what is the crucial distinction which is to explain the diverging properties (cf. sections 3.1.1
and 3.2.1) characteristic of the two types ofellipsis, and the resulting differences in their syntactic
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treatment? This naturally leads to a more general interrogation about the nature of VPE and

gapping that is, the question of how VPE and gapping relate to other types of anaphors such
as stripping, sentential-it, this-anaphora and pronominal anaphora. In this section, I propose a

classification of anaphors which gives some explanation first of why VPE and gapping behave

differently and second, of how VPE and gapping relate to other types of anaphora.

Two classification schemes for anaphors which include VPE and gapping are given in [Han-
kamer/Sag 1976; Sag/Hankamer 1984] on the one hand,1 and [Chao 1987] on the other.

Hankamer and Sag (henceforth, HS for short) argue for a typology which is based on the in¬
terpretive properties of anaphors. They distinguish between two types of anaphors: those that
reference linguistic objects on the one hand and those that reference 'more general sorts of men¬
tal representations' on the other. In other words, there are anaphors which must reference a

linguistic constituent and those that need not do. The latter they call deep (or model interpre¬

tive) anaphor, the former, surface anaphor (or ellipsis). HS further argue that this fundamental
dichotomy explains why distinct types of anaphors have distinct properties. More specifically,

they make the following claims:

Surface anaphors (VPE, sluicing, gapping, stripping) may not be pragmatically controlled:
they require a linguistic antecedent. Their interpretation is determined by reference to

the linguistic representation associated with the antecedent. This explains first, why sur¬

face anaphors typically require a certain parallelism in syntactic form between anaphor
and antecedent and second, why they exhibit the missing antecedent phenomenon (see

[Grinder/Postal 1971; Bresnan 1971]).

Deep anaphors (pronominal anaphora, sentential-if, null complement anaphora (NCA)) may
be pragmatically controlled2. Their interpretation is determined by reference to the inter¬

pretation of the antecedent i.e, some semantic object in the discourse model constructed

by the discourse participants. As a result, the interpretation of a deep anaphor does not

need to refer to any representation of the antecedent expression, be it syntactic or seman¬
tic. This explains why deep anaphors are subject neither to syntactic nor to semantic

1[Schachter 1977] and [Williams 1977b] contend that the classification proposed in [Hankamer/Sag 1976]
is inadequate but as pointed out in [Sag/Hankamer 1984], [Hankamer 1978] counters [Schachter 1977] while
William's proposal is shown to be untenable in [Sag 1979],

2HS describes as 'pragmatically controlled' (or deictic) any anaphor whose interpretation depends not on some

linguistic antecedent, but on some aspect of the nonlinguistic environment. For instance, a deictic pronoun is a

pragmatic anaphor.
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constraints3.

HS's classification is summarised in the following table:

DEEP anaphor SURFACE anaphor

Anaphors

Defining

property

Pronouns, S-it, NCA

may be

pragmatically controlled

VPE, sluicing, gapping, stripping

requires a linguistic antecedent

While on the whole HS's classification is rather convincing (for a detailed argumentation of their
claims, see in particular [Hankamer/Sag 1976]), their analysis leaves two questions unanswered.
The first question is: Why do VPE and gapping have very different syntactic properties ?

(for instance, the syntactic distribution of a VPE clause relative to its e-clause is freer than
that of a gapped clause). The second question is: Why is it possible for a VPE to have sin

inferred antecedent whereas this is impossible for a gapped clause? (Cases of VPE with inferred
antecedent are given in (8.2) further below).

Now consider Chao's analysis. Like HS, Chao proposes a dichotomic classification for anaphors.
Unlike HS however, this dichotomy is not based on the way in which distinct types of anaphors
are interpreted. Rather, Chao's proposal is based on a syntactic distinction: that of whether or
not the anaphor has a syntactic head4. Chao further argues that this dichotomy explains why
the two groups of anaphors have distinct structural, distributional and interpretive properties.
In particular, she claims that headless anaphors, notated H~, display a property cluster which is

typical of anaphors (in the GB sense of the term) whereas H+ anaphors exhibit properties which
make them more like pronominals. Briefly, these properties are as follows. First, in H~ ellipses,
the missing material can be characterised in terms of discontinuous strings of constituents. This
contrasts with H+ ellipsis where the missing material must always be defined as a single syntactic
constituent. Second, whereas H+ ellipses are not subject to strong syntactic constraints (such
as syntactic parallelism of a- and e-clause), H- ellipses Eire. This is to be expected if H~ ellipses
are thought of as patterning with anaphors since the latter require a local syntactic antecedent.

Third, in case of H+ ellipsis, the ellipsis may precede (backward anaphora) or contain (antecedent
contained deletion) the antecedent. This is not true of H~ ellipses and again is characteristic of

pronominals rather than anaphors. Chao's classification can be summarised as follows:
3Here, a semantic constraint is to be understood as a constraint on the semantic representation of a particular

linguistic object, not as a model theoretic constraint.
4The notion of syntactic head assumed by Chao is that present in OB.
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H+ anaphor H~ anaphor

Anaphors

Defining

property

VPE, S-it, NCA

H+

gapping, stripping
H"

Clearly, Chao's classification is well supported. However, like HS's it leaves some questions
unanswered. The main problem is that as HS have shown, there are some important differences
between VPE on the one hand and sentential-if and NCA on the other5. In particular, VPE

requires a certain syntactic parallelism between a- and e-clause whereas NCA and sentential-if
do not. This is illustrated by the following examples:

(8.1) a. *Sue was flattered by Tom and Sarah did too. (VPE)

b. Sue appears to be thought by everyone to be pregnant but I don't believe it.

([Lakoff 1968])
if = Sue is pregnant

c. A: I don't see why you even try to win he game.

B: Because, I am convinced that I'll succeed [Hankamer/Sag 1974]
NCA = in winning the game

(8.1a) shows how a simple difference in voice rules out VPE (the a-clause is passive whereas the
e-clause is active). This contrasts with (8.1b) and (8.1c) where the anaphor refer to semantic

objects which do not correspond to any constituent in the a-clause. Thus in one case (VPE),
the syntactic parallelism required between a- and e-clause is rather strong whilst in the other

(NCA and sentential-if) it is non-existent. Whilst, in HS's analysis, this is accounted for by the
fact that VPE is taken to be a surface anaphor whereas sentential-if and NCA are classified as

deep anaphors, in Chao's classification VPE, NCA and sentential-if all belong to the same class
and nothing explains why they have different properties.

In summary, although HS's and Chao's classifications are both well motivated and interesting,

they nevertheless fail to account for some important differences between VPE on the one hand,
and NCA and sentential-if on the other. To explain these differences, I propose a third clas¬
sification which as we shall see, is in fact a synthesis of the first two. I start by examining

5For a detailed presentation of evidence supporting these two claims, the reader is referred to [Hankamer/Sag
1976] and [Sag/Hankamer 1984].
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precisely those properties which distinguish gapping from VPE on the one hand, and gapping
from sentential-it and NCA on the other.

Consider the discrepancies between gapping and VPE. These are ignored in HS but underlined
both in Chao and in the present thesis and can be summarised as follows: first, the distribution
of gapping is very constrained whereas that of VPE is not (cf. sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1). Second,
VPE may have a non-linguistic antecedent whereas gapping may not. This is illustrated by the

following examples (taken from [Webber 1978]):

(8.2) a. Jon and Mary danced together last night and Mary wants to 0 again tonight.
0 = dance with Jon

b. Jon wants to go to Africa and mary wants to go to India but neither of them can

0 because money is too tight.
0 = ?? do what s/he wants to do

c. Catch 22 is a book that Philip wanted to buy and he did 0 when he was waiting
at Kings Cross station.
0 = buy Catch 22

In each case here, the antecedent of the VPE has to be inferred — that is, it does not form a

linguistic entity. In other words, Ml these cases may be seen as cases of VPE having a pragmatic
rather than a linguistic antecedent. So in what follows, I will assume that VPE may take either
a linguistic or a pragmatic antecedent. Note that gapping always requires a linguistic antecedent

(that is, examples such as (8.2) cannot be construed for gapping)6.

Now consider the differences between VPE on the one hand, and sentential-it and NCA on the

other. One main difference is that if the antecedent of the anaphor is a linguistic one, then it
is syntactically constrained by the syntax of the anaphor only in case of VPE. In particular,
the antecedent of a VPE must satisfy (some of) the subcategorisation requirements of the VPE

auxiliary and must agree in voice (active or passive) with it. This is not true of sentential-it and
NCA: whether their antecedent is provided by the pragmatic or the linguistic context is irrele¬

vant; the syntax of NCA and of sentential-it remains unaffected by that of the antecedent and

vice-versa. The reason for this is quite simply that sentential-it and NCA remain syntactically
invariant whatever their antecedent is.

8For more evidence supporting this claim, see [Han learner/Sag 1976].
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At this stage, three properties have been identified which summarise the main differences dis¬

tinguishing VPE from gapping, NCA and sentential-it. On the basis of these properties, we can

now define a new classification for anaphora which divides them into three distinct classes as

indicated by the following table:

Syntax (1) Syntax (2) Antecedent Class

S-it - P 1

NCA - P

VPE + - P k L 21

Gapping + + L 22

Stripping + + L

The three distinguishing properties are characterised in the first three columns: Syntax(l) indi¬
cates whether or not the anaphor is sensitive to syntax; Syntax(2) indicates whether the distri¬
bution of the anaphor/antecedent pair is syntactically restricted or not; finally, the 'Antecedent'
column indicates the type of antecedent required by the anaphor — an L marks anaphors which

require a linguistic antecedent, P indicates a pragmatic antecedent, and L &c P means that the

anaphor may take either a linguistic or a pragmatic antecedent.

On the basis of this table, anaphora can be divided into three sub-groups: those that are not

affected by syntax and whose antecedent is pragmatic (class 1), those that are affected by syntax
but whose antecedent may be either linguistic or pragmatic (class 21), and those that are subject
to even stronger syntactic constraints and consistently require a linguistic antecedent (class 22).

Now the question naturally arises of how this new classification relates to HS's and Chao's

typologies. The resemblances and differences between the three classifications can be summarised
as follows:

HS Chao Proposal

S-it Deep H+ 1

NCA Deep H+ 1

VPE Surf H+ 21

Gapping Surf H~ 22

Stripping Surf H" 22

That is, the new partitioning turns out to correspond with HS's and Chao's classifications in
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the following way. First note that the two main classes (class 1 and class 2 where class 2
is the union of class 21 with class 22) of my classification correspond to HS's Deep/Surface
classification. Recall that the Deep/Surface dichotomy distinguishes between anaphors whose
antecedent may be pragmatic on the one hand and anaphors that require a linguistic antecedent
on the other, whereas class 1 and class 2 refer to whether or not the anaphor is constrained by

syntactic factors. The connection between the two classifications is thus a natural one. Surface

anaphors requires a linguistic antecedent and can thus be subject to linguistic and in particular,

syntactic constraints (this explains why class 2 of my classification coincides with HS's surface

anaphors). In contrast, deep anaphors have as antecedent some semantic object and thus cannot
be syntactically constrained (this explains why class 1 of my classification coincides with HS's

deep anaphors).

Now consider the sub-classification of 2 into 21 and 22. This time the distinction coincides with

Chao's H+/H~ dichotomy. That is, H~ anaphors are those anaphors which are most strongly
constrained by syntax (class 22 in my classification) and requires a linguistic antecedent whereas
H+ anaphors are syntactically freer (class 21 in my classification) and may take a pragmatic
antecedent.

So the relationship between the three classifications is a direct and simple one. Moreover, note
that it also resolves the conflict raised by VPE between Chao's and HS's classification, thus

making them compatible: class 21 covers precisely those type of anaphors (i.e, VPE) where
HS and Chao differ (whereas the H+/H~ distinction mostly coincides with the deep/surface
contrast, concordance disappears on the subject of VPE which HS classify as surface anaphor
and Chao as H+).

Since there is a direct relationship between HS's and Chao's classification on the one hand and
mine on the other, the properties and predictions made by the first two classifications can be

integrated in the new classification thus giving it more support. We can summarise the relation
between anaphors, properties and anaphoric classes as follows:

Class 1: Sentential-it, Null complement anaphora

Syntax plays no role.
The antecedent may be pragmatic.

Class 21: VPE

Syntax may play a role (if the antecedent is linguistic). The anaphor has a syntactic head
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which in the case of VPE we take to be the VPE auxiliary. If the antecedent is linguistic, it
consists of a single constituent. The distribution of the anaphor relative to the antecedent
is relatively free; in particular, the anaphor may either precede or contain the antecedent.
The antecedent may be either pragmatic or linguistic. At the interpretive level, the

anaphor behave more like a pronominal than like a reflexive.

Cass 22: Gapping, stripping.

Syntax plays an important role. The anaphor lacks a syntactic head. The antecedent may
consist of several constituents. The distribution of the anaphor is strongly constrained.

The antecedent must be linguistic. The anaphor behaves more like a reflexive than like a

pronominal.

8.2 Further directions

In this section, I indicate further areas of research that follow from work done in this thesis.
Section 8.2.1 focuses on semantic issues related to gapping and VPE which have not been ad¬
dressed in the body of the thesis. Section 8.2.2 summarises the role of pragmatics and intonation
in processing VPE and gapping.

8.2.1 Semantic aspects

[Oehrle, 1987] discusses the following data:

(8.3) a. Kim didn't play bingo and Sandy sit at home all evening.

b. Kim didn't play bingo and Sandy didn't sit at home all evening.

c. Mrs J can't live in Boston and Mr. J in LA.

d. Mrs J can't live in Boston and Mr. J can't in LA.

The gapped sentences (8.3a) and (8.3d) can be interpreted in two different ways: one in which
the aspects of interpretation associated with the auxiliary appearing in the a-clause have wide

scope over the two conjuncts, and one in which these same aspects have narrow scope with

respect to the connective and. Under the first reading, (8.3a) means: it is not the case that
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Kim play bingo and Sandy sits at home all evening — that is, for (8.3a) to be true it
must hold that either Kim plays bingo or Sandy sits at home all evening but the two propositions

may not both be true. Similarly, (8.3c) only holds if it is not the case that both Mrs J lives in
Boston and Mr J lives in LA. The narrow scope reading is the one where (8.3a) means: Kim
didn't play bingo and Sandy didn't sit at home all evening and (8.3c) holds if Mrs J
can't live in Boston and Mr. J cannot live in LA.

Oerhle points out that the wide scope reading is difficult to treat compositionally because the
surface ordering of words does not coincide with the semantic scope of the semantic element

they contribute to the meaning of the sentence as a whole: the element that has wide scope

over the two conjuncts is in fact properly contained within the first conjunct. But this objection
is only valid if it is assumed that the scope of semantic operators such as modals, negations
and quantifiers is to be directly calculated from the surface string, that is, if a strict version of

compositionality is adhered to. If this restriction is relaxed and it is assumed (as is the case in
most computational grammars) that some scoping algorithm will allow for all possible readings
to be generated, then the problem can be solved.

There are severed scoping algorithms which one could try to combine with ucg(2). Some perform
scoping on the fly ([Pollard 1989b]), others do it all at once and take as input the semantic

representation associated with a whole clause or sentence ([Hobbs/Shieber 1987; Keller 1987
and Lewin 1990]). The issue of how semantic operators should be scoped and under which
constraints is a highly complex one and I will not attempt here to define a scoping algorithm for

ucg(2). I will simply suggest that an algorithm along the lines defined in [Cooper 1990;188-192]
for a modified version of hpsg could well be appropriate as it allows for quantifier scoping to

be handled lexically and by means of unary rules. The basic idea there is that the semantics of
NPs is quantified out of the current sentence semantics and stored as the value of an attribute
called qstore. Various devices ensure that the value of qsiort percolates up to the top of the
tree so that the store of a clause will contain the semantics of all NPs occurring in this clause.
Some unary rules then ensure that the semantics of these NPs are quantified in, either at VP or

at sentence level, and in such a way that all possible scope ambiguities are accounted for. The
reason I judge Cooper's algorithm to be compatible with UCg(2), is that as UCg(2) it is strongly
lexicalist so that all the required information can be encoded either in the lexical entries or in the

unary rules triggering the quantifying in. More specifically, note that given a sentence formed
out of two conjuncts, the unary rule for quantifying in may apply either at the clause level or
at the sentence level. In the first case, the quantifiers have narrow scope with respect to the
connective whereas in the second, they have wide scope over it. Providing that like quantifiers,
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modals and negations are quantified out to be quantified in at the sentence level, then we get

precisely what was needed for the examples in (8.3).

8.2.2 Pragmatic aspects

As we have seen, there are a number ofways in which pragmatics affect VPE and gapping. This
section summarises these and points to directions for further research regarding the interaction
of ellipsis with pragmatics.

With regard to gapping, two pragmatic factors intervene to determine the acceptability and
the interpretation of the ellipsis: first, the informational structure of the a-clause and second,
the processing strategy of speakers. The role of informational structure was first brought to
attention in [Kuno 1976], where the claim is that sentences containing gapped clauses are only

acceptable when uttered in a context establishing an appropriate topic or presupposition. For

instance, the sentence in (8.4a) provides the appropriate context for (8.4b).

(8.4) a. Who did what?

b. Kim played bingo and Sandy sat at home all evening.

More generally, the claim is that the missing semantics in the gapped clause precisely corresponds
with either the current discourse topic or some recent presupposition available from the context.

As [Steedman 1989] pointed out, this is equivalent to saying that the missing information in the
e-clause closely corresponds to the 'given' information of the a-clause (as defined in [Halliday
1967]), or the 'topic' in the Prague School sense of the term (cf. [Hajicova/Sgall 1987]).

Given these observations about the interaction ofgiven/new information (or topic/comment) and
gapping interpretation, the question naturally arises of how this interaction is to be accounted
for in the grammar. This question is further complicated by the fact that gapped clauses are

characterised by a strongly marked intonational pattern where gapping remnants and their a-

correspondents bear focal stress ([Sag 1976; Russell 1987 and Steedman 1989]). Roughly, the
interplay between intonational pattern, informational structure and gapping interpretation can

be summarised as follows. The focal stress characterising the ^correspondents in the a-clause
means that the topic (or given information) of the a-clause can be easily identified: it is that
part of the utterance which bears no stress. Furthermore, this topic coincides with the missing
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semantics in the e-clause.

In this thesis, I have given no account of how these different factors interact nor of how they
relate to the other grammar components of syntax and semantics. Although some work has been
done on the interaction of informational and intonational structure with respect to gapping (cf.
[Russell 1987]) on the one hand, and on the interplay between semantics and informational struc¬
ture on the other ([Steedman 1989; Russell 1987]), a lot more work need to be done to answer

the following questions: What is the relative role of syntax on the one hand and informational
structure on the other in determining the interpretation of gapped clauses? Should informa¬
tional structure be reflected in the semantic representation of an expression ? and if so, how is
this to be integrated into a dynamic semantics? On a more general level, the question arises of
how informational structure, intonational patterns and topic information are to be integrated
into ucg(2). This I leave as an open problem.

Another pragmatic factor which influences gapping is processing strategy (cf. section 3.1.3).
Although [Kuno 1976] proposes some principles designed to explain some preferences in the way

gapped clauses are interpreted, more work needs to be done on identifying the general principles

underlying processing strategy. This I will leave as a task for psycholinguists.

Now consider the effect of pragmatics on VPE. With regard to VP ellipsis, pragmatics inter¬
venes in two distinct ways: first, as discussed in chapter 5, discourse structure constrains VPE
resolution and second, as illustrated in (8.4) inferencing and world knowledge sometimes are

needed to interpret VPE. Although chapter 5 attempts to provide an account of how discourse
structure affects VPE resolution, it is clear that much work still has to be done on defining a

theory of discourse which could precisely accounts for discourse phenomena in general and VPE
resolution in particular. Similarly, the question of how world knowledge is to be represented and
of how it is used in producing precisely those inferences which are need for language processing
remains an open one.



Appendix A

Implementation

In this appendix, I briefly describe how ucg can be implemented in prolog. I then go on to

show how this basic framework can be extended to integrate the syntactic and semantic analysis
of verbal and VP ellipsis developed in chapter 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis. Finally, I point out some

shortcomings in the present implementation and indicate how it could be improved.

Caveat: for simplicity, I will often conflate the formalism and its prolog representation when

discussing the program. For instance, rather than saying that Sign is the prolog representation
of a ucg sign, I will simply say that Sign is a ucg sign. It should be clear from the context
which is being meant of the formalism or of the prolog code.

A.l Implementing UCG(2)

In this section, I give a brief description of how I implemented the basic UCg(2) framework on

the basis of which a multi-level treatment of VP and verbal ellipsis can be developed. A fuller,
more comprehensive implementation of ucg(2) is discussed in [Zeevat et al 1987].

212
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A.1.1 The lexicon

Since ucg(2) uses a system of closed types to define linguistic attributes, an obvious way of
implementing UCg(2) signs is to model them using prolog terms. Type declarations are coded
as follows:

type_declaration(Type, Attributes).

where Type represents a type and Attributes is a list whose elements represent the attributes
defined for that type. For instance, the type declaration for a ucg(2) sign states that any ucg(2)
object of type sign is a feature structure with four attributes: pho, synt, sem and order. This
is encoded in prolog as follows:

type_declaration(sign, [pho, synt, sen, order]).

A series of type declarations defines for each attribute used within ucg(2) the type of this at¬
tribute. Given these type declarations, a ucg(2) sign is simply encoded as a list of four attributes
pho, synt, sem and order whose structure is recursively constrained by their respective type

declarations. For instance, the sign for man is encoded in prolog as follows:

[man, noun, man/I, _]

which is the prolog encoding of the feature structure in Figure A.l. Note that the semantics

pho: man

synt: noun

sem : maa/1

order: _L

Figure A.l: UCG sign for man.

of this sign is represented using unification rather than predication (that is, we have man/X
rather than the expected Ar.man(z). This is contrary to the claim, made in chapter 2, that
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the semantics used is based on predication rather than unification. The reason for this is a

purely practical one. The implementation described here is only intended to illustrate how the
theoretical analysis of ellipsis developed in this thesis can be implemented. It pretends neither
to exhaustiveness nor to efficiency. With regard to the semantics, I have opted for a unification-
based approach simply because it is simpler and faster to implement, not because I believe it
to be the right approach. In fact, it means that the treatment of constituent coordination (as
opposed to non-constituent coordination) is ad hoc. However, for illustrating how my analysis
of ellipsis works, it is sufficient.

A.1.2 The organisation of the lexicon

Since ucg(2) is a strongly lexicalist framework, it is important that the organisation of the
lexicon be maximally efficient in avoiding redundancies and expressing linguistic generalisation.
The way this is realised in the present implementation is by adopting a patr-like architecture
for the lexicon. This involves allowing for path equations, templates and lexical rules.

Path equations find a simple encoding in prolog which is best illustrated by an example. For

instance, to indicate that the morphological case of a given sign X is nominative, we simply
write:

X:synt:morph <=> nominative

which means that the sign X has a synt attribute whose value is itself a feature structure which
contains the attribute morph whose value is nominative.

Templates are defined using path equations and calls to other templates. For instance, the

template represented by the feature structure in (A.2) is encoded in prolog as indicated in
(A.3). Finally, lexical rules are also used. Again they find a direct implementation in prolog

whereby a lexical rule of the form FS1 => FS2 (where FSl and FS2 are variables ranging over

UCg(2) signs) is simply implemented as:

lex_rule(FSl, FS2)

where ... indicates any sequence of path equations and template references.
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pho : Pho

synt:

cat: sent

feats: [l..IB,PERS, A]

pho : Phol

active :
synt:

cat: up

feats : [_L, IB, PERS, noa]

sem : Seal

order: post

pred: _L

arglist: Seal

order: Order

Figure A.2: UCG sign for an intransitive verb.

template(iv,Sign) :-

Sign:synt:res:cat <=> sent,

Sign:synt:active <=> IP,

IP:synt:cat <=> np,

IP:synt:feats:case <=> nom,

IP:order <=> post,

Sign:synt:res:feats <=> IP:synt:leats,

Sign:sea:arglist <=> IP:sem.

Figure A.3: PROLOG encoding of the template @intransitive.
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A.1.3 Compiling the lexicon

To increase efficiency at parsing time, the lexicon is compiled prior to parsing so that the retrieval
of lexical information reduces to lexical look-up. This is achieved by partially-executing all

templates and lexical entries. Partial execution consists in performing some resolution steps

in advance. A resolution step replaces a literal with the body of a matching clause under the

unifying substitution of the literal and the head of the clause. Partially executing a clause (which
is called a program clause) with respect to a set of predicates (called auxiliary predicates) thus
consists in resolving the clause on literals containing these auxiliary predicates and recursively

partially executing the resolvent1. For instance, suppose we partially execute a program clause
of the form:

p(X) q(X,Y), r(Y).

and there is a matching clause for q(X,Y) which is:

q(a,b) .

Then partially executingp(I) q(X,Y), r(Y) with respect to the auxiliary predicate qyields:

p(a) r(b).

where q(X,Y) has been replaced by the body of the matching clause (which here is null) and the
unifying substitution of the literal with the head clause replaces X and Y in the program clause
with a and b respectively.

In effect, partially executing ucg(2) lexical entries boils down to replace prolog clauses of the
form:

word(Word,Sign) ...

where Sign is an uninstantiated variable and ... indicates a sequence of template calls and path

equations, by a unit clause of the form:
1 For a more detailed explanation of partial execution and its use in compilers, see [Pereira/Shieber 1987],
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word(Word,Sign).

where Sign has become instantiated to a ucg(2) sign and encapsulates all the information
contained in the path equations and template calls which before partial execution constituted
the body of the clause. For instance, partially executing the template in Figure A.5 above yields
the following unary clause:

template(iv, [_, sent"IB,PERS,_]/[_, np"[_,IB,PERS,nom], X, post], P/X, _]).

Note also that type checking occurs when the lexicon is compiled. In effect, path equations

implicitely encode the type of the feature structures they involve. For instance, a path equation
with path X:synt:cat is only well-formed if A is a ucg(2) sign because only ucg(2) signs are

defined as having the syni attribute. Moreover, the value of the syni attribute must be a feature
structure of type synt because only these feature structures are defined on the cat attribute.
When path equations are evaluated, the information about the interned structure of ucg(2)
attributes contained in the type-declarations is made use of in such a way that if a path equation

violates the requirements set on UCg(2) linguistic objects by these type declarations, compilation
fails. This ensures that errors in the lexicon are spotted at lexical compilation time rather than
at parsing time.

A.1.4 The grammar rules

Like ucg(2) feature structures, the grammar rules of ucg(2) finds a natural encoding in prolog.
Thus the binary rule of functional application described in detail in chapter 2 is encoded as

follows (this is the forward version of functional application; the backward version is similar

except that the argument precedes the functor and the order attribute of the argument and of
the active part of the functor is post rather than pre):

la_rule(la,

[Pho,(Synt/[PhoA.SyntA,Semi,pre]),Sem,Order],

[PhoA,SyntA,SemA,pre],

[[Pho.PhoA],Synt,Sem,Order]).
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A.1.5 The parser

To suit the lexicalist character of UCG(2), I use a bottom-up shift-reduce parser. This is aug¬

mented with a chart to keep a record of the sub-constituents found during the parse and to

avoid recomputation of partial results.

A.2 Extending UCG(2)

To integrate into ucg(2) the analysis of gapping and VP ellipsis developed in this thesis, some
modifications need to be introduced. First, a number of minor changes must be made to cater

with the 'incomplete' syntax characterising ellipsis. These are fairly trivial and include: adding
a product rule to the set of UCg(2) rules; adding a category for coordinating conjunctions which
takes as arguments a complete sentence on the one hand and a product category on the other;
and adding a lexical rule which will transform ordinary auxiliaries into VPE auxiliaries. Given
the introduction given above, the way in which these additional features might be incorporated
should be fairly obvious and so will not be discussed here.

A second more potent set of changes that need to be made concerns the licensing and the

interpreting of elliptical constructs. As discussed in chapter 7, section 7.2.1, I take these to

occur at the level of discourse (rather than at the sentential level). Thus, to account for the
fact that ellipsis is a discourse phenomena, I augment ucg(2) with a discourse parser which will
allow ellipsis resolution to take place whenever two sentences are combined to form a bigger
discourse unit (I take clauses of category S to be the basic building block of discourse units).
In what follows, I describe how the discourse parser works and how resolution occurs.

A.2.1 The discourse parser

A caveat is in order: recall (cf. chapter 7, section 7.2.1) that in this thesis, the discourse parser

is only designed to isolate clauses and make clear when ellipsis resolution is to take place. It
does not (as should any 'real' discourse parser) output any representation of the structure of
discourse. Neither does it say anything about discourse relations. This discourse parser is

essentially a shift-reduce parser augmented with a chart. In this chart an edge will be of the
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form:

discourse_edge([Start, End, Sign, Tree])

where Start and end indicate the starting and the ending vertices of the edge respectively, Sign
is the UCG(2) sign associated with this particular edge and Tree is the corresponding derivation
tree. The basic edges in the chart cover either a string in the discourse which is recognised by
the parser as a sentence (it is then called a sentence edge) or a connective such as and or bui

(called a connective edge). For instance, given the discourse:

(A.l) Jon likes Mary and Peter does too.

the discourse parser will start by building three basic edges as indicated in Figure A.4. Discourse

el e2 e3

O Jon likes Mary (£) and O Peter does too (3

Figure A.4: Discourse chart with basic edges only.

parsing then proceeds by alternatively shifting and reducing edges just as with any ordinary
shift-reduce parser. The top call of the discourse parser is thus:

d_parse( □, I, I)

d_parse(Discourse, I, M)

s_parse(Discourse, DiscRest, SignList), !,
lew is 1+1,

d_shift(I, lew, SignList), !,

d_reduce(I, Sew), !,

d_parse(DiscRe8t,Sew, M).

where Discourse is a list of words corresponding to the discourse to be analysed. The role of

s_parse(Discourse, DiscRest, SignList) is to take this list of words and split it into two

sub-lists Wordlist and DiscRest such that WordList corresponds either to a sentence or to
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a connective, i.e., to a basic discourse edge and DiscRest is the list of words remaining to be

parsed. SignList contains the set of signs associated with the basic discourse edge. d_shilt
then ensures that as many discourse edges are shifted on the discourse chart as they are signs
in SignList. These edges are then reduced by d_reduc«. Finally a recursive call to d_parse

ensures that the rest of the discourse (DiscRsst) is also parsed. Parsing stops when the list of
words to be parsed is empty.

Given this algorithm, the discourse in (A.l) will yield the discourse chart in Figure A.5.

e5

Figure A.5: Discourse chart.

A.2.2 The resolver

Ellipsis resolution occurs when two discourse edges are reduced and one of them contains an

elliptical clause. It is at this stage in parsing that the licensing and interpreting of both VPE
and gapping takes place. More generally, whenever two discourse edges are tried for reduction,
two cases can be distinguished: either one of the edges to be reduced contains an ellipsis and
then the ellipsis must be resolved2 or there is no ellipsis and the two edges may combine without

any need for resolution. This is encoded in PROLOG as follows.

resolve(Signl, Treel, Sign2, Tree2, Sign, lewSign)
2Here, I make the simplifying assumption that the a-clause is that covered by the other edge to be reduced.

That is, any case of VPE where the a-clause does not immediately follow or precede the e-clause is not dealt
with. The reason for this is that as discussed in chapter 5, the a-clause of a VPE clause can only be identified

using knowledge about the structure of discourse and that as already mentioned such knowledge is not available
to the present parser.
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identity_anaphor(Signl, Sign2, AnaphorType, AnaphorDirection), !,

order_trees(Treel, Tree2, AnaphorDirection, TreeList),

resolve(AnaphorType, AnaphorDirection, TreeList, Sign, lewSign).

resolve(Signl, Treel, Sign2, Trea2, Sign, Sign).

where Signl, Traal, Sign2 and Traa2 are the signs and trees of the two edges to be reduced
and Sign is the result of combining Signl and Sign2 using some UCg(2) rule. When no el¬

lipsis is present, the second clause of resolve/6 applies and the sign of the resulting edge is

just Sign. In contrast, if one of the two edges to be reduced contains an ellipsis, the predi¬
cate identity_anaphor will succeed and resolution will be performed. More specifically, given
two signs Signl and Sign2, identity_anaphor will return some information about the type
of the anaphor (gapping or VPE) and the direction of the anaphor (backward or forward).
order_trees then simply order the trees of the two input edges in a list (TreeList) where
the first tree is the tree of the a-clause and the second, that of the e-clause (so if a case of
backward VPE is analysed the order of the trees in TreeList contradicts the surface ordering of
the corresponding clauses). Finally, a call to resolve/5 ensures that the ellipsis in the e-clause
is resolved and that the sign HewSign associated with the resulting edge contains a resolved
semantics (rather than an unresolved one).

Predictably, resolve/5 consists of two clauses, one of which deals with VPE resolution and the

other with gapping. Consider first, the clause for VP ellipsis.

resolvefvpe, AnaphorDirection, [ATree.ETree], MotherSign, lewSign)

build_delta(ETree, ATree),

mother_node(ETree,ESign),

ESign:sem <=> ESem,

ESign:disgap <=> VP,

node(ATree,VP),

VP:sem <=> ASem,

get_esem(ASem,ESem,ESeml), !,

r(ESeml, ESem2),

get_mother_sem(AnaphorDirection, MotherSign, ESea2, leuSign).

The first clause build_delta builds the function V needed to ensure the resolution of sloppy

pronouns (cf. chapter 4) by recursively walking through the two trees on which V is defined
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(that is, the tree of the a-clause and that of the e-clause). »other_node(Tree,Sign) returns
the category (here, ESign) associated with the mother node of the tree Tree (in this case the
tree of the e-clause). ESign: sea and ESign:disgap return the value of the semantic and of the
discourse-gap attributes respectively, for the sign (ESign) associated with the elliptical clause.

node(Atree.V) searches the tree of the antecedent clause for a VP (VP) which unifies with the
value of the discourse-gap of the e-clause. This VP provides the semantics (ASem) needed to
resolve the VP ellipsis. get_esem(ASea,ESe»,ESe»l) then ensures that this semantics is unified
with the place holder provided by the unknown predicate occuring in the semantics of the VPE
clause. r(ESeml, ESem2) then computes the final semantic representation of the e-clause by

applying the function V, to ESeml to yield ESe*2. Finally, get_«other_sem(AnaphorDirection,

MotherSign, ESem2, KewSign) ensures that the semantics of the sign (Mothersign) resulting
from the combination of the two edges contains the resolved semantics (ESem2) of the e-clause.

Resolution for gapping is very similar except that the substitution operation has to take place.
This is ensured by the call to substitute/3 which takes the a^tree and the e-tree to yield a new

tree ETreel which both licenses the gapped clause and provides the basis for its interpretation.
The resolution procedure for gapping is as follows:

resolve(gapping, AnaphorDirection, [ATree.ETree], MotherSign, lesrSign) :-

build_delta(ETree, ATree),

substitute(ATree,ETree,ETreel),

mother_node(ETreel,ESignl),

ESignl:ses <=> ESeal, !,

r(ESeal, ESem2),

get_aother_sesi(AnaphorDirection, MotherSign, ESem2, levSign).

In general then, there is a simple PROLOG implementation of the ideas developed in the body
of this thesis. The relation between theory and implementation can be summarised as follows.
Consider syntax first. In the case of VPE, the analysis was that a VPE auxiliary has a value
for its disgap attribute which indicates what kind of UCG(2) object the antecedent must be. In

particular, it places some requirements on the syntactic category (VP, VP/NP or X[+PRD]) of
the antecedent, on its voice and on its aspectual features. This is implemented in the resolver

by the two clauses ESign:disgap <=> VP and node(Atree,VP) which in effect require that
the value of the disgap attribute in the e-clause unifies with that the category of some node
in the a-tree. In the case of gapping, the main syntactic constraint is that the substitution of
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the gapping remnants into the tree of the a^clause must yield a grammatical sentence. This is
implemented in the call to the substitute predicate whose definition in prolog closely reflects
the definition of a given in chapter 4.

From the semantic point of view, the theoretical analysis supports two main ideas: first, that
the interpretation of elliptical constructs is a function H of the meaning of the antecedent,
and second, that sloppy pronouns are pronouns which are constrained by strong parallelism

requirements. These two ideas find a simple implementation in the resolver just described.
Parallelism is modelled by the call to the procedure build_delta which establishes which NP
in the a-clause is parallel with which NP in the a-clause. The fact that the interpretation of

elliptical constructs is a function of the meaning of the antecedent is encoded in the clause
r(ESeml, ESem2) which can be thought of as meaning H(ESem 1) = ESem2.

A.3 Possible improvements

The implementation described above is mainly intended to illustrate how the ideas developed
in this thesis can actually be implemented. It does not purport to give an exhaustive treatment
of the linguistic and extra-linguistic constraints regulating ellipsis. As such, it presents many

shortcomings and could be improved in several ways and at different levels. As discussed in

chapter 2, several extensions are possible within a unification-based framework which increase

expressivity and allow for linguistic generalisations to be better captured. These include, in

particular, the possibility of expressing negation and disjunction of features, the use of set and
list values, and the introduction of relational dependencies. In the present implementation, none
of these extensions are available. However, the general setup of the lexicon (the use of templates
and path equations and the compiling of the lexicon) is such that integrating these extensions
is possible without major changes to the globed architecture of the system. Essentially, all that
needs to be done is first, to define how these extensions are to be treated by the lexicon compiler;
and second, to decide on the semantics of these extensions and their implementation in prolog.

The first task (defining how these extensions are to be treated by the lexicon compiler) is

relatively easy and could be carried out by having the lexicon compiler replace any value which
does not lend itself to straightforward unification by a variable, say X, in the lexical sign which
is being compiled. This variable is then associated with the corresponding value and added to
the sign in a list of constraints which is checked upon at parsing time. So, for instance, the
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lexical entry in (A.6) below will yield after compilation a PROLOG term of the form given in

(A.7).

teniplate(iv,Sign)

Sign:synt:res:cat <=> Bent,

Sign:synt:active <=> IP,

IP:synt:cat <=> (np or pp),
IP:order <=> post,

Sign:synt:res:feats <=> IP:synt:feats,

Sign:sea:arglist <=> IP:se«.

Figure A.6: Example of disjunctive feature value.

template(iv, [_, s"FEATS/[_, Cat"FEATS, X, post], P/X, _]:

[constraint(X, np or pp)]).

Figure A.7: Compilation of disjunctive feature value.

For the second task (deciding on the semantics of the various possible extensions and on their
PROLOG implementation), a good summary of how set and list values, relational dependencies,
disjunction and negation can be handled is presented in [Cooper 1990].
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